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OUR FOUNDER, OUR PHILQSQPIW
Our Founder

C

nationwide community education

harles Stewart Mott, who

program.

established this Foundation in

From this start, the Foundation's

1926, was deeply concerned
from his earliest years in Flint with the

of the community: the individual, the

welfare of his adopted community.
Soon after he had

family, the neighborhood, the systems
of government. This interest

major concern has been the well-being

become one of the city's

has continued to find

leading industrialists, this

expression in Flint and also

General Motors pioneer

has taken us far beyond our

found a practical and

home city.
This report deals with

successful way to express his
interest. He served two years

the avenues that we explored

as mayor (1912-13) during a

in 1991 while mindful of the

period when the swiftly

founder's motto; "Let us be

growing city was beset with

known by our deeds, and not

municipal problems, with
40,000 people sharing

bv our monev."

facilities adequate for 10,000.

Our Philosophy
f i f^ e Charles Stewart
Mott Foundation is a

As a private citizen, he

Let us be

started a medical and dental

known by our

clinic for children and

deeds, and not

helped establish the YMCA

b\- our monev"

and the Boy Scouts in Flint.
along with the Whaley
Children's Center.
Nine years after the
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private foundation

supporting programs across
the United States and, on a
limited basis, internationally.
Its purpose is to identify,
demonstrate, support, test

Foundation was incorporated for

and disseminate principles that, in

philanthropic, charitable and

application, strengthen and enrich the

educational purposes, it became a
major factor in the life of Flint through

quality of life of individuals and their
communities.
Learning how people can live
together most effectively, making the

organized schoolground recreational
activities, which developed into the

concept of community a practical reality,
is one of the fundamental needs of
humanity — particularly in a world

resources and grantmaking:
• Opportunity for the Individual
and the Family

marked by social and political conflict,

• Partnership with the Community

rapidly changing technology,

• Effective Functioning of

disproportionate allocation of resources,

Community Systems

and a growing realization of the limits of

• Leadership as the Mobilize!"

a sustainable environment.

Specifically, Foundation

The Foundation has long been

grantmaking is organized under six

interested and involved in improving the

Trustee-approved program missions:

quality of life at the local level, using the
processes of education, social welfare,

• Education: Developing
Human Potential

economic development and

• Environment

environmental management. From its

• Flint Area

beginnings in Flint, the Foundation has

• Neighborhoods and Economic

extended this concern with local

Development

problems to cities and towns in other

• Philanthropy and Volunteerism

parts of the country.

• Exploratory and Special Projects
The missions, in turn, are divided

*
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yhe neighborhood or local

into program areas approved by the

community level is still a

Board of Trustees. (A breakdown of the

major concern. However,

missions and program areas can be

given the complexity of the world and

found on page 55. Descriptions of each

the interrelatedness of its problems,

are included in the grants listing.) The

the Foundation has broadened its

program areas are the primary arenas

concept of community to encompass

for planning and carrying out the

the state, regional, national and, where

Foundation's grantmaking. While all of

appropriate, international levels.

the program areas are important, at

The purpose and values of the

any given time some may have higher

Foundation are embodied in four

priority' than others. These relative

philosophical principles, which

priorities are reassessed by the

together provide an appropriate

Trustees at least twice a year through

framework for the direction of our

annual mission reviews and the regular
budget process.

ANNUAL MESSAGE
ur 1990 Annual Report, you
contribution.
may recall, explored the
Such flexibility does not always
ramifications of replicating
come easily to funders. Most of us are
effective programs and
concerned about die long-term
projects. The research for that report
sustainabiliry of the programs and
stirred much thinking and discussion
projects we fund. This concern has
- in-house and beyond — about a
become increasingly important as
number of other key issues in effective
intractable social problems, declining
grantmaking. So much so. that a topic
resources, and cutbacks in federal and
for our 1991 report naturally
state funding have forced us
emerged — namely, whether
to an even more careful
even well-organized, well-led
scrutiny of what we do and
and well-implemented
how we do it.
community-based programs
Given this frame of
can maintain their
mind, we often find it
effectiveness over time.
difficult to make course
Unquestionably, this is
corrections in our
one of the most critical
grantmaking or to accept
issues confronting
such corrections on the part
grantmakers as they reflect
of our grantees.
on their past grantmaking
But the truth is that in a
efforts and ask: What have
rapidly changing world, what
our dollars really
is static often gets left
accomplished?
behind. What may be viable
Typically, the answer
today may not be viable
seems to be pegged to
CHANGING
tomorrow, and the effective
whether the original granthandling of one problem
SHAPE,
supported program is still in
may lead inevitably to others.
place, whether it serves the
Nor
Where dots that leave
same constituency and, most
grantmakers who put dollars
SUBSTANCE
importantly, whether it
on the line today to make a
maintains its original goals
belter tomorrow?
and objectives.
As grantmakers, we may
But if we measure
have years of experience in a
success based on original
field and may have
expectations, often we
developed a comprehensive
conclude we have failed. In
knowledge of its problems,
our view, its just not that
points of change and key
simple.
participants. But how can any
A program's "success"
•
foundation know the needs
or "failure," it seems to us, is
of each community or constituency
determined by many factors. The more
better than the program or project
we think about it, the more we
being funded at the local level?
conclude that the true measure of a
Consequently, if we endeavor to
program's success well may he its
answer the "What have we really
ability to evolve over time and to adapt
accomplished?" question, we must be
to the changing times and needs of the
prepared 10 find that it either wasn't
community.
what we had thought we would
Successful grantmaking, then, may
accomplish or had been superseded
lie in enabling a program or project to
by other objectives.
take root and then allowing it to make
A prime example for the Mott
necessary changes, whatever the
Foundation is our work with the
original objectives, to achieve a lasting
National Association of the Partners of

O

the Americas Inc. Funded initially in
1979 to develop a network of five
centers for community education in
four Latin American countries plus the
Caribbean, the project was, by many
measures, disappointing.
After getting the centers off the
ground and running, Partners turned
its attention toward the creation of the
Inter-American Center for Community
Education. The center, in turn, with an
initial Mott Foundation grant, created a
small-grants program that allowed
communities to implement a variety of
self-improvement projects. While
interest in the small-grants program
flourished, work on the centers
languished.
Ten years and $2.2 million later,
with only two community education
centers left to point to, the project fell
short of our expectation to leave
behind five strong, locally supported
centers of community education.
And yet, how do you judge to be a
"failure" a project that today is serving
thousands of people and is making a
marked difference in their quality of
life?
This project was no flop. Program
staff may be disappointed that the
original objectives of the project were
never realized. But the small-grants
projects have made dramatic
improvements in local communities,
and the small-grants program has been
used since as a model for other
international grantmaking.
What is important is that many of
the principles embodied in our
original programming are
recognizable in what Partners
ultimately created. Thus, through its
flexibility, the Foundation enabled
Partners to adapt. Today, Partners has a
budget of $10 million and is making a
difference in lives throughout the
region it serves.
To learn more about the
adaptability of our grantees generally,
we decided to take a reflective,
retrospective look at the programs and
projects we highlighted in our annual
reports of the 1980s. Our interest was

in finding out which programs
remained viable over time, even
without Mott support; exactly what they
had accomplished; how they had
managed to survive; and to what extent
they had accommodated changing
conditions and circumstances.
These programs and projects
represent the Foundation's long-held
interests in seven fields: teen
pregnancy prevention, community
education, economic development,
neighborhood organizing,
philanthropy, at-risk youth and the
environment.
Admittedly, they were a select
group to begin with — our annual
reports have customarily showcased
our most effective grantees. But by
deliberately starting with programs
with past track records — and culling
the best of them to feature in this
report — we reasoned that we might
discover some common themes about
adaptability and survival.
•w- -w- 7- ^-e made no attempt to
% V^ / define what makes a
% /%/ "successful" program. Our
v v
primary interest was in
carefully examining how these programs
changed and/or survived over time.
Nevertheless, we also fully anticipated
that we would find some programs
that, by all measurements, had "failed"
- failed to exist, failed to adapt, failed
to leave behind any vestiges of lasting
community change or improvement.
We found two. For the Mott
Foundation, there probably is no
better example of failure than
AutoWorld, the shuttered theme park
that still stands in our backyard in
Flint, Michigan.
For more than 10 years, Mott
invested millions of dollars in projects
designed to revitalize downtown Flint,
a community overly dependent upon
the automobile industry. While most of
those revitalization projects struggled,
they have, in fact, remained viable. But
the community still wrestles with how
to adapt AutoWorld.
AutoWorld offers testimony to the

CHANGING SHAPE, NOT SUBSTANCE
importance of building adaptability
into projects up front. As in the case of
many capital projects, die cost of
maintaining or renovating the facility
severely limits how it can be reused.
Outside Michigan, we also
encountered disappointments.
Eskenosen, a community-organizing
effort based in rural Georgia, for
instance, was never able to help
residents make significant, lasting
changes in their communities, despite
tireless, stable leadership within
Eskenosen and years of trying.
Eskenosen folded its tent about two
years ago.
nd there are other projects for
which we had great hopes,
but we must settle for the fact
that they have done the best
they could with changing times and
circumstances. Did they justify our
expenditures? We'll let you be the
judge.
More often, however, we found
that flexibility often resulted in not
only viability but also vitality. Take, for
instance, Common Wealth
Development Inc., a community
development corporation in Madison,
Wisconsin, mat began receiving Mott
support in 1980.
Mott money helped Common
Wealth create Madison Mushrooms, a
mushroom-growing business that was
featured prominently in Mott's 1983
Annual Report. Roughly a year later, the
business closed.
Undaunted, Common Wealth
shifted gears and developed a new
economic-development strategy
focusing on ways to help small
businesses start, expand and, under
written agreement, allot jobs to those
with low and moderate incomes.
As the Common Wealth
experience clearly demonstrates, the
ability to learn from disappointing
ventures and adapt to changing
community conditions can be critical
to a program's ability to last.
Although all of the projects
featured in the pages that follow
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demonstrate flexibility and adaptability,
each faced different circumstances that
prompted change, and each
accomplished those changes in
different ways.
Beyond the specific issues and
concerns we gleaned from
conversations with past grantees,
putting together this retrospective
convinced us that grantmakers should
visit the past more often. Aside from
the many lessons to be learned, there
is something wonderfully uplifting
about seeing the dogged
determinedness of grantees at work.
For the Mott Foundation, with its
particular emphasis on communitybased grantmaking and individual
initiative, it is a reminder that there is
no substitute for the will of people to
make a difference.
It is highly possible that such
determinedness also may lead us to
further discoveries about long-term
sustainability and systemic change. And
we cenainly believe that the issue of
adaptability will figure prominently in
any examination of those vital
grantmaking concerns.
What we hope to present here is a
look at the ability of people and
programs to adapt with time and need.
We firmly believe that flexibility must
become a critical tool of grantmaking
if we are to make a difference over
time.
In the final analysis, it is far too
soon to know if any of these programs
will survive long-term or will change
the system. But they certainly appear to
be moving in the right direction.

ADMINISTRATION

The Foundation ended the year
with assets totaling $1.09 billion, an
increase of $163 million from 1990.
Grants totaled 446 at almost $43.9
million, an increase of $4.8 million
from the previous year.

William S. White, Chairman

YO help shed some light on
technical assistance and sound expert
whether — and how advice. And they need adequate
grantees manage to adapt and
personal compensation so they don't
maintain their effectiveness
find it necessary to leave.
over time, we contacted each and
Time and again, we were
every program or project that was
impressed by how stable and
featured in our annual reports during
committed the leadership of these
the 1980s. All 32 received direct or
programs had remained. Barbara
indirect Mott Foundation support
White, a leader in the field of teenage
during the decade.
pregnancy prevention when we first
Not only was this endeavor
wrote about her work in 1981, has
encouraging, but also it was
become even more deeply involved
enlightening in that it revealed a
and widely known today, a decade
number of themes that proved
later.
common to those projects that
Such continuity is an
readily adapted to changing
important key to the
times, economic support and
adaptability of a program.
community concerns, among
Equally important, in many
other things.
instances, is the presence of
These themes are worth
indigenous leaders playing
thinking about when
strategic roles in an
supporting community-based
organization. We found this
organizations that surely will
to be particularly important
face the need to adapt, if
in isolated, rural areas where
nothing more than to meet
a project director may be
TAKING
emerging needs in their
considered an "outsider"
SHAI>E:
communities.
even after years of living and
Unquestionably, one of
working in a community.
ADAPTING
the most important themes
Consequently, from a
To REMAIN
to emerge is the fact that it is
foundation perspective, we
not enough to have strong
all must be concerned about
EFFECTIVE
program leadership; the
where tomorrow's leaders
stability of that leadership is
will come from. After all,
critical. (And if that is
there always will be people
accompanied by charisma,
in desperate need. And,
creativity, unflagging energy
hopefully, there also will be
and thriftiness — all the
adequate political will to
better!)
keep vital social services
But the message that
operating. But will we always
should be underscored for
find an ample supply of
foundations is the
dedicated, capable people
importance of fortifying and
willing to run those
supporting that leadership by
programs?
providing project directors and their
Somehow, those of us with an eye
staffs with regular opportunities for
on the future must begin thinking
renewal and rejuvenation.
about how we can create the kind of
Further, staff people need
environment in our schools and
opportunities to update skills and
communities that will encourage
acquire new ones. They need
tomorrow's leaders to blossom.
opportunities to network with their
Our research highlighted another
colleagues far and wide. They need
important principle we had long
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TAKING SHAPE: ADAPTING TO REMAIN EFFECTIVE

suspected: Branching into new areas,
severe shortages of affordable
and undertaking new projects, can
dwellings in their communities.
help a community-based organization
Clearly, remaining open to new
retain its vitality and its appeal to
ideas and programming is one of the
supporters.
important keys to adaptability We
Many of the organizations we first
further discovered that when ideas
came to know in the 1980s have
and programs are generated by fbe
adopted new goals, missions and/or
community and/or implemented by
projects. For instance, when we visited
local residents - instead of being
Working in Neighborhoods
brought to the community by
in Cincinnati in 1984, the
outsiders - greater
emphasis was on organizing
adaptability tends to result.
residents in public housing
Barbara White's teenage
complexes and low-income
pregnancy prevention
neighborhoods, By 1991,
program, known as CYESIS.
WI.N. had evolved into a
is a case in point. That
small but zealous housing
project, which was launched
developer — painstakingly
in the Sarasota (Florida)
piecing together the finances
Public Schools in 1978,
needed to help those on low
apparently generated little
incomes become
controversy in the
homeowners.
community, despite the
Clearly,
WI.N. remains
emotions that teenage
committed to organizing. In
pregnancy prevention
remaining open
fact, it was through W.I.N.s
programs can sometimes
organizing efforts in poor
to new ideas
spark.
neighborhoods that the need
White attributes the
and
for affordable housing
CYESIS experience, in large
surfaced as an issue so
programming
part, to the fact that a group
critical that the organization
of concerned local citizens
is one of the
felt compelled to respond.
conceived the program and
important keys
led the planning efforts.
T|
jroreover, WI.N.
In addition, CYESIS
to adaptability.
/• /t view's the
quickly secured a variety of
/ I/ f creation of
"partners" (including the
^L. v JL housing as an
state, county health
important way to stabilize
department, school board,
and revitalize
local United Way and Mott)
neighborhoods, while at the
to provide funding and/or
same time helping WI.N.'s
services.
grassroots membership feel
Such "buy-in" is
empowered through home ownership.
essential for a program to remain
We discovered that a fair number
viable, and it encompasses the range of
of community-based organizations had
project partners: the community, which
moved into the housing field and were
must provide essential partnership and
building new units or rehabbing old
support; the funders, which must be
ones — often one small parcel at a
willing to see projects change; and the
time. Grantees with no previous real
project's staff members, who. more
estate experience found themselves
often than not, must demonstrate the
forced into the housing market by the
courage of their convictions.
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Equally important is maintaining
a high level of grassroots support over
a period of years.
Common Wealth Development
Inc. in Madison, Wisconsin, offers some
important insights. Marianne Morton,
who helps direct that communitydevelopment organization, candidly
told us that a lack of generous, steadyfunding from a single source has been
both a curse and a blessing. A curse,
because fundraising has required
inordinate staff time and energy-; a
blessing, because grassroots support
- financial and otherwise — has been
consistently forthcoming, allowing
Common Wealth to continue
operating.
In a related vein, we discovered
that programs that had grown stronger
orer time generally had started out as,
or evolred into, providers of a broad
range of services.
s we have noted in past
annual reports, particularly
our 1989 report on poverty in
America, it is becoming
increasingly clear that fragmented
solutions to the problems of the
disadvantaged or severely- at-risk
provide only limited benefits at best.
Multiple, intertwined problems must
be addressed concerted!)' and
simultaneously.
Our research led us to another
important lesson: Even small amounts
of money can make a significant
difference. That is particularly true, we
found, for the many grassroots
organizations we encounter.
The neighborhood-based
organizations we fund typically receive
only small sums — sometimes as little
as $15,000 annually. Yet frequently
those dollars have helped stimulate
neighborhood leadership, kindle
neighborhood-unity and create
tangible physical improvements in
communities. Moreover, that rich

A

combination often has triggered
something even more important for
neighborhood groups — a sense of
self-determination and empowerment.
Similarly, we also
found: Small amounts
of money in the right
hands can leverage
significant dollars from
other sources. We noted,
for instance, the Oregon
Community Foundation,
which received modest
Mott support over six
Our research
years to create a smallgrants program to
led us to
strengthen
another
neighborhoods. When
vital support ended, it
important
was able to cast a wide
lesson: Even
net for other supporters.
OCF not only landed a
small amounts
significant grant from
of money can
die Ford Foundation to
continue and expand its
make a
neighborhood work, but
significant
also received $1.4
million from a new
difference.
national collaborative to
address neighborhood
renewal in 20 cities
nationwide.
In reflecting on the
stories contained in this
report, we garnered a
simple message: Flexibility and
adaptability often add up to viability.
We believe these grantees
collectively offer interesting and
important testimony to the need to
retain and revitalize strong leadership,
weather financial setbacks, leverage
grants, stabilize funding, muster
community partnership, demonstrate
sensitivity to emerging needs and
display a willingness to plow new
ground.
We hope you'll agree.

QES/5
Teen Pregnancy
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fYESIS, a program designed to help young
parenting women redirect their lives, came to the
Mott Foundation's attention shortly after its
creation in the 1970s. In 1978, CYESIS became
part of die Too-Early Chiidbearing (TEC) Network, a
cluster of projects funded by Mott to prevent teenage
pregnancy and/or assist pregnant and parenting teens.
That network, funded from 1975 to 1986, began with
five projects scattered across the country and gradually
expanded 10 seven. All projects received in-depth technical
assistance and participated in an extensive, long-term
evaluation. Funding for the TEC Network totaled
approximately §2.7 million.
Mott's long-held interest in supporting projects aimed
at adolescent women led in the 1980s to support for two
additional networks of programs addressing adolescent
pregnancy and parenting. Those networks were managed
by the National Urban League Inc. and the Association of
Junior Leagues International. Mott funding for those efforts
totaled approximately $1,5 million.
Some affiliates of both leagues continue to operate
teen pregnancy programs. The Junior League's Teen
Outreach Program appeared impressive enough in
evaluations to warrant
replication. Therefore, Mott
currently is funding the Junior
League to replicate its teen
pregnancy prevention model.
CYESIS, one of the earliest
programs to receive Mott
funding, originally operated out
of two rented mobile homes on
the campus of the Sarasota,
Florida, vocational education
center, Pregnant and parenting
teen mothers were offered a
chance to continue their
education for up to a year. If a
diploma had not been earned by
- —^MH
that time, the student was
Mott funded TEC from 1975
expected to return to her home
to 1986.
school to finish her education.
But many students floundered when they left the
program and, unable to cope in a less supportive and
nurturing environment, all too often became dropouts.
In response, CYESIS began to look at itself as a
dropout prevention program for pregnant and parenting
teen mothers, adding and redesigning services to increase
the likelihood that participants at least would earn a

?
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Florida used CYESIS as a model for legislation in 1989-

diploma — if not also acquire vocational skills or further
their education by attending college.
The CYESIS experience — particularly the program's
ability to recognize a weakness and make the adaptations
needed to serve clients better — offers at least two
important lessons:
First, although Mort support for CYESIS was a modest
$85,000 over eight years, those funds were crucial in
helping the program establish credibility and leverage
much-needed additional funds.
And second, the existence of solid community
support and funding partners was critical during CYESIS1
early years and has remained vital since.

CYESIS
Sarasota, Florida

t's a simple matter to calculate the dollar
value of the Mott Foundation's support for
/
CYESIS, a teen pregnanq' and parenting
program operating in the Sarasota public
schools.
It's another matter entirely to measure the
worth of those grants in terms of the credibility
they provided during the program's fledgling
years and the impact they had on the hundreds
of young pregnant women who have
participated in CYESIS, says Barbara White,
program director for the past 13 years.
"CYESIS was funded at a very low level.
Our smallest grant was less than $6,000, and
our largest was $15,000. The Mott support was
actually only a very small piece of the funding
that went into the program overall.
"But the credibility Mott gave to our work
and the opportunities provided for networking
and technical assistance - - those were the final
pieces that allowed us to pull everything
together."
Indeed, White and her staff "pulled
everything together" so well that the state of
Florida used CYESIS as a model when
formulating dropout prevention legislation in
1989. Moreover, White has become a recognized
leader in her field in Florida, serving on several
high-level panels and boards.
Were those not sufficient feathers in White's
cap, in 1989 CYESIS was named an exemplary
dropout prevention program by the Florida

"CYESIS evolved
from the
community; it
wasn't imposed
on the
community
from some
outside source."
-Barbara White

n

CYESIS

Department of Education — one of
only two programs to be so honored.
CYESIS' success and longevity
stem in part from the fact that it has
enjoyed strong community support
from inception. The idea of creating an
alternative educational setting for
pregnant teens or teen mothers of
newborns developed out of
discussions and planning efforts
launched by a small group of
concerned local citizens.
"CYESIS evolved from the
community; it wasn't imposed on the
community from some outside
source," White said. "CYESIS was
always pan of the (Sarasota County)
school system and was always seen as a
valuable part of that system."
*y—^ven more important, CYESIS
I j always operated as a
F
partnership, acquiring funding
-A—J and/or services from a variety
of sources, including the state, School
Board of Sarasota County, city, United
Way, Children's Home Society, county
health department, the March of Dimes
and foundations such as Mott.
Still, to keep pace with the
changing needs of young participants,
CYESIS over time has made a few
modifications in structure, style and
program offerings.
Today students can continue their
education at CYESIS for up to three
years after delivery. Child care is
offered on site for one year, after
which it is provided nearby through a
district-operated program complete
with transportation.
Beyond those basic components,
CYESIS has developed a
comprehensive "continuum of
services" for clients that includes:
consultation and involvement with
CYESIS' full-time social worker,
opportunities to learn about child care
and development, counseling about
vocational and continuing education
opportunities, and an accelerated
academic curriculum that allows
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students to accumulate credits rapidly
and graduate sooner
As just one indication of the
individualized attention students
receive at CYESIS, White pointed out:
"Our students leave here with plans.
That doesn't mean they always followthrough on them, but I think they are
better able to see themselves as young
people with potential.
"We're small enough to really
know our students and really see their
abilities. We encourage them to grow
and see beyond the roles they may
have set for themselves."
Still, CYESIS has experienced
some growing pains over time. What
began as a small program with 15
soon-to-be or parenting mothers grew
to a 1990-91 client load of 147 students.
(It should be noted that not all
students stay for the entire year.)
The program continues to attract
predominately disadvantaged students
whose families could best be
described as working class, White said.
And although the minority population
in the school district overall is about 14
percent, between 50 percent and 70
percent of CYESIS' students are
minorities. Most are African-American,
but White says that recently a small but
growing number of students are
Hispanic.
Aside from their pregnancy,
childbirth and child-rearing
experiences, all CYESIS students seem
to share some type of deeply troubling
family or life trauma, according to
White.
"The common thread is that
something has happened: a divorce, or
alcohol or drug abuse in the home, or
the death of a sibling — maybe
because of a shooting. There's often a
history of family violence or abuse.
... Sometimes the pregnancy is really
the least of the (student's) problems."
Addressing the myriad problems
of today's pregnant and parenting teens
is the critical challenge facing not only
CYESIS but also other service

CYESIS
language, physical and social
development of children.
That Florida would become the
first state in the nation to create such
comprehensive legislation to respond
to die needs of teen parents comes as
no real surprise to White.
"I think the state of Florida has
made a conscious decision that it's
better to pay now than to pay later. I
think this state is very concerned about
long-term welfare use — the cost of
that to the state, and the need to do
something preventative to deal with
the issues."

that during the early years of the
evaluation, CYESIS ranked high on the
number of low-birth-weight babies
born to participants. That prompted
several changes in the program that
have resulted in there being no lowbirth-weight babies during the past
three years.
Progress aside, what White and
her staff find perhaps most uplifting is
the personal side of the sterile statistics
- those students who beat the odds.
"I get excited about the individual
achievements of our students — those
who are going on, getting
further training, getting jobs.
•hite is
And yet they come back and
particularly
tell us of the value of the
proud that
things they learned here and
CYESIS has
what made a difference for
served as a model for the
them. That's not necessarily
state and that the organization
something you can learn
has been able to make a
from an evaluation model."
difference at that level.
One of those students is
Our program
"We've been able to be
Lori Stephens, a personable
innovative on such things as
woman in her early 20s who
isn't only for
the (accelerated) curriculum
spent her senior year at
— things that are now being
CYESIS. A full-time secretary
teens; it's also
looked at in general
in a small law office,
education. I'm excited that
Stephens
admits that raising
a chance to give
we're able to do some early
a child and keeping her
intervention with the babies.
marriage together for five
a new child
Our program isn't only for
years hasn't been a picnic.
teens; it's also a chance to
a strong start
Her husband, she says,
give a new child a strong
was the product of a
start in life."
in life."
troubled home. Although
Results of the MottStephens doesn't elaborate,
funded TEC Network
-Barbara Wlrite
she mentions that her
evaluation, which included
husband spent several
analysis of data collected at
months in jail shortly after
CYESIS, highlighted a
their son was born and that
number of other positive
his misuse of alcohol caused
outcomes of the program.
him both personal and
For instance, according to
•
marital problems.
network evaluators, the program was
Ultimately, "I told him if he
rated good or outstanding at: assisting
continued drinking he'd lose his
young women in completing their
family. So he quit."
education; linking graduates to jobs,
Still, their backgrounds and
and increasing the likelihood that the
upbringing were so different that
young parents provide standard health
"until about a year and a half ago, I
care for their children.
thought we were doomed for divorce."
But the evaluation also reported
For her part, Stephens says she
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COMMON WEALTH DEVELOPMENT INC
Economic Development

•

r

he original goals set by Common Wealth
Development Inc., a community development
corporation created in 1979 in Madison,
Wisconsin, were nothing short of ambitious: To
improve housing stock, assist new and existing businesses,
create jobs, and kindle neighborhood spirit through
citizen participation.
Common Wealth got off to a strong start, rehabbing a
number of housing units in the Williamson-Marquette
neighborhood — an area targeted for attention — and
playing a key role in revitalizing the neighborhood's
commercial district by attracting new businesses and
helping others piece together needed financing.
With that
track record, the
organization was
able to secure
grant support
beginning in
1980 from the
Mott Foundation,
which by that
time had
developed a
sizable portfolio Common Wealth has offered a tool-lending
of economic
library.
development
projects, many
conceived of and executed by community-based
organizations. In all, Mott provided five general support
grants of $15,000 each to Common Wealth.
Although in its early years Common Wealth focused
on large-scale economic development projects, it gradually
moved away from that strategy largely because of the
failure of Madison Mushrooms, a major business venture it
created in 1983.
Originally developed as a ready source of jobs for
neighborhood residents and as a local supplier of
mushrooms, the enterprise was launched with high hopes,
an adequate supply of spores and a capable manager.
Unfortunately, the manager's lack of expertise in
mushroom production proved fatal to the business.
"We had a manager with good managerial skills,"
recalled Marianne Morton, who now helps direct Common
Wealth. "What we didn't realize is how vulnerable
mushrooms are to viruses."
The death of Madison Mushrooms was a blow, but it
did not'Spell the end of Common Wealth. If anything, a
more diversified Common Wealth remains wellentrenched in Madison.

The incubator houses 15 businesses, including an antiques restorer.

Two lessons can be drawn from Common Wealth's
experience;
First, the failure of one aspect of an organization's
programming sometimes can serve as the impetus for
change. The collapse of Madison Mushrooms, for instance,
prompted Common Wealth to develop a different strategy7
for attaining its original goal of creating jobs for lowincome neighborhood residents.
Second, to make something positive out of failure
requires organizational leadership that is creative,
energetic and flexible.

COMMON WEALTH DEVELOPMENT INC.
Madison. Wisconsin

A

first-time visitor to Madison, Wisconsin,
is struck immediately by its natural
beauty, manageable size and general
livability. Unquestionably, part of the city's
character is derived from two large, picturesque
lakes, around which sit some of Madison's
oldest and most charming homes.
Equally noteworthy is Madison's downtown,
where the decay and blight that plague so many
American cities are noticeably absent. Despite
the departure of a fair number of retail outlets
in recent years, the downtown area has
managed to maintain a certain vitality.
Home to the University of Wisconsin and
state government, Madison has never pinned its
economic survival on heavy industry. As a
result, the city boasts a relatively stable,
recession-proof economy. Moreover, Madison
trumpets a housing market still readily
affordable to the middle class - - so affordable,
in fact, that stories abound about Chicagoans
and even New Englanders migrating to Madison
to escape sky-rocketing real estate, in addition
to disappointing schools, violence, crime and
gangs.
To the casual observer, Madison's missing
amenities may not be readily apparent. But to
Marianne Morton, who has worked in economic
development in Madison for a number of years,
due lack of affordable housing for poor, lowincome and handicapped residents is painfully
obvious.

There's a
desperate need
for

affordable

bousing in
Madison."
—Marianne
Morton
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COMMON WEALTH DEVELOPMENT INC
In fact, the supply of such housing
maker, an interior designer, a creator
is so severely limited that creating
of custom racing bikes, a specialty
additional units has become a top
T-shirt designer, an antiques restorer
priority for Common Wealth
and several artisans.
Development Inc., the neighborhoodThough each business is provided
based organization that Morton helps
its own space and separate utilities,
direct. (Common Wealth has no
some shared services are offered, such
officially designated executive
as the use of a computer, complete
director.)
with programs for accounting and
"There's a desperate need for
graphics among others.
affordable housing in Madison,"
In addition, Common Wealth
Morton said. "The federal government
requires all incubator tenants to create
pretty much has abandoned funding
a detailed business plan, and has
housing production, so local
arranged for the University
nonprofits have had to try to
of Wisconsin's Small Business
pick up the slack and do it by
Development Center to offer
putting together the creative
classes and technical
financing."
assistance workshops to
Creative deal-making
fledgling businesses on the
has been the lifeblood of
premises. The $25 cost for
Common Wealth since it was
the nine hours of instruction
formed in 1979 with the
is split evenly between the
"We still have
ambitious goal of revitalizing
entrepreneurs and Common
the Madison neighborhood
Wealth.
our threeknown as WilliamsonCommon Wealth also
pronged
Marquette.
has arranged for a number of
Common Wealths early
area businesses and technical
approach,
emphasis on economic
assistance providers to offer
which is
development projects, which
individualized training to
led to an ill-fated mushroommore experienced
housing,
growing business called
entrepreneurs in the
business
Madison Mushrooms, has
incubator.
given way to a focus on
Typically, businesses
development
creating higher wage jobs,
move into the incubator after
and
"We still have our threeoutgrowing space in the
pronged approach, which is
entrepreneur's basement or
community
housing, business
garage. And under the lease
development."
development and community
agreement between
development," Morton said.
entrepreneurs and Common
-Marianne
"We're still committed to
Wealth, low-and moderatethat. We haven't abandoned
Morton
income job applicants are
retail businesses; we still
given first preference for
work to attract new ones to
employment. That stipulation
the area. But we really
has resulted in more than
wanted to focus on higher-wage jobs.
100 jobs.
And that's why we developed the
Morton acknowledges that the
incubator.'1
incubator has not attracted many lowThe incubator, an old foundry
income entrepreneurs. To address that,
owned by Madison Gas & Electric Co.
Common Wealth was seeking funds in
and leased to Common Wealth for Si
late 1991 to create a businessper year, currently houses 15
ownership training program for
businesses, including a Chinese noodle
people with low incomes.

*
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As with many Common Wealth
projects, the incubator was developed
in phases as funding became available.
Refurbishing, which was considerable
for the vacant, hulking structure, began
in 1987 with the first floor and
gradually encompassed other sections
of the three-story building. And in
typical Common Wealth style, financing
was pieced together from several
sources, including the Community
Development Block Grant program
and the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.
Part of the incubator's appeal is its
below-market rates (S3-50 per square
foot, compared with an average of
between $10 and $15 a square foot
elsewhere in the community).
s—^uch features have helped the
W ^ incubator maintain a 100
^ percent occupancy rate as well
k^_>/ as a sizable waiting list. "The
incubator has outperformed our
expectations," said Morton. Only one
business has failed during the past four
years, and several others have
"graduated" to larger spaces in the
community.
That's music to the ears of Jim
Montgomery, facility manager for
Madison Gas £ Electric and a key
adviser to Common Wealth on the
incubator project. Over time, he and
Common Wealth have developed an
effective, comfortable working
relationship.
And exactly what fuels this
unusual partnership between a major
utility company and a communitydevelopment organization?
"The incubator is known to
people as a place small businesses can
go (when starting up)," Montgomery
said. "Our association with it is
beneficial — strictly from a public
relations perspective."
In addition, businesses occupying
the incubator obviously create a
demand for the utility company's

services -- "not tons of it," he said,
"but they are going to be customers of
ours for years to come. And maybe
they will get bigger — maybe they'll
move. That's good for us as a utility,
and it's good for Madison, because it
provides diversity and makes us a little
more recession-proof."
Enhancing Madison's diversity and
fortifying its economy
are at the heart of
Common Wealth
projects. A
neighborhood survey
conducted by Common
Wealth in 1988 found
that most residents want
to preserve die
Williamson-Marquette
area's diversity (in terms
The incubator
of race, income and
household makeup), yet
is known to
also want improvements
people as a
in housing stock and
retail services.
place small
Common Wealth
businesses can
always has strived to
attract or create retail
go (when
outlets geared to
residents' basic needs.
sfarting up)."
Located in the
-Jim
neighborhood, for
instance, are a hardware
Montgomery
store, coin laundry,
pharmacy and dry
cleaners. In addition, a
bicycle shop and a
medium-sized co-op
grocery store proved so
successful that they enlarged their
operations and expanded their space.
Common Wealth provided both
businesses with extensive financial
advice and assistance.
Beyond that, Common Wealth has
worked diligently to create and/or
strengthen three small retail "hubs" in
the neighborhood. Each hub consists
of a small cluster of businesses. Aside
from working directly with those
businesses, Common Wealth also has
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restaurant built on space formerly
occupied by a deteriorated gas station.
"It takes a long time to put the
financing together — even for a small
project," she said. "Another developer
that didn't have the commitment to the
community would have given up."
But commitment to community
keeps Common Wealth plugging away
on deals — no matter how many
months or years they may take. By
summer 1991 the final touches were
being applied to Falconer Cooperative,
an eight-unit, low-income housing
cluster that Common Wealth spent
more than two years designing,
funding and developing.
-y—four of those apartments are
i j barrier-free and designated
g
specifically for the
JL.
handicapped — a group that
has a particularly tough time finding
housing in Madison. In fact, Morton
says, some people often wait as long as
four years for a vacancy* in one of the
barrier-free rentals maintained by
the city.
Funds were pieced together from
more than a dozen sources and
included federal, low-income housing
tax credits, which were used to attract
an equity investor. Common Wealth
acted as the developer of the project
and overseer of the budget, and it now
owns and manages the property.
Aside from the Falconer project,
Common Wealth has been involved in
a few other small housing
developments. Ridge Side Cooperative
was one of Common Wealth's first
housing projects and involved
renovating four dilapidated houses
into an eight-unit, limited-equity co-op.
In the late 1980s, Dorothy Vaughn
Commons was created by renovating
four houses into eight apartments for
women and children who are victims
of domestic violence.
Already on the drawing boards is
yet another housing project, the

renovation of five or six single-family
dwellings to be marketed to
low-income residents. Though clearly a
difficult undertaking, the project will
fill an important niche.
"In Madison, no one is doing
home ownership for very low-income
people," Morton said. "I think that's the
new challenge."
Still, Common Wealth is likely to
find itself struggling
with at least one
on-going challenge —
finding adequate
Rinding to carry on its
X*
work. "One of the
biggest challenges in
doing economic
One of the
development work
biggest
today is not only the
shrinking dollars, but
challenges in
that there's more
doing economic
competition for those
dollars," Morton said.
development
Madison, she says,
work today is
is at a disadvantage not
only because of its small
not only the
size, but also because
shrinking
"we're not perceived as
being as blighted as
dollars, but that
some of the bigger
there's more
metropolitan areas."
Given that,
competition for
Common Wealth is
those dollars."
likely in the years ahead
to continue
-Marianne
emphasizing a strategy it
Morton
has long held: attract
multiple funders and
leverage all available
dollars.
"We never got dependent on one
source of funding," Morton said, "and
that's been both a weakness and a
strength. It's a weakness because it's
meant focusing more on fundraising
and less on programs at times. It's a
strength because it's made us
emphasize grassroots fundraising and
private sector involvement — and that's
allowed us to survive." •
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WORKING IN NEIGHBORHOODS
Neighborhood Organizing

C

incinnati, with a population of about one million,
has long been known as a city where residents
identify strongly with their community and often
join either loosely or closely knit neighborhood

groups.
Thus, it is hardly surprisingly that a nonprofit
community development organization named Working in
Neighborhoods would take root in 1978 to help such
groups set and reach their goals.
Beyond that, WI.N.'s mission included increasing
responsiveness from city officials and agencies to
neighborhood concerns and training emerging and
existing community leaders.
Historically, VKI.N. worked extensively with residents
of Cincinnati's public housing — even forming a separate
arm to address problems and improve living conditions
called Public Housing Action Committee: Church and
Tenants. To this clay, PIIACT continues a close affiliation
with W.I.N.
That neighborhood-based approach to community
self-improvement was
and is of strong interest
to the Mott Foundation,
which began a major,
national program to
support community
organizations in 1976.
Mott's strategy has
been to make both
direct and indirect
grants to communirybased organizations.
Through the years, Mott
has funded eight
Intermediary Support
Organizations to reach
a broader number of
Community pride has been the
small neighborhood
cornerstone of W.I.N.'s ii'ork.
groups with funding
and technical assistance. Since 1980, those ISOs have
received Mott grants totaling $8.3 million.
In addition, Mott has granted more than $900,000
directly to neighborhood-based organizations.
In all, nearly 800 neighborhood organizations have
received support either directly from Mott or through the
ISO program.
Admittedly, funding neighborhood-based
organizations, with their sometimes tenuous foothold in
the community, is risky business. In fact, an evaluation of

Bruce Woods and bis two children are thrilled with their new home.

i

the ISO program completed in 1987 showed that onequarter of the groups supported during a six-year period
were no longer operating.
Never die less, the Mott Foundation continues to
believe that grassroots empowerment is important and can
lead to systemic change. Thus, we continue to fund
programs at the local level.
Although Mott never was a direct funder of WI.N. and
its activities, support was provided during the early 1980s
through an ISO, the National Training and Information
Center. In all, Mott indirectly granted $23,500 to WI.N.,
including $7,000 in 1984 to help launch a janitorial
cooperative whose members were public housing tenants.
Although the janitorial service is still in operation, it
was sold recently to several co-op members and became a
privately operated business. Plans for creating a business
cooperative never really took root, says Sister Judith
Martinez at WI.N., adding that high employee turnover
may have been a stumbling block.
'The employees realized pretty quickly that they had
talents and capabilities, and generally they moved on to
better-paying jobs. That's not all bad — although it wasn't
great for the co-op. Out of 13 employees, only about two
didn't end up moving on."
Although the business is no longer affiliated with
WI.N., "I still believe it's possible to do economic
development projects," Martinez said. "But they're hard for
W.I.N. because we don't have the financial resources to
jump in there and take the risk."
WI.N. has taken its share of risks over the years, all
the while remaining true to its original goal: improving
and stabilizing targeted Cincinnati neighborhoods.
Moreover, wise and responsive leadership quickly
recognized that to reach that goal, WI.N. would have to
venture into the complex — and unfamiliar — world of
housing development.
What makes WI.N. an interesting case for examination
is that its leaders have demonstrated an uncanny ability to
leverage housing dollars and create strong community
partnerships.

WORKING IN NEIGHBORHOODS
Cincinnati. Ohio

~^here is no clutter -- anywhere -- in
Bruce Woods1 home. No magazines or
newspapers are left about. The sparse
furniture and decorations are treated with such
obvious care that they look new.
Imprinted in die spotless beige living room
carpet are the fresh tracks left by a recent
encounter with a vacuum cleaner that meant
business.
What can be found in abundance in the
Woods household is sheer joy and unabashed
pride.
[Moving into this newly constructed home in
one of Cincinnati's more modest neighborhoods
three years ago was the realization of a longheld dream for Woods, his wife and their two
children. For eight years the family had
scrimped, saved and dreamed of home owning
- while living in sterile, subsidized housing.
But Cincinnati's public housing system
seemed to work against Woods' goal; every time
he got a raise or took on a part-time job to get a
little ahead, the rent increased.
In fact, by the time the Woodses moved out
of their three-bedroom rental unit, the rent had
reached $530 per month -- substantially more
than their current mortgage payment of $405.
So eager were the Woodses to take up
residence in their new home that they began
moving their belongings in before the carpet
was completely laid, Woods says with a chuckle.

7
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The important
thing is the
process of
people

improving and
revitalizing
their
communities."
-Sister Judith
Martinez
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"There's nothing like owning your
designed to solidify the strength of
own home," said Woods, explaining
individual neighborhood groups and
that only three of the 15 children in his
press for action on common concerns.
own family have managed to buy
It was through the back door of
homes.
community organizing that WI.N.
"You have your privacy: You can
entered the housing field, according to
do what you want. And this is
Sister Judith Martinez, who heads the
something I can leave to my kids.
organization's housing program. She
Every time I pull into this driveway, I
and others soon realized that a key to
feel good. I'm always
neighborhood stability is
thinking about what I can
ensuring an adequate supply
do next."
of livable housing stock so
Without die help of
that young people can
Working in Neighborhoods
remain in their
- a nonprofit communityneighborhoods.
development organization
"We didn't start out as a
that recently entered the
housing-development group.
housing-development market
We started out helping
- Woods believes his goal
neighborhood groups
would have remained
through a self-determination,
elusive.
self-empowerment process.
There's
"If I hadn't heard of
But as we did organizing ...
nothing like
WI.N., I'd still be in
jobs and housing always
metropolitan housing. And
would
be the issues of
owning your
do you realize I would have
greatest concern.
own home. You
been paying $600-something
"We don't do housing in
a month by now?"
areas
where we don't do
have your
Although WI.N. has
organizing. We're not into
privacy. You
broadened its scope to
housing for housing's sake.
include housing and other
The important thing is the
can do what
projects through the years,
process of people improving
you want"
community organizing has
and revitalizing their
always been its primary
communities. ... For us, it
-Bruce Woods
focus. The organization
(housing development) is a
operates on an annual
more systemic, slower
budget of about S500,000,
process because of the
pieced together from such
empowerment — because
sources as fund-raisers,
we don't do it for the people,
grants, gifts and contracts
we do it with them."
with businesses and neighborhood
Wl.N.'s first attempts to provide
groups.
decent, low-income housing occurred
Housing rehabilitation took a
in the mid-1980s when the
back seat in the mid-1980s to Wl.N.'s
organization bought several badly
primary mission: assisting and
neglected homes, rehabbed them
strengthening the many neighborhood
inside and out and sold them.
groups that exist throughout the city.
The impetus was a growing
Even today, WI.N. may be working
awareness that low-income Cincinnati
on specific problems and projects with
residents were finding home
as many as 25 of the 44 neighborhood
ownership an impossible dream. The
groups that coalesced several years ago
reasons, though complex, include the
and formed Communities United for
fact that for-profit builders began
Action — an umbrella organization
abandoning the low-priced housing

4
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intricate that Martinez laughingly calls
instance, that each unit have a buyer
the end result a "seven-layer cake."
before construction began. Therefore,
For instance, to undertake W.I.N.'s
before seeking a construction loan, she
first new construction project — 11
began arranging the mortgage
single-family homes in a
financing. Specifically, she wanted predominately African-American
and got — non-conventional
neighborhood — Martinez pieced
mortgages at be low-market interest
together a patchwork of supporters
rates; low down payments; and relaxed
that included the state, the city, her
income, savings and closing-cost
religious order (the Sisters of
requirements. Then, to
Charity), a national insurance
finance construction, she
company, several local banks,
sought a zero-interest loan.
plus free or reduced-cost
To pull it all together,
services from attorneys,
Martinez tapped into several
engineers and architects.
innovative state and local
Although the homes,
financing programs, with
one of which Bruce Woods
help from staff at the
now owns, were sold for
National Training and
For-profit
about $50,000 each, the
Information Center.
actual cost to construct each
Wl.N. also worked with
organ izations
of the two-story structures
a group of constituents who
can't make
was about $65,000. That
convinced several local
meant Wl.N. needed a
banks to establish
money on
$15,000 subsidy for each unit.
Community Reinvestment Act
bousing for
And that, says Busch, is
programs and other lending
what makes undertaking
practices geared to lowlow-income
housing development so
income home buvers.
people. If there
difficult for nonprofits.
"For-profit organizations
[everul banks now have
was money to
developed home
can't make money on
be made, they'd
housing for low-income
ownership classes in
people. If there was money
conjunction with
be there."
Wl.N. and Communities
to be made, they'd be there.
-Sister Barbara
It's just as hard for a
United for Action. The
classes, typically held in
nonprofit; we can't make any
Busch
money, either. And yet we're
neighborhood churches or
pressured to be selfcenters, have been attended
sufficient."
by 1,100 people during the
Recognizing the
past 18 months.
complexity of the housingAll of these efforts have paid off
development field, yet lacking
handsomely; since WI.N. sold its first
construction and finance experience,
new homes three years ago, not one
owner has defaulted on a mortgage Martinez was forced to rely on tenacity
and patience to arrange her first deal.
or been late with a payment.
It took nearly two years to put the
With that modest, yet solid, track
financing package together.
record, Martinez has several projects
on the drawing board, including
But Martinez acknowledges that
building approximately 20 new homes
she was asking for concessions and
arrangements that other developers
and rehabbing eight others. In
had rarely if ever requested of local
addition, she has her eye on a threefinanciers.
acre parcel that already is zoned
She considered it imperative, for
residential and could accommodate 14
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Community Foundations
s early as 1979, the Mott Foundation began to
recognize the vast potential of communityfoundations to serve as agents for local change,
thus launching a major grantmaking strategy to
ensure that those philanthropic organizations got the
support — financial and otherwise — they needed to
grow and prosper.
To this day, Mott continues to believe that community
foundations can serve as much-needed funding sources
for worthwhile community projects, stimulate publicprivate partnerships, leverage other funds, offer technical
assistance to
nonprofits, link
HB^B^AV
area grantmakers
KLV:
and help national
funders achieve
mutual goals.
With those
goals in mind, Mott
gradually
developed a threepronged approach
to supporting
community
77je OCF has supported neighborhood
foundations.
groups for ) 'ears.
The initial
program, started in 1979, fortified a limited number of
struggling community foundations by providing them with
administrative funds, support for specific projects and
endowment challenge grants,
In 1982, Mott launched a broad technical assistance
program aimed at smaller, revitalizing or new community
foundations.
And finally, in 1984, a program was instituted to
encourage community foundations to support citizenbased organizations in low-income neighborhoods.
Even today, Mott continues to support various
community-foundation initiatives, both nationally and
internationally. All told, that support from 1979 through
1991 has totaled S22.4 million.
The Neighborhood Small Grants Program was a
particularly natural development, given Mott's longtime
interests in supporting community foundations and
strengthening neighborhood-based organizations.
In all, eight community foundations participated in
the first phase of that program, which ran from 1984 to
1990. Those foundations raised nearly 5500,000 in local
matching funds, allowing 214 neighborhood-based groups
to receive small grants.

A

The magic may be returning — to the Aladdin and to Brooklyn.

Mott expenditures for that period totaled $1.5 million,
including funds for networking activities and extensive
evaluation. Mott entered into a second phase of the
program in 1990, under which 13 community foundations
are receiving grants for various activities.
Perhaps the most gratifying aspect of the
Neighborhood Small Grants Program has been the gradual
awakening among community foundations to the vitality of
neighborhoods and their on-going commitment to support
neighborhood-based organizations.
One of die best examples to emerge from our
experience was the Oregon Community Foundation
(OCF), which was featured in our 1985 Annual Report.
OCF was in the program from 1984 to 1989, receiving
grants totaling nearly $205,000.
The program proved so successful that OCF actually
broadened its commitment to the concept after Mott
funding ended. The OCF experience offers lessons on
several levels.
Mott, for instance, learned much about the mechanics
and dynamics of establishing partnerships with community
foundations to accomplish shared goals.
OCF learned it could be an important force for
change at the community level.
And the Portland community learned that the local
foundation was committed to making neighborhoods
more viable, livable places.

OREGON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
Portland, Oregon

*] Tor residents living in the Brooklyn
r^j neighborhood on Portland's southeast
.JL
side, there has long been something a
bit magical about the Aladdin Theater. During
the dawning years of this century, the grand old
theater with its ornate lobby and gracious
balcony was the perfect spot to woo a
sweetheart.
But just as hard times befell the
neighborhood, so too this majestic
neighborhood showpiece gradually lost its
luster. By the late 1970s, the Aladdin had shed
all vestiges of wholesomeness, becoming
known throughout Portland for hosting a sixyear run of the X-rated film "Deep Throat."
Still, the decaying theater wasn't the only
symbol of this working class neighborhood^
decline. All along Milwaukie Avenue, Brooklyn's
main drag, a sprinkling of sordid, shabby
concerns sprouted, including the "California
Girls Massage Parlor" and a cluster of taverns
that attracted unsavory patrons.
But these days, there are signs that some of
the magic may be returning - - both to the
Aladdin Theater, which recently was purchased
by new owners who plan to reintroduce family
fare, and to the Brooklyn neighborhood overall,
which has undergone a six-year, neighborhoodled revitalization process, resulting in an influx
of young families and increased property7 values.
Credit for that transformation rightly
belongs to the Brooklyn Action Corps, one of

*

"The

partnership

with Mott gave
us a license to
learn, and a
license to take
risks."
-Gregory A.
Chaille
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to $50,000 range were common in the
late 1970s and early 1980s), young upand-comers looking for an urban
lifestyle largely ignored Brooklyn.
Thus a newly re invigorated corps
began developing a marketing
campaign to trumpet Brooklyn's
desirability and livability.
To fund its "Come Home to
Brooklyn" campaign, which included a
neighborhood logo, street banners and
a newsletter, the corps turned to the
Oregon Community Foundation's
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program,
a special grantmaking initiative that
had been created in 1984 with support
from the Mott Foundation.
The corps received two grants (in
1985 and 1986} totaling ^,600 for the
campaign. And those small grants paid
big dividends,
The focal point of the corps'
image-building campaign was a
brochure describing BrookK n's
affordable housing, accessibility to
downtown and efficient public
transportation. The brochures were
distributed to real estate sales people,
businesses and a host of nonprofit
organizations.
At the same time, the corps
initiated a number of wholesome
neighborhood activities, from a
massive cleanup to a neighborhoodwide garage sale.
T| /Jr°re importantly, the corps
/I /t developed a solid working
/ I/ i relationship with local
JL v JL Realtors and received
considerable favorable attention from
Portland's daily newspaper.
And over time, says Tsukuda, "We
got people thinking about this
neighborhood and seeing it was
viable."
Better yet, the group got people
to buy homes in Brooklyn.
Today, enrollment at Brooklyn
School has jumped to 200 students so impressive that when the corps
reached its five-year deadline last

spring, the school board didn't even
bother asking for an update or a
report. The threat of closing the school
appears gone for good, says Tsukuda.
Still, she readily acknowledges
that the group probably wouldn't have
been half so successful if the
community foundation hadn't provided
grant support.
"I think that made all the
difference. It took people who had
some energy and gave them some
resources. ... Without that funding, I
think we'd still be floundering."
Such success isn't
unusual among
neighborhood groups
receiving small grants
from OCF In fact, a
recent OCF survey
revealed that 70 percent
of the 36 neighborhoodbased organizations
receiving grants
between 1984 and 1988
met or surpassed their
original goals.
We got people
Given that track
record, there was no
thinking
question the foundation
about this
would continue the
small grants program
neighborhood
after its Mott funding
and seeing it
ended in 1989.
In late 1990, the
was viable."
OCF created a new,
-Ann Tsukuda
multifaceted program to
preserve the best of the
old Neighborhood
Small Grants Program
(as it was known under
Mott sponsorship),
while expanding the
concept to include
support for more sophisticated,
community-based development

4

initiatives.

Called the Neighborhood
Partnership Fund, the new initiative
has as its main thrust to create and/or
strengthen community-based
development corporations (CDCs) that
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undertake activities aimed at
Chaille expects to see the fund
improving their neighborhood's
grow quickly and substantially. To that
physical, social and economic
end, OCF last fall hired a dynamic
conditions.
director with an impressive
More specifically, the fund will be
background in community
used to help CDCs develop both their
development to head the fund, and
staff and organizational capacity, link
tapped some of Portland's most
them to expert technical assistance
influential leaders to constitute an
providers, and increase the supply of
advisory board.
affordable, short- and long-term
As a direct result of OCF s success
financing for specific
in creating the
projects.
Neighborhood Partnership
Aside from working
Fund, the foundation
with both emerging and
recently was selected to
mature CDCs, the fund also
receive SI.4 million from a
houses a special
new national collaborative
Neighborhood Self-Help
designed to tackle
Grants program. Modeled
neighborhood renewal.
'/ think the fact
after the Mott-OCF initiative,
Through OCR Portland
that national
this program provides up to
is one of 20 cities
$7,500 for one-time,
participating in the National
resources are
neighborhood-based projects
Community Development
aimed at organizing,
now coming
Initiative, a $62.5-million
advocacy, planning or other
fund created by several large
into Portland
activities that will clearly
national funders.
improve neighborhood
goes back
Chaille says it is no
conditions.
coincidence that the new
to our
According to Gregory A.
initiative and the Ford
Chaille, OCF executive
Foundation decided to
involvement in
director, interest in
provide Portland with funds
Mott's
establishing the
for community development
Neighborhood Partnership
activities.
Neighborhood
Fund grew naturally out of
"I think the fact that
Small Grants
the community foundation's
national resources are now
involvement with the Mott
coming into Portland goes
Program,"
Foundation.
back to our involvement in
-Gregory A.
Under the Mott
Mott's Neighborhood Small
program, OCF was able to
Grants Program," he said,
Chaille
help a sizable number of
adding that the community
community-based groups
foundation gained vast
solidify their concerns and implement
knowledge and broad visibility from
modest goals. But some of those
the program.
groups clearly were capable of
Thanks to the small grants
undertaking bigger projects than the
program, with its many opportunities
small grants program could fund.
for networking and technical
"They were fumbling for the next
assistance, he says, OCF acquired a
step," Chaille said.
level of maturity that helped make it
Enter the Neighborhood
attractive to other national funding
Partnership Fund, which was created
sources.
with hefty contributions from OCF, as
"We wouldn't have been here (at
well as from the Ford Foundation and
this stage of development), if we hadn't
the City of Portland.
joined the Mott partnership.
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Environment
TT'^F'aye Kiker was a soft-spoken, hard-working,
IS no-nonsense, budding environmental activist in a
f^L
quiet Alabama town near the Mississippi border
JL X. when the Mott Foundation met her in 1987.
For several years, she, a mighty band of neighbors
and a few eager Vanderbilt University students had been
documenting and vocalizing concerns about plans to
establish a hazardous waste incinerator at the site of an
existing hazardous waste landfill.
Kiker, a longtime resident of Sumter County with
ancestral roots reaching back 150 years, had learned of the
proposal in 1982 through the town's informal grapevine.
Already alarmed by the heavy truck traffic generated by
the landfill, she and several neighbors began investigating
the project, What they discovered was unsettling,
The Landfill, located in the nearby, predominately
African-American community of Emelle, was accepting
hazardous waste
from 48 states
and several
foreign countries
- making it the
largest facility of
its kind in the
nation at the
time.
Equally
disturbing to
residents: The
hazardous waste Mott Art5 aimed to help grassroots groups
shipped to the
acquire expertise in the environment.
site included
potentially explosive materials and flammable chemicals;
some liquid wastes were being stored in open lagoons;
and there was no protective liner underneath the landfill
because it was not required when the site first opened yet buried there were wastes in steel drums with a life
span of five years or less.
Such findings prompted Kiker and her neighbors to
form Alabamians for a Clean Environment (ACE) and to
bridge deep-seated prejudices by working with a largely
African-American organization called the Minority Peoples'
Council (MFC), which shared ACE's concern about the
landfill.
Helping the two groups investigate the landfill,
research the incinerator proposal and prepare testimony
for public hearings were several interns from Vanderbilts
Student Environmental Health Project (STEHP), which
received Mott grants over eight years totaling $205,000.

Kaye Kiker: "I believe the Earth is a divine creation of God...

Support for STEHP was in keeping with the Mott
Foundation's interest in helping grassroots gmups acquire
much-needed expertise in science and health from
organizations with technical know-how.
Over time Mott has continued to support a network
of regional technical assistance providers (now numbering
approximately 251 with a demonstrated ability' and
willingness to share their expertise with local
communities.
In addition to funding these regional technical
assistance providers through our Toxic Substances
program, Mott also makes environmental grants in the
areas of Global Sustainability and Great Lakes bind and
Water Resources, as well as for special initiatives. Overall,
funding through 1991 for the Toxic Substances program
totaled $8.6 million.
In the case of ACE, MFC and STEHP, the combination
of technical assistance and community activism paid off. In
1989 the landfill owners abandoned plans to build the
incinerator.
And although the leader of the MFC, Wendell Paris,
recently left the state, Kiker has become a recognized
environmental leader and much sought-after speaker in
her region — and beyond.
To had out how she and ACE have fared during the
past four years, we caught up with her in western North
Carolina, where she was making a series of appearances in
small communities facing environmental threats.
Hers is the story of personal growth and
development It's the storyof tireless leadership, even in
the face of tenuous funding. And it's the story of how one
"star pupil" in a technical assistance program multiplied
the value of her training a hundredfold by sharing what
she learned with eager audiences far and wide.

KVE KIKER
Emelie, Alabama

A

rmed with an unusual mix of Southern
charm, missionary zeal and true grit,
Kaye Kiker has spent the past four years
crisscrossing the United States, offering advice
and encouragement to grassroots environmental
groups waging battles against powerful,
polluting Goliaths.
Kiker's travels are strictly no frills; typically
she travels by car, gobbles meals in fast-food
joints along the highway, and sleeps in spare
rooms offered by host families.
But Kiker, who nine years ago was a
contented housewife devoting her time to
remodeling her grand Victorian home, working
stained glass and teaching Sunday school,
wouldn't trade her new life for a king's ransom.
Speaking at a gathering of grassroots
environmentalists outside Asheville, North
Carolina, Kiker explained her motivation; "I
believe the Earth is a divine creation of God,
and that we're supposed to be stewards of it. ...
You know what I'd be if I wasn't an
environmentalist? I'd be ashamed of myself."
Though life on the road is not without
frustrations, Kiker insists: "I'm glad to be able
to use my life productively. And I meet the best
people - - people who really care. ... People
need inspiration. They need examples. I try to
be an example."
Kiker has become more than just a good
example to budding community activists. To
Kristin Zimet, an environmentalist from
Kingsport, Tennessee, who met Kiker for the
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You know
what I'd be if
I wasn't an
environmentalist? I'd be
ashamed of
myself."
—Kaye Kiker
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hrst time during the environmental
meeting in North Carolina, Kiker is
a hero.
"1 live in an atmosphere that's
thick with fear," said Zimet, explaining
that timidity and uncertainty often
keep her and fellow activists from
tackling environmental concerns
forcefully. "To see someone who has
moved into the open, who's fearless that's inspiring. Seeing someone who
started out knowing so little, who has
achieved such stature against such
odds, is very exciting."

magazine and The Boston Globe.
In the South — and certainly in
Alabama — Kiker has become a wellknown, outspoken advocate for
community activism. Indeed, her
unflagging spirit has brought her
numerous accolades, and even a few
prestigious awards. In 198"7, for
instance, she was honored by Alabama
Governor Guy Hunt as a volunteer of
the year for her environmental work.
And in 1988 she and 18 other
Americans were selected from among
2,100 nominees to receive a
President's Volunteer Action
imet heard Kiker's
Award. The honor included
keynote speech and
an awards ceremony and
then decided to
picture-taking session at the
attend a small
White House and a luncheon
workshop led by Kiker
with then-President Ronald
hoping for a few new
Reagan.
strategies and a lot of
Meanwhile, Kiker has
inspiration. She got both.
become widely known
For Kiker, her goals are
within the environmental
not only to share some of
movement as a grassroots
Seeing
her hard-won wisdom with
organizer and leader. She
community groups but also
currently serves, for instance,
someone who
to help them identify
as president of the board of
solutions to their problems
started out
directors for the National
and begin taking remedial
Toxics Campaign, a Bostonknotting so
action.
based environmental
"I call myself a
little, who bos
organization. And the
pathfinder because 1 go into
Citizens' Clearinghouse for
achieved such
a community where the
Hazardous \\uste. which once
people don't always know
provided ACE with technical
stature against
what they want yet — they
assistance, now refers
such odds, is
don't understand the full
struggling groups range of problems. So I go in
particularly those in the
very exciting."
and broaden their vision and
South — to Kiker.
-Kristin Zimet
inspire them."
What's more. Kiker
Word of Kiker has
typically makes such an
spread and membership in
indelible impression on
the grassroots group she
those she meets that many
helped form (Alabamians for
former Student
a Clean Environment) has
Environmental Health Project
grown, thanks in no small part to
interns from Vanderbilt University who
exposure in various media. ACE — and
worked in Alabama with her continue
Kiker in particular -- has been
to keep in touch and sometimes invite
featured on several national news
her to speak to groups they work for
programs, including CBS' "48 Hours,"
or belong to.
and in articles published by such
Though Kiker is clearly flattered
publications as McCall's, Southern
by the attention and praise, there is no
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few tools needed to get their work
done. And they're frustrated. I think
people would be willing to do the
work, if they just had the tools."

the state really talked it up. 1 don't
know how much credit any one
organization can take for a piece of
legislation, but 1 think we had a lot to
do with influencing the governor."
YO aid in fundraising efforts,
As a result of the law; Emelle was
ACE has applied for taxexpected to receive about 300,000 tons
exempt status. The process,
of toxic waste in 1991, down from
however, has been tedious.
648,260 in 1990.
Kiker estimates that ACE
Still, there are a host of
could maintain its technical
unsettling facts and figures—
assistance program, and
along with numerous slides
possibly expand it, with an
of the Emelle landfill — that
annual budget of 565,000.
Kiker uses during her talks
She includes in that the
before grassroots
purchase and operation of
organizations. Among them:
I don't know
some basic office equipment
• About seven million
and salaries for two staff
tons of waste have been
bou> much
people. She, however, would
buried at the Emelle site
continue to forego a salary.
credit any one
through the years.
"Several politicians have
• Dozens, if not
told me over and over, 'No
organization
hundreds, of trucks enter the
wonder you do this; you get
landfill each day — mostly at
can take for a
paid.' By not taking a salary. I
night.
can tell them: '1 never got
• Prior to ACE's
piece of
anything but a presidential
formation, the landfill had
medal for my work.'"
never been cited by a
legislation, but
These days, Kiker seems
governmental agency for an
to split her time almost
environmental violation;
/ think we had
evenly between traveling
during the past nine years
distant highways and staying
several citations, including
a lot to do with
close to home. But it would
some hefty fines, have been
be erroneous to conclude
levied against the landfill,
influencing the
from her hectic travel
• Clear violations of safe
schedule that environmental
practice
have been captured
governor.
problems in her own
on film by ACE members.
backyard have vanished.
One slide, for instance,
-Kaye Kiker
Despite ACE's intense
shows a truck driver in a
opposition, the Emelle
.
local car wash wearing
landfill has expanded from
protective clothing and
340 acres when first created to 2,700
hosing down his tanker, which had
today.
transported chemical wastes to Emelle.
But further growth may be less
Visible on the tanker is a warning
likely, thanks to a recently adopted
sticker indicating the truck had hauled
state law that established higher
PCBs, a highly toxic chemical. When
"dumping fees" for wastes transported
residents living nearby began to
to Emelle from out-of-state and set a
complain offish dying in their pond,
limit on total tonnage that can be
ACE members discovered that runoff
shipped there.
from the car wash was making its way
Kiker says ACE can take at least
to the pond. Photos documenting that
some credit for getting [he law passed.
were shown to officials at the state
"We were very supportive of this
Department of Environmental
piece of legislation. Members across
Management, who investigated and
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said there was no reason for alarm.
Kiker says that shortly after ACE took
the matter public, truckers suddenly
stopped using the car wash.
• ACE has numerous slides some even purchased from the state that show barrels stacked, row upon
row, inside the landfill. Many of those
barrels contain hazardous wastes, yet
deep gashes are clearly visible.
• Leachate, a toxic waste
byproduct that collects at the bottom of
the landfill, is stored in holding tanks
and later shipped by truck to Texas,
Oklahoma and Louisiana.
Trust as Kiker resents other states
I using Alabama as their "pay
I toilet," she is deeply disturbed
i that leachate from Emelle is
%^r being shipped out of state.
To Kiker, simply shipping wastes
from one community to another for
burial is no solution to the hazardous
waste disposal problem confronting
America.
"They tell us that we have 'magic
soil,' that the (Emelle) landfill will
never leak, that it's die 'Cadillac of
landfills.' It's 'state-of-the art,1 they tell
us," said Kiker, adding with tongue
firmly in cheek, "like the Challenger
and the Titanic."
"There is an answer: We can
reduce our wastes and we can recycle
what can be recycled," she told one of
her North Carolina audiences. "We can
clean up and exchange wastes. We can
use safer types of chemicals in our
manufacturing processes — and we
are pushing industries to do all of
those things."
In addition, Kiker encourages her
audiences to mobilize quickly when
environmentally unsound projects are

first proposed and not lo expect
immediate results.
"We really thought we could close
our landfill in three months — we
were that naive."
Part of what engages and charms
Kiker's audiences is her unmistakable
humility
"I wasn't brought up to be a
protestor, believe me. I
was a Southern Baptist
Sunday school teacher, a
member of the choir
and the Eastern Star and
president of the
historical society.
"I can remember
not going to any
Standing up
meetings, not reading
the paper and not
in front of these
watching the news. I
groups bos been
wasn't thinking about
sludge and where my
the hardest
garbage was going. I
thing for me to
can't remember what I
used to think about."
do. But I have
Later, taking time
to do it.
out between speaking
engagements in North
Because in my
Carolina, she
heart, I believe
elaborated.
"Ten years ago I
we don't have a
never would have
lot of time left."
envisioned this — no
way. I'm still not sure
-Kaye Kyker
I'm effective. I'm real
self-conscious about my
speech.
"God gives me the
courage. He puts words in my mouth.
Standing up in front of these groups
has been the hardest thing for me to
do. But 1 have to do it. Because in my
heart, I believe we don't have a lot of
time left." •
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TAKING A LOOK BACK
In addition to the preceding five
programs, we featured 27 other programs
in our annual reports during the 1980s.
Brief updates on each of these follow.

1

9

8

1

The Mott Foundation's 1981 Annual
Report on teenage pregnancy featured two
other projects in addition to CYESIS in
Sarasota, Florida. As of the end of 1991:

Parent/Infant Interaction Program
St. Louis, Missouri
The Parent/Infant Interaction Program
(PHP), an after-school pregnancy prevention
and teen parenting program, continues to
operate out of Vashon High School, now
under the direction of Mildred Anderson.
Financing continues to be a struggle,
although the program recently received a
53,000 grant from a local foundation to
initiate a male responsibility component in
spring 1992.
The Crib, PHP's child-care center, has
24 babies in its care this school year. PUP
continues to provide classes in parenting
skills and career development, offering
these classes at Vashon and four other St.
Louis high schools. About 250 to 300 young
parents attend these classes yearly.
Although PUP faces a shaky future,
one of its spinoffs. Teen Outreach Program
(TOP), is being replicated in school systems
across the United States and in Canada. TOP,
originally sponsored by the Junior League of
St. Louis and the Danforth Foundation, has
demonstrated remarkable success in
reducing primary teenage pregnancy as well
as increasing high school completion.
TOP was created in 1978 by Brenda
Hosteller, the original PUP director. It was
evaluated with Mott support and initiallyreplicated through the voluntary efforts of
the Junior League of St. Louis.
In 1983, Mott provided funding to
begin a national replication. A second threeyear replication began in 1987 in
cooperation with the American Association
of School Administrators, with funding from
Mott, tlie Lila Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund
Inc. and other foundations.
There are currently 108 TOP
programs operating in school systems in 39
locations.
Mott Foundation support (1978-86)
totaled 5274,162.
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Comprehensive Adolescent Health
and Education Program
New York, New York
The Comprehensive Adolescent Health
and Education Program operated by
Columbia University's Center for Population
and Family Health and Presbyterian Hospital
has continued to thrive.
Four well-utilized, junior high schoolbased satellite clinics offer medical and
social services and refer students in need of
additional reproductive or HIV (human
immunodeficiency virus) education to the
Young Adult Clinic.
That clinic expanded to include a
young men's clinic in 1985. Since then, it
has taken on a high profile with 25 to 30
young men participating at each weekly
session. Word of mouth and school referrals
bring about 300 young people to the clinics
each week.
Another new program, unnamed at the
end of 1991, is a combination outreach and
youth service program, where 12 youth
leaders from George Washington High
School attend the health education clinics
and take the information back to their peers
in the form of fliers and classroom
presentations. Administrators were
exploring the possibility of expanding the
program and paying the youth leaders.
With the dramatic increase of AIDS in
inner-city communities, the programs have
expanded to include HIV training, testing
and prevention education.
Mott Foundation support (1979-1983)
totaled 5389,823.
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The Mott Foundation's 1982 Annual
Report on community education featured
six projects. As of the end of 1991:

Si Se Pi-iede
San Jose, California
Mott began funding Si Se Puede ("It
Can Be Done") at a time when gang
violence, crime, vandalism and truancy
were threatening the fabric of a
predominately Hispanic neighborhood near
downtown.
In its early years, Si Se Puedc operated
out of seven schools with a small number of
community school workers trained to work
with students, school staff, parents and
residents on a variety of recreational,

educational and neighborhood improvement
projects.
Gradually, that model was replaced
with an apprenticeship program that
expanded the number of participating
schools and was the forerunner of today's
program, which relies on interns recruited
from area colleges to work with at-risk
youth. Currently, 29 schools in four of the
county's 37 school districts operate a Si Se
Puede program, keeping 30 interns busy.
"It costs 532,000 a year to keep a kid
in a juvenile facility," said Dave Aikman,
director of community programs for the
Santa Clara County Office of Education. "If
we put some emphasis on kids at the
elementary-level, maybe fewer kids will be
headed in that direction."
Interns have organized groups of
young and old to plant community gardens,
paint murals and clean up neighborhoods,
among other things. The underlying goal is
for interns to create a program that will
outlast their stint at the school.
"There should be threads the adults
can take over," Aikman said.
Funding for the program flows from
the city, which contributes more than
§447,000 for operations, directly to the
participating school districts. Although the
city now picks up the lion's share of the
cost for the internships and supervision of
the program, it is anticipated that within the
next several years, some of that burden will
shift to the school districts. The San Jose
City Council voted recently to spend SI
million annually for five years to provide
new programs for at-risk youth.
Mott support (1981-1984) totaled
nearly 574,000. In addition, the Foundation
made grants to the Santa Clara County
Office of Education (1978-1984) totaling
5105,000.

Acorna, New Mexico
The Acoma Press, a printing business
operated by the Acoma Indians as a
community education tool, resumed
operations in October 1991 after standing
dormant for four years.
During the early 1980s, the press was
used by Pueblo elders, parents and
community members to create books and
learning aids that reflected the bicultural
experience of Acoma's youngsters. By 1987,
however, the press had accumulated
sufficient debt thai tribal leaders decided to
shut it down.

Although community education is no
longer the driving force behind the press,
the legacy remaining from that
"experiment" is a newly revitalized
operation with job training as the focus.
Today, the press has close ties to EARN
(Employment Assistance Readiness
Network), a job creation and training
program created under the federal WelfareReform Act. The press provides EARN
participants with job training and receives
some federal monies in return.
Although most of the press's work to
date has been for the tribe or area
businesses, managers of the operation hope
to begin printing books, stories and
educational materials again in 1992.
Mott Foundation support (1982)
totaled 51,800.

Brooks County, Georgia
Rural Education with Action Learning
(REAL) is operating 32 demonstration sites
in seven states — Alaska, Georgia.
Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina.
Washington and Wyoming.
Although the hog farm at Brooks
County High School, featured in the Annual
Report, has ceased operation because of a
change in school administration, the
experientially based education program is
thriving. Paul DeLargy, who helped to create
REAL, hopes that recent staffing changes at
the high school will lead to reactivating the
farm. A day-care program is still in
operation, and some students complete the
program and create their own day-care
centers.
REAL is replicating its model
curriculum in other states, first by
establishing a statewide organizational
presence to provide extension services to
interested school districts and second by
initiating one or two demonstration models
in each state. REAL is working with 10 states
in which community educators are taking
the lead in introducing the curriculum to
schools, most notably in Ohio and
Wyoming. A national REAL Federation is
envisioned to link the state offices.
The Ford Foundation has provided
significant support for the continued review
and refinement of the REAL curriculum and
teacher training activities.
Increasingly, REAL has been receiving
requests for information from urban areas,
and DeLargy is working to create
experimental models with interested school
systems. Atlanta, Chicago and/or Detroit are
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forerunners in the site selection for this
new initiative.
Mott Foundation support (1980-82)
totaled 583,885.

South Bronx, New York
Community education has maintained
a presence in New York City since 1970.
That year marked the implementation of a
law mandating that elementary and middle
schools in all five boroughs be governed by
community school boards. Those boards
remain in place today.
Building on this base of commitment,
Mott began making grants to die New YorkCity Board of Education to spur the
creation of programs in each school in
response to needs identified by the
members of these boards.
"The original concept was to open five
community centers each year over a fiveyear period," said Doreen DeMartine,
former director of the Community
Education Resource Centers Project. She
now works out of the Office of Parent
Information and Organization in the
Community School District Affairs Office.
DeMartine supervised the Mott-funded
resource center project for the final twoand-one-half years of funding. Mott funds
allowed the schools to place a paid
coordinator on staff at each of the resource
centers as well as to provide extra training
for board members and staff.
Although the project fell short of its
goals — only 22 or 23 centers were created
- DeMartine said that at least four centers
continue to operate on a voluntary basis
despite serious financial constraints that
have eliminated all but the most essential
school services.
"Our Brighton Beach center in 'Little
Odessa' is still involved in intergenerational
activities," DeMartine said. Rosalind Cohen,
die community school coordinator at that
center, was transferred to PS. 216, where
she continues to coordinate a variety of
community activities with a focus on
linking young people with the elderly
Another center, serving a
predominantly Dominican population, is
still operating "around the clock,"
DeMartine said.
Mott Foundation support (1980-86)
totaled 51,173,713.

It

St. Pai4l Community
Education Center
St. Paul, Minnesota
St. Paul's Community Education
Center was featured in die Annual Report as
an exemplary model of community
education in America. Since 1982, it has
continued to work with the Hmong
population of the Twin Cities area and also
has begun mutual assistance associations
wiUi Cambodian and Vietnamese refugees.
As the local Southeast Asian
communities have grown and become more
familiar to the Summit-University
neighborhood, there has been less need to
focus on building understanding between
the two groups. The acculturation task
force, discussed in the Annual Report, was
disbanded with the realization that many of
the problems between the local AfricanAmerican community and the Hmongs had
been exaggerated.
The center's philosophy remains one
of working behind the scenes and helping
the refugee community develop its own
organization, the Lao Family Community of
Minnesota, focused on promoting selfsufficiency for refugees.
The Lao Family Community continues
to offer "English as a second language"
classes for more than 300 individuals and
families annually. The classes also teach
parents how to help their children
assimilate and handle American public
schools.
The community also offers a program
to assist refugees in job placement as well
as youth programs aimed at runaways or
gang members and a pregnancy prevention
program for young women and men.

Flint, Michigan
The partnership between the Flint
Community Schools and the Mott
Foundation, unique in the world of
philanthropy, was created in 1935. It
became the basis of a 50-year, nationwide
experiment testing the effectiveness of a
variety of programs and services under die
umbrella designation of "community
education."
Known as the city of the "lighted
school house," a tribute to the nontraditional hours under which most schools
operated, Flint served as a community
education "laboratory" visited by thousands
of educators from all over the world.
The experimental partnership
between the schools and Mott culminated

in 1974, with the passage of federal
legislation that made tax dollars available to
support community education in school
systems throughout the country. During this
period, the concerns of the schools and the
Foundation began to diverge and a 10-year
phase-out funding plan was developed.
Community education as delivered
today through the Flint school district has
changed radically as a result of dwindling
dollars and changing demographics.
Meeting today's urban challenges forced
educators to think anew about not just
history, but the future as well.
As a result of several studies,
recommendations and a growing awareness
of the need for a more holistic approach to
serving students, many traditional offerings
were cut and personnel reciassified.
Today the district is divided into four
action zones, each with four community
education agents who specialize either in
academics, health, parent involvement or
school safety. These agents work with
outside agencies and the local community
to develop and promote programs
supporting improved academic
performance, literacy, job skills, career
training and high school completion, parent
and community involvement, student/
community health, neighborhood
development and safety, and access to
community resources.
Restructuring the Flint community
education process has been both arduous
and painful, Community Education Director
Dan Cady admits. But the results have
surpassed both school board and
community expectations. Even better, the
restructured program is "the result of local
initiative, and not based on forces external
to the school district or the community."
The challenges that remain are
"monumental," Cady said. "But we are
greatly encouraged because the design and
organization of the restructured program
allow us to clearly focus, identify problems
and create solutions."
Mott Foundation support (L935-91)
totaled 575,897,814.
8
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The Mott Foundation's 1983 Annual
Report on economic development featured
three other projects in addition to Common
Wealth Development Inc. in Madison,
Wisconsin. As of the end of 1991:

Shorebanh Coloration
Chicago, fllinois
Organized in 1972 to purchase the
South Shore Bank of Chicago, a commercial
bank in a badly deteriorated section of the
city, Shorebank Corporation has grown into
a highly successful, multifaceted
development bank. Today, the corporation
oversees several affiliates and subsidiaries
with varied missions, including real estate
development, equity investment and human
service delivery.
Moreover, the corporation's presence
has spread to another depressed Chicago
neighborhood — as well as beyond the city
limits. For instance, the Southern
Development Bancorporation was organized
by Shorebank to serve as an independent
bank holding company to encourage
enterprise formation and job creation in
rural Arkansas.
More recently, Shorebank has been
providing assistance to institutions
attempting to improve the viability of
Douglass Bank of Kansas City, Kansas, the
only minority-controlled lending institution
serving metropolitan Kansas City. And
Shorebank is well on the way to creating a
development finance institution for
Michigan's Upper Peninsula to catalyze
small business growth and job creation.
Shorebank also has extended its reach
overseas by working with the emerging
private banking sector in Poland.
Mott Foundation support (1976-1991)
in the form of grants and program-related
investments to Shorebank as well as its
affiliates totaled 52,337,478.

Flint and Michigan
As 1991 drew to a close, the nation
was awash in worrisome economic news,
with General Motors contributing to the
sense of unease by announcing that it would
close 21 plants and eliminate 74,000 jobs
by 1995Michigan, with its historic ties to the
automotive industry, and Flint, with its deep
dependence on GM, held their collective
breath in anticipation of specific plant
closings, which were to be announced
during 1992.
Michigan made regional and national
news frequently in 1991, as the media
examined the effect of deep state budget
cuts on a variety of social services,
especially those established to benefit
the poor.
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The news wasn't dissimilar in the '80s,
when both Michigan and Flint took hard
hits as manufacturing employment levels
dipped, never to rebound. (Flint's auto
industry employment has been reduced
over time by nearly half, from 80,000 to
45,000.)
Trying to help stem the tide, the Mott
Foundation made a sizeable commitment to
a downtown revitalization program based
on the premise that public-private ventures
could help revitalize Flint, and perhaps even
serve as a model for other ailing cities.
There is no doubt that the projects
that were part of this revitalization effort
have had a dramatic effect on the Flint
community.
First and foremost, the very look of
the city has been updated. Abandoned,
outdated buildings were razed. A riverfront
bcautification project spurred riverfront
development with the construction of a
hotel, a state office building, a festival
marketplace, and major relocation and
expansion of the University of MichiganFlint campus, among others.
A deteriorating neighborhood abutting
downtown was redeveloped, creating a
highly successful, mixed-income housing
project and an architecturally awardwinning school.
Yet another deteriorating
neighborhood, which stood in the shadows
of Buick Motor Division's Flint headquarters,
was cleared, paving the way for one of
General Motors' first U.S. experiments with
the Japanese just-in-time delivery system.
Buick City quickly became a model for GM
manufacturing and today produces one of
the corporation's best-selling and highestrated automobiles.
Other projects, such as the
development of a successful industrial park,
the construction of a freeway business loop
that provides better access to the industrial
park as well as to downtown, trie
development of parking facilities and other
physical amenities, were all part of the
effort.
There have been many spin-offs from
these and other projects. At the same time,
it hasn't always been easy for some of the
projects to weather the changing times,
changing strategy, changing tax laws and
changing community players that are
inherent in this kind of risky grantmaking.
Some have found their way to new uses,
others to new ownership. And in the case of
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AutoWorld, as noted before, one simply
didn't make it.
Probably the most important things to
come from this extensive effort were the
development of a more focused,
collaborative approach to economic
development in the community and the
emergence of an involved private sector
through its own formal, active working
group.
What we see in Flint today is a
community working together in a locally
invested, public-private partnership,
attempting to address everything from
education to economics in a thoughtful and
deliberate way.
For the Mott Foundation, a great deal
was learned about economic development
as well as public-private partnership. As we
have moved toward tackling the issues of
structural unemployment in other parts of
the country, it has been helpful to draw
upon the Flint experience in which we
learned that revitalization that focuses solely
on physical structure and excludes human,
social and cultural needs has limited chance
of long-term success.
In some ways, Flint finds itself no
closer to answers to many of the questions
that led it — and us — into these projects
years ago: How can Flint's economic base,
long rooted in auto manufacturing, be
diversified? And how can the community
strike a balance between a declining central
business district and growing suburban
development?
But the encompassing efforts of the
'80s, we believe, tapped the "can-do" spirit
of the community and helped it on course
to find those answers. Hopefully they are
just ahead on the horizon.
Mott Foundation support for
downtown revitalization projects totaled
5134,558,900.

Mississippi Action for
Community Education (MACE)
Mississippi Delta
A summary of new projects and
developments at MACE appears under 1989,
focusing on comprehensive approaches to
poverty alleviation.
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The Mott Foundation's 1984 Annual
Report on neighborhood organizing
featured three other projects in addition to
Working in Neighborhoods in Cincinnati. As
of the end of 1991:

Eskenosen
Roberta, Georgia
Eskenosen, whieh helped organize a
number of poor, African-American
community groups in rural Georgia, ceased
operations two years ago.
Lou Becker, Eskenosen's former
president, says he still is unable to pinpoint
exactly why the communities that
Eskenosen worked in failed to make lasting
changes. But he theorizes that the sense of
despair in some of those communities was
so overwhelming that residents never could
"take ownership of ideas and outcomes."
Even when the community groups
were successful on projects, residents
tended to believe that coincidence rather
than community intervention was
responsible, according to Becker. Worse,
they could not develop enough
cohesiveness to tackle new issues once a
particular problem was resolved.
Many poor, rural communities in the
South lack not only resources and finances
but also a "human infrastructure" •- people
with a strong belief that they can succeed
and the ability to spread that to others.
"The people who could escape,
escaped," Becker said. "Too often, the best
and the brightest are gone."
In addition, attempts by the
Progressive Council of Taylor County to
shut down a troublesome landfill were
unsuccessful, and the community center in
Ideal never became fully operational.
Mott Foundation support (1982-87)
totaled 554,000.

South Betid Heritage Foundation
South Bend, Indiana
The South Bend Heritage Foundation
remains fiscally sound and committed to
providing decent housing for low-income
residents. But instead of buying, rehabbing
and selling older homes, a process
eventually determined to be painstakingly
slow and financially unappealing, the
foundation is using the few remaining
federal housing-development incentives to
develop low-income housing.

Recently, for instance, the foundation
used low-income housing tax credits,
historic preservation tax credits and funds
from several other sources to renovate a
cluster of seven historical buildings into 15
apartments for low-income residents. By late
1991, the foundation was assembling a
similar financial package to build 65 twoancl three-bedroom apartments for lowincome tenantsHousing aside, the foundation recently
developed a health-care center for lowincome patients in partnership with a local
hospital, and it plans to expand the cultural
center it owns and operates.
In recent years the foundation has
begun emphasizing neighborhood-based
organizing, which during the 1980s took a
back seat to economic development work.
One final footnote: Sculptor Jake
Webster, who was featured prominently in
the Annual Report, is studying at a fine arts
college in New York City.
Mott Foundation support (1982-86)
totaled 560,000.

El Pajaro Community
Development Coloration
Watsomille, California
The El Pajaro Community
Development Corporation has focused
primarily on recovery programs since a
1990 earthquake devastated much of the
area and made rebuilding a more immediate
goal than development.
Executive Director Pam Salsedo said
that because of the earthquake and the
economic setback of losing two large local
manufacturers. El Pajaro has been busy
rebuilding both buildings and businesses.
With some multiyear funding in place,
Salsedo said, El Pajaro has been able to
move beyond technical assistance in some
new directions.
At the end of 1991, the CDC was in
the midst of arranging the financing for its
first real estate development project —
constructing a retail-office building. In
addition to attracting existing small
businesses, the building is expected to
house new businesses generated by the
Program for Enterprise Progress — the
CDC's new entrepreneurial development
program.
El Pajaro now is debating doing more
work in the immediate downtown area or
moving out slightly and pursuing industrial
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and manufacturing firms that would create
higher-level, higher-paying jobs.
Mott Foundation support (1982-85)
totaled 360,000.
8

The Mott Foundation's 1985 Annual
Report on community foundations featured
three other projects in addition to the
Oregon Community Foundation in Portland.
As of the end of 1991:

Arizona Community Foundation
Phoenix, Arizona
The Arizona Community Foundation
has grown considerably since it was
featured in 1985. In that year the
foundation's assets were S6 million; by 1991,
they had grown to S30 million. The
foundation is making grants totaling S2
million annually.
The foundation also has received
several large grunts from national flinders,
including a 5500,000 Ford Foundation grant
to encourage leadership development, a
S-486,000 Ford grant in support of an
interagency collaborative to improve the
delivery of services for vulnerable children
in Phoenix and Tucson, and a 5100,000
challenge grant from the National
Community AIDS Partnership.
The foundation no longer operates a
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program, but
as a legacy of the foundation's participation
in that program, neighborhood and
community-based economic development
has been designated as one of five focus
areas for grantmaking.
Steven Mittenthal, who as executive
director for die Arizona Community
Foundation received help through the Mottfunded Community Foundation Technical
Assistance Program operated by the Council
of Foundations, is now himself a "fellow" for
the program, extending technical assistance
to community foundations throughout the
L'nited States and Great Britain.
Mott Foundation support for two
program initiatives (1984-89) totaled
5142,300.

Community Foundation
of Greater Baltimore
Baltimore, Maryland
The Community Foundation of
Greater Baltimore, now known as the
Baltimore Community Foundation, was
selected recently to participate in Mott's
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Neighborhoods Small Grants Program. The
foundation has grown from S3 million in
assets to S26.4 million at the end of 1991.
The foundation had set a SlO-million capital
fundraising goal in 1983 and raised that
amount by 1988.
In terms of community involvement,
the foundation has become a partner in
Baltimore's "Ready by Five" collaborative, an
advocacy effort to increase community
investment in services for preschool
children. The city's Dunbar neighborhood
has been chosen as a demonstration site for
several "full service" elementary and middle
schools that will deliver social and health
services for young children and their
families.
The foundation also commissioned a
report on the state of the arts in Baltimore,
scheduled for completion and release in
early 1992. The report will identify ways
and means in which the arts can be
strengthened and used to revitalize the
community further, and will serve as a
platform for community action.
Mott Foundation support (1990-91)
totaled S 160,000.

Foundation for the Carolina^
Charlotte, North Carolina
Like its counterparts featured in the
Annual Report, the Foundation for the
Carolinas has grown considerably in asset
size to a current level of S50 million.
The foundation is continuing its
Neighborhoods Small Grants Program,
implemented in 1984 with Mott funds. The
foundation contributes 515,000, matched by
515,000 raised from local corporations and
businesses for a total pool of 530,000. Staff
encountered little trouble in raising the
match, according to Marilyn Bradbury, vice
president of the foundation.
Technical assistance still is provided to
neighborhood groups by the University of
North Carolina at Charlotte, and a
Neighborhood Grants Committee still
makes selection decisions. Several years ago,
a Neighborhood of the Year contest
honoring the most successful recipient of a
small grant was initiated and is continuing.
The Bedilehem Center, featured in the
Annual Report, continues to serve as a
support center for the three low-income
neighborhoods surrounding it. Last year, the
center celebrated its 50th year,
The foundation is a funding partner
with the local United Way in a community
collaborative to upgrade services for

children ages birth to 6 and their families.
The foundation will provide 5500,000 over
a three-year period to fund a communitybased initiative providing educational,
social, health and parenting support services
in a selected neighborhood in Charlotte.
Mott Foundation support (1985-1989)
totaled 5169,800.
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The Mott Foundation's 1986 Annual
Report on at-risk youth featured four
projects. As of the end of 1991:
East Bay Conservation Corps
Oakland, California
The East Bay Conservation Corps
(EBCC), which began operating in 1983,
long has been regarded as an outstanding
example of an employment, training and
personal-growth program for low-income,
at-risk young people ages 18 to 24.
Corps members spend Monday
through Thursday in six- to 12-person crews
working on conservation projects on public
lands and facilities. Evenings and Fridays are
spent in classrooms boning up on math,
reading and writing skills with a goal of selfimprovement and/or preparing for the GED.
Funding for EBCC has come from a
variety of sources, including park districts
and municipalities that have contracted for
conservation work, corporations, and
regional and national foundations.
Perhaps the biggest change in recent
years has been the implementation of a
major program aimed at middle school
children. Called YES (Youth Engaged in
Service), the program was launched in 1989
to teach children about the environment
through a combination of community
service and classroom work.
Reflecting on nearly a decade of
experiences, Joanna Lennon, EBCC founder
and executive director, says she is
convinced that "a lot of work this corps is
doing should be in the schools." In
particular, EBCC has done a notable job
"meshing together job experiences and
learning."
"I think it's important to try to get
some models out there to show what can be
done."
Mott Foundation support (1986-1991)
totaled 5260,000.

Tlvelve Together
Detroit, Michigan
The Twelve Together concept, based
on helping a dozen ninth-graders join
together and provide each other peer
support in hopes they improve academic
achievement, has continued to spread.
The program originated in the Detroit
Public Schools, and by fall L991 there were
77 groups operating in six school systems in
four states. The Detroit staff continues to
offer training and technical assistance to
schools operating the program.
Using a grant from Wayne County, the
Detroit program branched out into middle
schools to encourage at-risk seventh- and
eighth-graders to move on to high school.
The Detroit program also started four
all-male groups, with all-male staff,
volunteers and meetings.
From inception, an evaluation
component was incorporated into the
Twelve Together model. However, Haws in
the evaluation design have made it difficult
to assess accurately the impact of a concept
believed to have strong merit. Nevertheless,
Twelve Together staff maintains that during
the past five years, 85 percent of program
participants completed the one-year
program and 70 percent advanced from
ninth to lOdi grade.
Still the longer-term impact of the
program — particularly its effectiveness in
helping adolescents complete high school
— remains dubious.
Mott Foundation support (1982-1991)
totaled 5435,000.

Richmond 70001
Richmond, Virginia
70001, Ltd., continues to help
organizations better serve youth in their
communities. It is now known as WAVE Inc.
(Work, Achievement, Values and Education),
a name that more clearly signals its
expanded mission to provide "value-added"
services to local, community-based
programs and schools nationwide.
Initiated as a dropout recovery
program in 1969, 70001 has worked since
"to determine the best methods for
developing the self-esteem, motivation, job
skills and maturity of young people,"
according to Lawrence C. Brown, the
president who has guided the organization
through its transition.
To fulfill its dual mission of dropout
prevention and recovery, the organization
created WAVE-in-Schools and WAVE-in49
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Communities. Richmond 70001, now part of
the 15-mernber WAYTHn-Communities
network, served 65 young people in 1991,
and, because of a mounting list of
applicants, hopes to assist 100 participants
in 1992.
Program Director John A. Terry II said
that more than 25 percent of participants
are earning GEDs, and he expects that
percentage to increase because the program
has received direct funding for that purpose
from the Richmond Job Training Action
Partnership.
The program has experienced
difficulties in finding jobs for program
associates, as the young participants are
called. While many businesses in Richmond
remain supportive of the program, 22 of the
40 companies that employed students when
the labor market was less competitive are
no longer hiring under-18 workers, who are
affected by child labor laws.
Mott Foundation support (1980-1991)
totaled 3654,910.

Et Centro JOBSTAKT
Dallas. Texas
Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation, which designed and developed
the national JOBSTART initiative, recently
completed interviews of 2,312 JOBSTART
participants in preparation for the release of
a survey gauging the program's effects on
the educational attainment, employment and
earnings of these young people 48 months
after their enrollment in the program.
Thirteen of the 14 original JOBSTART
demonstration sites continue to operate and
are participating in the follow-up evaluation.
However, El Centro, now known as the
Edmund J. Kahn Job Training Center, is no
longer affiliated with the national JOBSTART
initiative. Changes in administrative staff
and in the way in which Texas administered
federal Job Training Partnership Act funding
caused the center to lose its momentum
and close in 1985 at die end of the
JOBSTART operational phase. Originally, El
Centro was the only JOBSTART site with a
cooperative relationship with a community
college, but that relationship also changed
substantially.
JOBSTART is designed to be one of the
most significant attempts in recent years to
determine the impact of investing in
education, training and employment
services for at-risk young dropouts with
limited skills.
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However, findings from a two-year
follow-up survey of JOBSTART participants,
released in October 1991, are sobering and
distressing. Although JOBSTART led to a
doubling of GED completions for the
participants, employment and earnings gains
were not statistically significant. Rates of
positive activity (employment, advanced
education/training or military service) were
similar for both experimental and control
groups. Further, criminal activity among
young people was not reduced as a result of
their participation in JOBSTART.
This research echoes the findings of
similar interventions that have an evaluation
component. Michael A. Bailin, president of
Public/Private Ventures, told the U.S. House
of Representatives Committee on Ways and
Means that programs like JOBSTART have
rarely produced long-term impacts of
magnitude.
While many of these programs
succeed in their major task of "giving kids a
boost, these boosts ... aren't enough for
youth from poor families in poor
neighborhoods going to poor schools, with
few opportunities, few role models, few
avenues for positive reinforcement," Bailin
testified. "Environmental negatives soon
overwhelm any boost, whether
administered at age 1, 3, 5 or 14."
Mott Foundation support (1984-91)
for national initiatives involving the 14
JOBSTART sites totaled 5950,000.
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The Mott Foundation's 1987 Annual
Report on the environment featured two
other projects in addition to Vanderbilt
University's Student Environmental Health
Project. As of the end of 1991:

California Institute for Rural Studies
Davis, California
In recent years, the California Institute
for Rural Studies has focused much of its
effort on combatting chemical spraying on
the vast cotton crops of the San Joaquin
Valley.
With the prevalent use of paraquat and
other toxic herbicides and pesticides,
widespread respiratory problems among
farm workers and local residents have been
documented.
Further tests have provided no
answers about the cause of the high
frequency of childhood cancer in
McFarland, the small town featured in the
Annual Report. However, another childhood

cancer cluster has developed in Earlimart, a
town with similar demographics, 50 miles
from McFarland. The institute has called for
a thorough examination to see if six cases of
childhood cancer found in the area are
related to toxics.
Although Joyce Johnston, the mother
who had headed the institute's Toxic
Assistance Program in 1987, has moved
abroad, she was able to stop an attempt to
dispose of toxic waste via injection wells in
Bakersfield, California.
The new project director, Will Allen,
has built an emergency response network to
monitor and respond to instances of (arm
workers or bystanders affected by
chemicals, putting them in touch with the
appropriate medical help. At year's end,
work was under way to extend this program
to Spanish-speaking populations.
While organic farming for produce has
received much attention, there has been far
less consumer consciousness for nonproduce crops.
The institute's strategy for the coming
decade is to involve cotton farmers,
researchers, pest-control advisers, cottonmill owners and even chemical companies
in making the transition to non-chemical
farming.
Mott Foundation support (1987-1990)
totaled 5113,300.

Citizen's Clearinghouse
for Hazardous Waste Inc.
Falls Church, Virginia
The Citizen's Clearinghouse for
Hazardous Waste Inc. (CCHW) launched a
major initiative in 1989, developing a
minigrant program partially supported by a
Mott grant.
During one phase of the program,
which ended in 1991, 32 grants ranging
from SI,500 to 55,000 were given for
workshops, seminars and national
conferences to train citizens to be more
effective in dealing with environmental
hazards.
Executive Director Lois Gibbs said the
organization focused on three specific issues
in 1991.
CCHW is attempting to bring more
understanding to the jobs-versusenvironment debate and hoping to get
community activists working with both
organized and unorganized labor to find
solutions such as attracting industries that
don't create toxic waste.

The clearinghouse also is trying to
link two movements in the mining industry:
environmentalists and advocates for miners,
including organized labor. Both groups have
been combatting proposals to refill mined
areas with toxic waste disposal under the
guise of land reclamation.
Finally, CCHW is launching a national
campaign to bring attention back to
contaminated sites that were identified as
Superfund sites but then received no money
for cleanup or further acknowledgement
from the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency. The three-pronged "Forgotten
Faces" campaign will include public
education and pressure through lawsuits
aimed at both the EPA and the U.S. surgeon
general's office.
Mott Foundation support (1986-1991)
totaled 5330,000.
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The Mott Foundation's 1988 Annual
Report on the Great Lakes featured two
projects. As of the end of 1991:

Green Bay, Wisconsin
Mott's interest in the Great Lakes
stems not only from our location in
Michigan (the only state that touches four
of the five Great Lakes) but also from our
concern over the toxic problems now
threatening the Lakes.
In our Annual Report, we examined
the impact of those problems on Green Bay,
an area so heavily polluted that more than
100 toxic chemicals have been identified in
local waters, sediments and fish. Although
Mott has not funded environmental work
there, we have been a supporter of the Lake
Michigan Federation, which has a chapter in
Green Bay.
In many respects, Green Bay — with
its growth in size, population and industrial
base, and the detrimental effect that has had
on area waters — is an ail-too familiar story
in the Great Lakes basin.
In 1985, the International Joint
Commission (IJC), a binational bodycharged with monitoring and protecting the
Great Lakes, recommended the creation of a
remedial action plan (RAP) for 43 "hot
spots" in the basin — spots so severely
contaminated that they require intensive,
extensive remedial action. These
comprehensive plans were to include the
dimensions and causes of the pollution
problem, solutions and implementation
timetables, specific agencies that will
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assume implementation responsibility, and a
method for evaluating progress on cleanup
and restoration.
In 1988, Green Bay, which was one of
the designated "hot spots," finalized its RAP.
But progress toward implementation has
been slow.
One of the biggest problems with the
RAP process throughout die region has
been finding dollars to begin the cleanup
work specified in the RAPs. Paul Muldoon,
an environmental attorney who serves as
director of programming for the Torontobased Pollution Probe Foundation, says it is
up to various governmental units to
somehow find the funds needed to turn RAP
words into deeds.
Still, Mark Van Putten, director of the
National Wildlife Federation's Great Lakes
Natural Resource Center in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, says he is encouraged by recent
changes in policies affecting the Great Lakes
which have occurred in the region, within
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
and within the [JC.
Once critical of the IJC for failing to
display any bite along with its bark, Van
Putten says the commission has blossomed
over the past few years into a forceful
advocate in the region.
"L think one of the great stories of the
last decade is the transformation of this
staid, diplomatic body to an entity that has
more moral force concerning what's going
on in the Great Lakes than any other group.
They are respected by environmental
groups, the media and the public. The IJC
has finally found its constituency, and ... its
constituency is the general public."
In the view of Jane Elder, a Wisconsin
environmentalists who currently is a
communications consultant in Madison for
the Sierra Club, the mere fact that "zero
discharge is now part of the vocabulary of
even the most conservative politicians" is a
sign that the winds of change are blowing in
the region.
In all, Mott support for Great Lakes
projects totaled S6.5 million from 1976
through 1991.

Pollution Probe Foundation
Toronto, Ontario
Since 1988, the Pollution Probe
Foundation has changed leadership and, as a
result, the underlying philosophy has
shifted somewhat. Increasingly, the
organization has begun to focus on
combining sound scientific research with
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dissemination and citizen action. Research
personnel are examining such topics as zero
discharge/pollution prevention, water
quality, phase-out of toxic chemical
production and solid waste management as
well as more globally oriented topics such
as energy efficiency and ozone depletion.
The ultimate goal of this research
appears to be releasing easy-to-understand,
readable reports to the public as a method
of provoking a mass attempt to change
public policy.
Complementing this dissemination and
advocacy activity is a beefed-up public
information program that responds to
40,000 requests for information each year.
These requests range from individual calls
concerning disposal of household hazardous
materials to requests for assistance in
dealing with community toxic
contamination. Pollution Probe also has
initiated a program on waste management
for fourth-, fifth- and sixth-graders in 30
Ontario public schools.
The Toronto Remedial Action Plan
(RAP) discussed in the 1988 report, like its
counterpart in Green Bay, Wisconsin,
appears mired in bureaucracy. There are
still two RAPs: one governmental and one
citizen-created.
Mott Foundation support (1988-89)
totaled 571,000. Pollution Probe also is
working under a subcontract from George
Washington University, receiving 576,000 in
Mott funding over a three-year period for a
project to help phase out or ban the
discharge of certain chemicals into the
Great Lakes system.
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The Mott Foundation's 1989 Annual Report
on domestic poverty featured three
projects.
Recognizing that those living in
poverty face a series of interconnected
problems requiring multiple interventions,
our Annual Report looked at the work of
three community development corporations
that we believe are making inroads in
addressing the complex needs of
disadvantaged clients.
While quite different in terms of
geography, client base and services offered,
the three share a common goal: To improve
the living conditions and quality of life for
impoverished clients by offering a full range
of training and support services. As of the
end of 1991:

FocitsMOPE
Detroit
Focus:HOPE has developed an
impressive track record in the economic
development field. For roughly a decade,
the organization has trained and employed
low-income Detroiters in a variety of small
manufacturing firms at its sprawling, 25-acre
complex near the heart of the city.
Although only two years have elapsed
since publication of our Annual Report,
Focus:HOPE has made some notable
advances on the Center for Advanced
Technology, a state-of-the-art training and
manufacturing facility that was in only the
planning stages in 1989.
From the outset, CAT has had a
multiple mission: to be the first training
center to teach cutting-edge manufacturing
skills and techniques; to emphasize minority
enrollment in order to put more minorities
at the forefront of new frontiers in
manufacturing; and to create a continuum of
training for Focus:HOPE participants.
By fall 199L one of the two buildings
that will house CAT had been renovated,
and 23 employees were busy filling
contracts for Detroit Diesel Corporation
which were obtained to generate income
during CAT's planning and development
stages.
When ribbons are cut at the project's
grand opening next spring, officials expect
to unveil a world-class, degree-granting
institution that will train multiskilled
technicians capable of working in hightechnology manufacturing. Though levels of
training will vary, the most advanced
graduates will have completed a six-year
program combining hands-on work
experience widi technical and engineering
studies.
In all, Focus:HOPE estimates
rehabilitation costs at S7.5 million for the
first phase (total costs are estimated at S20
million) and equipment expenses at S64
million. An array of funders has been
assembled for CAT, including: National Bank
of Detroit, Michigan Consolidated Gas
Company, the federal government (in the
form of grants, equipment and contracts),
the state and the Mott Foundation.
Recently, Mott also made a 5301,686
grant to a Flint church to replicate a
remedial education program, called Fast
Track, that has operated successfully at
Focus:HOPE since 1989. The program is
designed to upgrade the math and English

skills of high school graduates to improve
their employability.
As for John Wilford, the ex-convict
featured in the Annual Report, he remains a
steadily employed, skilled tradesman. In
fact, his hourly wage, coupled with
considerable overtime, allowed him to earn
more than 555,000 last year — enough to
buy a home in Detroit. In addition, he has
begun making marriage plans with his longtime girlfriend and the mother of his 5-yearold daughter.
"I'm not having any problems," he
said. "I look back, and 1 don't have any
complaints. I had a few bad .breaks in the
past. But when I look in the mirror now, I
like what I see."
Mott Foundation support (1981-1991)
totaled 81.95 million.

Mississippi Action for
Community Education (MACE)
Greenville, Mississippi
Founded in 1967, Mississippi Action
for Community Education (MACE) has
concentrated its efforts since inception on
helping poor, black residents in the
Mississippi Delta. It does that by providing a
wide range of services to individuals
(including remedial education, child
development programs, leadership
development and job training) and by
providing technical assistance and financial
expertise to small, community-based
organizations within the Delta.
Although at one time MACE made
small grants to a select number of
communities diat were considered
"affiliates," such financial support was
eliminated recently. MACE continues,
however, to work with these affiliates,
African-American-managed communities
and a variety of other community-based
nonprofits to leverage federal and state
dollars for such purposes as: human
development, education, street paving,
police and fire protection, installation of
utility lines, and construction of low-income
housing.
In 1989, MACE was working with the
all-African-American community of Metcalfe
to piece together the funding needed to
rehabilitate an abandoned Army barrack
into an affordable housing project for lowincome, single-parent families. By fall 1991,
the project was complete, and 24 units
were ready for occupancy.
MACE continues to serve as one of
seven Intermediary Support Organizations
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funded by Mott to deliver small grants and
technical assistance to grassroots,
community-based organizations. During the
11 years MACE has served as a Mott ISO,
grants totaling 5910,000 have been made to
nearly 100 groups in Mississippi, Arkansas
and Louisiana.
MACE staff also is moving ahead with
plans to create the Charles Bannerman
Rural Economic and Community
Development Training Institute, a separate
arm of MACE which would serve as a
provider of training, technical advice and
financial assistance to communities in those
three states.
Since the Annual Report, MACE has
obtained nearly S1 million in grants from
the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services to work with two historically black
colleges to develop employment-training
programs. Programs in construction trades
and office/clerical skills were well under
development by late 1991.
MACE's business-development partner,
the Delta Foundation, continues to oversee
several successful business ventures,
including Fine Vines, a blue jeans
manufacturer located in downtown
Greenville. Delta Foundation also was
chosen recently by the Tennessee ValleyAuthority to participate in identifying
projects for a S15-million economic
development loan fund.
Mott Foundation support (1980-1991)
totaled 51,520,300.

Chicanos Por La Causa
Phoenix, Aiizona
Chicanos For La Causa (CPLC) was
created in 19^9 to advocate for institutional
and policy changes that would improve
conditions for disempowered Hispanics in
South Phoenix, and serve as a referral agent
for clients needing social services. But over
time CPLC began developing and offering a
variety of services on site.
Today the organization operates with a
S7.1-million budget, serves more than
40,000 clients annually, and oversees a wide
range of services including housing and
food assistance, remedial education, skills
development, job placement, and financial
planning.
When the 1989 Annual Report was
written, CPLC had a strong presence in
three Arizona communities: Phoenix,
Tucson and Somerton. Recently Benson, in
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the southeastern part of the state, was
added. From its Benson offices, CPLC has
begun developing houses for low-income
families in three small communities:
Benson, Nogales and Douglas.
The collapse of the savings and loan
industry prompted CPLC to seek
designation as an official technical assistance
provider from the Resolution Trust
Corporation, the entity charged with
disposing of billions of dollars' worth of real
estate acquired from failed savings and
loans.
CPLC now can help first-time low- and
moderate-income home buyers qualify for
special financing, complete paperwork and
obtain assistance with down payments,
principal reductions and/or closing costs.
In addition to that work, CPLC since
1989 has refurbished or added space at
some of its offices, built and opened its fifth
senior citizen housing complex, and started
construction of a 20-bed addition to its 25bed alcohol rehabilitation unit.
On a less positive note, the Mercado, a
S15-million commercial-retail marketplace
that opened in late 1989, was in foreclosure
by October 1991 and attempts were being
made to restructure the loan. Because the
marketplace was a joint venture involving
CPLC, the City of Phoenix and a private
developer, CPLC expected to escape any
serious financial repercussions.
The Mercado project also includes an
Hispanic museum and cultural center, both
of which were operating with deficits by
late 1991 because of fundraising difficulties.
By late 1991, CPLC was fund raising to
replenish its Community Economic
Development Fund, which was created to
underwrite some of the costs associated
with development projects, including
appraisals, title work, architectural designs
and preliminary engineering.
Originally, the hand, created in 1988,
was to be repaid after a project was
financed, but that rarely happened and the
fund was depleted three years later. Still,
CPLC officials point out that the fund,
which was capitalized at about S 160,000,
was used to cover predevelopment costs on
projects totaling S7 million. The Mott
Foundation made its first grant to CPLC in
1984.
Since that time, Mott has supported
various projects with approximately
5188,000.

GRANTS
The following pages contain a list of all grants made in 1991.
Grants are organized in program areas within missions:
EDUCATION: DEVELOPING HUMAN POTENTIAL

At-Risk Youth

Community Education
Intergenerational and Mentoring Programs
Minority Education
Early Childhood and Parenting Education
Employment Training and Counseling
Redesigning Education
Special Initiatives

ENVIRONMENT
Global Sustainability
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources
Toxic Substances
Special Initiatives

FLINT AREA
Institutional Capacity Building
Special Initiatives
Special Projects

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Community Development
Economic Development
Special Initiatives

PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM
Community Foundations
Philanthropic Membership Organizations
Strengthening the Nonprofit Sector

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
Central Europe and Independent (Soviet) States*
Sou til Africa
Other
*(formerly Pursuit of Peace)
For detailed information on each grant, see Facts on Grants 1991
a supplement to the Annual Report.
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EDUCATION: DEVELOPING Hl'MAN

POTENTIAL.

AT-RISK YOUTH
Developing and disseminating long-term solutions to problems of
high unemployment among severely disadvantaged, especially
minority youth; and
Preventing teenage pregnancy, expanding lite options for teen
parents, and enhancing conditions of life for their children.

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
Promoting community education at all levels — local through
international — as an integral part of the solutions to problems
and issues facing education and communities.
INTKRGENERATIONAL AND MENTORING PROGRAMS

Supporting intergenerational and mentoring programs that
enhance the lives of children, youth and older persons.

MINORITY EDUCATION
Strengthening the nation's historically and predominantly black
colleges and universities through improving the long-term
financial condition of selected private black colleges by
increasing their endowment base.

EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PARENTING EDUCATION
Enhancing the development of the child socially, emotionally and
cognitively so that all children, but especially children from
persistently poor families, have a fair start in life with potential
for successful school achievement. (Currently under
development.)

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND COUNSELING
Assisting the unemployed and underemployed, including welfare
recipients, to obtain meaningful employment by promoting workforce literacy, strengthening education and training in welfare- towork reform and supporting new approaches in school-to-work
transition. (Currently under development.)

REDESIGNING EDUCATION
Investigating new learning environments so that students will be
more effective in meeting the demands of our changing global
society. (Currently under development.)

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Furthering development and investigation of educational issues.
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31.1990

Granis

Payments

EDUCATION: EXPANDING HUMAN POTENTIAL
AT-RISK YOUTH
70001 LTD. —Washington, DC
To allow 15 to 20 schools serving low-income students to
participate in WAVE-in-SchooIs, a curriculum and training
program to prevent school dropout and to evaluate the
program, which is now being replicated in schools across
the country.

S

150,000

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS-Arlington, Virginia
To continue support for a program designed to encourage
positive development among preteen children of
persistently poor urban families.

100,000

AMERICAN PUBLIC WELFARE ASSOCIATION-Washington, DC
To establish a Center for State Action on Adolescent
S
Pregnancy to provide the means for coordinating state
legislation and administrative actions to produce
comprehensive and coordinated services to reduce teenage
pregnancy at the local level.

81,500

ASSOCIATION OF JUNIOR LEAGUES INC—New York, New York
To support the effort to institutionalize the Teen Outreach
Program at the state and local level by working with one or
two states and numerous cities and towns over the next
three years.

S

150,000

100,000

81,500

50,000

50,000

BOY SCOU'I"S OF AMERICA-BIRMINGHAM AREA COUNClL-Birmingham, Alabama
To provide support for a coeducational program that works
45,096
with youth ages 14 to 20 living in 13 housing projects in
Birmingham, Ala.

45,096

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY-Waltham, Massachusetts
To help local policymakers and practitioners in five cities
improve the quality of services for teenage parents by
linking employment and training, education, welfare, and
health and human services programs into a coordinated,
comprehensive strategy.
CAMPUS OUTREACH OPPORTUNITY LEAGUE —St. Paul, Minnesota
To provide support for an organization dial encourages
youth service in colleges throughout the nation.
CENTER FOR LAW AND EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To aid low-income students and communities in redirecting
vocational education programs to better meet their own
long-term needs for education, employment and
community development.

100,000

100,000

50,000

50,000

75,000

CHILD TRENDS INC.-Washington, DC
To continue funding the publication of an adolescent
pregnancy fact sheet that includes national current
statistics for distribution to state and federal policymakers,
program administrators and the interested public.
To support a study of state data on teenage pregnancies,
abortion and births to determine die impact of state family
planning policies on adolescent pregnancy and
childbearing.

75,000

29,877

29,877

70,117

70,117

CHILDREN'S DEFENSE FUND- Washington, DC
To achieve unified action by the nation's education and
youth-serving agencies on federal and state public policy to
reduce teenage pregnancy.

100.000

100,000

COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-New York, New York
To marshal support for meeting the educational and
developmental needs of the nation's most disadvantaged
children and young people.

100,000

100.000
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Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

COUNCIL OF STATE GOVERNMENTS — Lexington, Kentucky
To provide partial support for the Southern Regional
Project on Infant Mortality, developed by the Council on
State Governments to facilitate the development of state
public policy for adolescent pregnancy prevention.

Grant

S

101,100

Payments

S

50,550

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC.-Washington, DC
To provide ongoing support for Grantmakers for Children
and Youth, an affinity group of the Council on Foundations,

10,000

DISTRICT OF COLUMBLA SERVICE CORPS INC.-Washington, DC
To provide seed funding for a new, year-round youth corps
in Washington. D.C.

75.000

75,000

EAST HARLEM BLOCK NURSERY INC. —New York, New York
To continue general support for the Youth Action Program,
a community-based, youth leadership development
program.

75.000

75,000

110,000

110,000

5H.OOO

58,000

25.000

12,500

40,000

-i 0,000

100,000

200.000

500.000

500,000

ETV ENDOWMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA INC. — Spananburg, South Carolina
To provide support for the promotional and production
costs incurred in re-broadcasting the Bill Mayers'
documentary on at-risk youth, entitled "All Our Children."
FORMATIVE EVALUATION RESEARCH ASSOCIATES - Ann Arbor, Michigan
To continue evaluation of the Michigan Civilian
Conservation Corps, a program linking the improvement
ami protection of the state's natural resources with training
and work experience for low-income young men and
women.
HARVARD UNIVERSITY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To provide partial support for die Harvard School of Public
Health to adapt a successful pilot violence prevention
curriculum for adolescents in five neighborhood health
centers in predominantly minority areas of Boston.
HIGHLANDER RESEARCH AND EDUCATION CENTER-New Market. Tennessee
To encourage youth leadership in rural communities in
Appaluchia and the deep South.
INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR INTEGRATIVE STUDIES-New York, New York
To provide continued support to an alternative diploma100,000
granting high school established dirough an innovative
public-private collaboration and designed as a model of
comprehensive quality education for at-risk urban youth.
To assist The Door in milking the transition to an
independent organization and overcoming a major financial
deficit.

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION - New York, New York
To continue support for JOBSTART, which demonstrates,
75,000
evaluates and disseminates the strategies of a national
group of 1? projects for assisting unemployed dropout
youth.
To support a national demonstration of a comprehensive
200,000
program for teen mothers and their babies to help them
attain economic independence and healthy development.

S

50,550

10,000

12,500

75,000

100,000

100,000

166,666

MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To document and assess the replication of YouthBuild USA
in five demonstration sites in the United States.

250,000

83,334

MDC INC —Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To support outreach activities related to the Mott-funded
documentary on at-risk youth produced by Bill Moyers and
broadcast oii PBS in early 1991-

126,000

126,000

20,000

20,000

MEMPHIS PARTNERS INC.-Memphis, Tennessee
To provide partial support for a collaborative project
targeted at lOth-grade students in danger of dropping out
of the Memphis school system.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

METROPOLITAN DETROIT YOUTH FOUNDATION INC. - Detroit, Michigan
To disseminate and replicate a successful Detroit program
designed to reduce high school dropout rates — and
consequently, unemployment rates.
MS. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN-New York, New York
To provide partial support for the National Girls Initiative, a
collaborative effort to increase funding to communitybased organizations that work directly with preadolcsccnt
and adolescent girls. Efforts will focus on girls 9 to 12 years
old, particularly low-income girls and those of color.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES-Washington, DC
To complete a study of high-risk youth, with particular
attention focused on the root causes of negative adolescent
behavior and the inter-relationship among poor school
performance, substance abuse, teen pregnancy and
criminal or other antisocial behavior.

Unpaid

35,000

NATIONAL SERVICE SECRETARIAT INC.-Washington, DC
To provide support for a conference focusing on "Youth
Service and Democracy in the 21st Century" for
approximately 30 participants at the W'ingspread
Conference Center in Wisconsin.

50,000

50,000

RELIGIOUS TASK FORCE EDUCATION FUND INC. - Brooklyn, New York
To support Children of War, die sole program of the
Religious Task Force Education Fund Inc., which utilizes
young people from areas of war or violence as peer
resources for educating and unifying other youth and
involving them in leadership endeavors to improve iheir
lives, their schools and their communities.
60

S

75,000

50,000

25,000

25,000

19.820

19,820

2(1.000

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DHVELOPMENT-Paris, France
To provide support for an international meeting in May
11.035
1991 in Washington, D.C., for U.S. government departments,
members of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development, foundations, and experts on children
and youth issues to discuss the problems confronting atrisk children and young people and ways in which service
systems can be integrated to address these problems more
effectively.

PUBLIC/PRIVATE VENTURES —Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for a national demonstration aimed at
establishing 10-12 urban youth corps with an emphasis on
evaluation, dissemination and policy impact.
To support the development, operation and evaluation of
six demonstration projects for helping young unwed
fathers in need of education, parenting and employment
assistance.

Dec. 31,1991

35,000

75,000

NATIONAL YOUTH EMPLOYMENT COALITION INC. - New York, New York
To provide partial support Tor the National Youth Employment
S
20.000
Coalition Inc. to establish a systematized data base and
clearinghouse on youth employment and training reports,
publications, programs, organizations, and individuals.

PARTNERSHIP FOR DEMOCRACY —Washington, DC
To continue support for YouthAciion, a special project of
the Partnership for Democracy that was designed to assist
community-based organizatons in developing or
strengthening their youth components.

S

150,000

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SERVICE AND CONSERVATION CORPS-Washington, DC
To continue support for leadership training and technical
50,000
assistance for local and regional youth corps with special
attention to new corps being established across the L'nited
Sttates.
NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMlTTEE-New York, New York
To continue partial support for the revitalized National
Farmworker Health and Education Coalition as an advocacy
resource for migrant children and youth.

Payments

Grants

11,035

50,000

50,000

100,000

100,000

172,176

-

100,000

50,000

172,176

50,000

Grante e/Prog ram

Unpaid
Dec. 31.1990

Grants

Payments

RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK-New York, New York
To continue partial support for the Youth Environmental
S 35,000 S
Action Program at the Community Environmental Health
Center at Hunter College.
SAVE OUR SONS AND DAUGHTERS— Detroit, Michigan
To provide support for Save Our Sons and Daughters
(SOSAD), established as a bereavement group for families
of young homicide victims, but expanded to include youth
development and empowerment programs,

35,000

50,000

30,000

SOCIAL RESEARCH APPLICATIONS — Los Altos, California
To continue support for NationalNet, which provides
technical assistance to teenage pregnancy programs in the
area of evaluation.

40,000

40,000

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT — Caldwell, Idaho
To continue partial support of a project designed to
provide comprehensive services for pregnant and parenting
teens in diree rural counties in Idaho.

35.000

35.000

17.875

17,8-5

35.000

35,000

50,000

50,000

30.000

15,000

50,000

50,000

TALLADEGA COLLEGE-Talladega, Alabama
"lo enable 10 Talladega college students, five women and
live men, to act as mentors tor 10 groups of local high-risk,
high school female and male students as a means of
preventing teenage pregnancy and school dropout.
TEXAS BASICS-Austin, Texas
To increase access to and resources for basic skills
education in Texas as well as providing a mode! for other
states.

5

35,000

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA-Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
To disseminate a model program of comprehensive
community schools established by students and faculty
from the University of Pennsylvania, die public school
system and other West Philadelphia community interests.
YOLTH INITIATIVE PROJECT INC.-Brunswick. Georgia
To provide general support for the Youth Initiative Project,
founded in 1986 to work with low-income, AfricanAmerican youth in coastal Georgia.
YOUTH POLIO INSTITUTE -Washington. E>C
To provide ongoing analysis of national policies and
programs affecting children, youth and families and to
disseminate this information through regularly published
periodicals and journals.
YOUTH SERVICE AMERICA-Washington. DC
To continue support for the Working Group on Youth
Service Policy, a forum for leaders of youth service
organizations to identify and disseminate principles of
successful programming as well as to collaborate on publicpolicy issues.

T

YOUTHBIJ1LD U.S.A. INC-Belmont, Massachusetts
To support the national replication of YouthBuild U.S.A.,
based on the experiences of the Youth Action Program in
East Harlem, which helps dropout youth gain educational
and construction-related skills while restoring abandoned
housing.
To support efforts to replicate the core project activities of
Cast Harlem's Youth Action Program to other sites around
the nation, including dissemination, training and technical
assistance focusing on: youth employment in housing
rehabilitation and youth leadership development through
empowerment in programs serving at-risk youth.
PROGRAM TOTAL; At-Risk Youth

S

311,500

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

5,000

'5,000

250,000

250,000

100.000

100,000

S 4,009,596

S 3,614,204

S

20,000

35,000

15,000

S

706.892
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

G ranis

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

COMMUNITY EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION FOR THE SUPPORT OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRES-Berlin, Germany
Tb provide general support to the Association for the
S 110,000 S 110,000
Support of Community Education Development Centres as
it continues to provide consultation, media assistance, inservice training, material development and evaluation
services to community education centers throughout
unified Germany.
BERMUDA MINISTRY OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS-Hamilton, Bermuda
To continue support for die implementation of the
S
20,000
Bermuda and Caribbean regional community education
center and regional International Community Education
Association office.

20,000

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION - Sherwood Park, Alberta
To provide the Canadian Association for Community
5,000
Education the opportunity to have representation from alt
provinces and territories at its board meetings.
COMED —Essen, Germany
To establish community education centers throughout
unified Germany to provide consultation, in-service
training, and materials for local German community
education projects.

120,000

1 _>(>.! U K )

COMMUNITY EDUCATION DEVELOPMENT CENTRE — Coventry, England
1b provide funding to explore the possibility of a U.S7
U.S.S.R./U.K. collaborative project designed to contribute,
through a structured community education program, to
the revitalization and regeneration of industrialized urban
communities under stress.
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS - Washington, DC
To enhance community education by providing
networking, technical assistance and grant awards to state
departments of education through the chief state school
officer in each state.
INDIAN SOCIETY FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION —Ahmedabad, India
To provide additional seed gram support to continue the
implementation of the International Community Education
Association's Asian Region Community Education Center
within die Indian Society for Community Education.
INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP INC.-Washington, DC
To assist the Institute for Educational Leadership in
publishing and distributing 1,500 copies of two reccnl
publications on collaborative efforts to improve the
delivery of services to children and their families.
To provide support to the Institute for Educational
Leadership Inc. to develop and implement the first two
years of a project focusing on die recruitment and training
of minorities for leadership roles within the field of
community education.

35,000

35,000

100,000

100,000

10,000

10,000

5,000

5,000

240,795

INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION —Coventry, England
To continue support for the administration and services
l^u.ooo
provided through the International Community Education
Association.
150,000
To enable the International Community Education
Association to continue the operation of seven international
regional offices.
1MO.OOII
To enable the International Community Education
Association to establish and administer a Small Grants
Program in which 15 to 20 grants, not to exceed 55,000
each, are provided to encourage and support community
education projects in local communities throughout the
world.
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5,000

S

240.795

150,000
150,000
100,000

Grantee/Program
LAS PALOMAS DE TAGS —Taos, New Mexico
To assist Las Palomas de Taos, a multicultural learning
center specializing in global concerns, to establish and
operate a special-issue center on global issues for
community educators.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

S

MONASH UNIVERSITY-Victoria, Australia
To provide partial support to continue the implementation
of the South Pacific Centre for School and Community
Development to promote community education in
Australia, New Zealand, and the 22 island nations of the
South Pacific.

35,000

Grants

S

40,000

Payments

S

20,000

NATIONAL CENTER FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION-Flint, Michigan
To plan, coordinate and conduct a comprehensive national
community education leadership training program for all
persons interested or working in community education.
To provide support for the continued community
education efforts of the North American Regional Council
of the International Community Education Association.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To continue support for the development and
implementation of a special-issue center Unking community
education with school-based improvement efforts, with a
specific emphasis on community involvement.
NATIONAL COMMUNITY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION —Alexandria, Virginia
To help the National Community Education Association
500,000
(NCEA) become fiscally independent by establishing a
SI. 5-million endowment fund, the income from which
would be used for the general operation of NCEA.
To continue general support for the National Community
Education Association, a national membership and
advocacy organization.
To provide support for the National Community Education
Association to continue employing and/or retaining a
minority person to provide minority leadership at the
national level and to investigate the future development of
minority leadership in community education.

35,000

600,000

600,000

10,000

10,000

20,000

20,000

50,000

50,000

25,000

25,000

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGlNlA-Charlottesville, Virginia
To continue building and maintaining community
education presence at the state level nationwide.

100,000

100,000

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY-Detroit, Michigan
To support the full implementation of a computerized
communication system among national and state
community education network agencies.

100,000

100,000

75,000

75,000

S 2,000,795

S 2,015,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Education

S

695,000

40,000

S

680,795

500,000

75,000

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY-Kalamazoo, Michigan
To continue a forum group of leaders in community
education and related fields to assess community education
and recommend strategies for making it more responsive to
educational and social needs.

S

20,000

75,000

UNIVERSITY OF FLORlDA-Gainesville, Florida
To support a continuous assessment of the impact of the
State Community Education Planning and Development
project operated by the University of Virginia.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

EMTERGENERATIONAI AND MENTORING PROGRAMS
ACADEMY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INC.-Washington, DC
To convene a small group workshop of early childhood
development, aging, intergenerational and mentoring
personnel to examine the concept of mentoring, as well as
to explore the possibility of intergenerational mentoring of
3- to 5-year-olds.

18,501

S

18,501
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Unpaid

Grantee/Program

Unpaid

Dec. 31,1990

ACADEMY FOR EDUCATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INC.-Washington, DC
To continue the evaluation of the national Linking Lifetimes
network of 10 programs and to collect, analyze and
disseminate findings from the evaluation.
AMHERST H. WILDER FOUNDATION - St. Paul, Minnesota
To provide a guide containing a comprehensive overview
on recruitment, retention, work performance, benefits to
volunteers and ethical concerns of older volunteers.

Grants

S

110,1)00

Payments

S

110,000

9,611

9,611

217,795

121,795

20.000

20,000

25,000

50,000

36,158

36,158

100.000

50,000

35,000

35,000

METRO-BADE DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH AND FAMILY DEVELOPMENT —Miami, Florida
To establish a mode! program that will recruit, train and
35,000
supervise senior mentors to provide one-to-one supportive
relationships for at-risk youth.

35,000

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF AMERICA-Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
To support a demonstration project testing the vaJue of a
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America agency developing a
partnership with an organizaiion/corporation in their
community for the purpose of involving older adults with
clusters of elementary-schoo!-age children to provide
recognition and reinforcement of their academic
achievements.
CAREERS FOR LATER YEARS INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To assist Careers for Later Years Inc. and other members of
the Mott-supporied network of older worker programs to
cosponsor a national conference on economic
opportunities for older people.
CHILD WELFARE LEAGUE OF AMERICA INC-Washington, DC
To continue support for Generations United, a coalition of
S
more than 100 national organizations devoted to promoting
programs that increase intcrgenerational cooperation and
exchange.

25,000

CORNELL UNIVERSITY-Ithaca, New York
To provide partial support for Project EASE (Exploring
Aging Through Experience t. a large-scale, intcrgenerational
community service project conducted by Cornell
University in cooperation with the New York State 4-H
program.
FUND FOR AGING SERVICES-New York, New York
To assist communities that are interested in replicating the
Intcrgenerational Work-Study Program.
JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY — St. Petersburg, Florida
To continue funding a model program that recruits, trains
and supervises senior mentors as they provide one-to-one
supportive relationships for at-risk, middle-school-age boys
and girls.

NATIONAL CENTER ON INSTITUTIONS AND ALTERNATIVES/NORTHEAST INC.-Syracuse, New York
To continue the development of a mentoring component of
35,000
the youth advocacy project Unking young offenders with
older volunteers operated by the National Center on
Institutions and Alternatives.
NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION INC.-Los Angeles, California
To improve the quality of life for older persons serving as
mentors and at-risk youth through meaningful relationships
with each other.

35,000

NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN ASSOCIATION OF DETROIT INC.-Detroit, Michigan
To develop and implement an effective intergenerational
35,000
mentoring program that will give low-income Native
American senior citizens opportunities to work with Native
American youth, ages JO to 16. who are at risk of dropping
out of school.

fW

Dec. 31,1991

35,000

35,000

S

96,000

50,000

35,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

PORTER-LEATH CHILDREN'S CENTER - Memphis, Tennessee
To join low-income senior citizens and pregnant teens
together to help seniors remain physically active and
mentally alert while helping the teens prepare for
parenthood.

Grants

S

35,000

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY — Philadelphia. Pennsylvania
To provide technical assistance and training to a network of
intergenerational programs involving at-risk youth and
elders known as Linking Lifetimes.

75,000

WASHINGTON URBAN LEAGUE INC.-Washington, DC
To match older persons with at-risk middle school students
who are particularly vulnerable to school failure, drug
abuse, early pregnancy, delinquency and the lure of the
illegal economy that surrounds them.

S

S

35,000

S

60.000

S

500.000

S

75,000

26,156

35,000

70,000

25.000

25,000

943,221

35.000

35,000

26,156

WESTERN CAROLINA irNlVERSITY-Cullowhee, North Carolina
To provide technical assistance for the development of
three rural, intergenerational model programs using elders
as mentors for at-risk adolescents.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Intergenerational and
Mentoring Programs

Unpaid
Dec. 31, 1991

S

35,000

PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS —Portland. Oregon
To develop, implement, evaluate and promote an
inter generational mentoring program.

UPTOWN CENTER HULL HOUSE ASSOCIATION-Chicago, Illinois
To improve and expand the Grandma Please Affiliate
Program, allowing latch-key children and older adults to
benefit from this intergenerational program on a national
scale.

Payments

S

761,065

S

500,000

S

242,156

S

100,000

MINORITY EDUCATION
BENEDICT COLLEGE —Columbia, South Carolina
To provide a 5500,000 onc-for-one endowment-challenge
grant to Benedict College.
BENNETT COLLEGE--Greensboro, North Carolina
To provide a 5500,000, one-for-onc endowment-challenge
grant to Bennett College to assist die institution in
increasing its endowment base.

500,000

500,000

HETHUNE-COOKMAN COLLEGE — Daytona Beach, Florida
To provide endowment challenge funding to BethuneCookman College to strengthen the- long-term Hnancial
stability of the institution.

500,000

500.000

COUNCIL OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES — Washington, DC
To continue partial support for the Council of Independent
Colleges' black college leadership development program.

S

100,000

DILLARD UNIVERSITY —New Orleans, Louisiana
To provide a 5500,000 one-for-one endowment challenge
to Dillard University.

500.000

FISK UNIVERSITY —Nashville, Tennessee
To provide endowment challenge funds to Fisk University
for the purpose of strengthening the long-term financial
stability of die institution.

500,000

500,000

MORRIS BROWN COLLEGE —Atlanta, Georgia
To provide endowment challenge funding to Morris Brown
College for the purpose of strengthening the long-term
financial stability of the institution.

500,000

500,000

500,000
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Grantee/Program

liapaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

NORTH CAROLINA AGRICULTURAL AND TECHNICAL STATE UNIVERSITY — Greensboro, North Carolina
To convene 14 historically black colleges and universities
S
56,680
S
to develop joint strategics and capability statements in an
effort to capitalize on the 5 percent "set aside" of the U.S.
Department of Defense for contracts and subcontracts to
historically black colleges and unversities.
RUST COLLEGE-Holly Springs, Mississippi
To provide endowment challenge funding to Rust College
for the purpose of strengthening the long-term financial
stability of the institution.

56,680

500,000

S 500,000

SAINT AUGUSTINE'S COLLEGE-Raleigh, North Carolina
To provide endowment challenge funding to Saint
Augustine's College for the purpose of strengthening the
long-term financial stability of the institution.

500,000

SPELMAN COLLEGE— Atlanta, Georgia
To provide a 5500,000 one-for-one endowment-challenge
grant to Spelman College.

500,000

STILLMAN COLLEGE -Tuscaloosa. Alabama
To provide endowment challenge funds to Stillman College
for the purpose of strengthening the long-term financial
stability of the institution.

500,000

500,000

TOUGALOO COLLEGE-Tougaloo, Mississippi
To provide endowment challenge funding to Tougaloo
College for the purpose of strengthening the long-term
financial stability of the institution.

500,000

500,000

TUSKEGEE UNIVERSITY—Tuskegce, Alabama
To provide a 51,000,000 one-for-one endowment-challenge
grant 10 Tuskegee University.

S

500,000

1.000,000

1,000,000

UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE RIND INC.-New York, New York
To provide partial support to the United Negro College
Fund for a pilot planned giving program to assist 10 private
black colleges.
VIRGINIA UNION UNIVERSITY-Richmond, Virginia
To provide endowment challenge funding to Virginia Union
University for the purpose of strengthening the long-term
financial stability of the institution.
PROGRAM TOTAL; Minority Education

500,000

50,000

50,000

500,000

S 7,000.000

5lH1.0(IU

S

206,680

$ 4.500,000

S 2.706,680

EARLY CHILDHOOD AND PARENTING EDUCATION
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC POLICY RESEARCH-Washington, DC
To provide partial support for an effort to explore how
S
70,000
federal social welfare programs could be restructured to
provide a more integrated approach to the problems of
disadvantaged children and families.

S

70,000

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY —New York, New York
To publish a brief annual summary of selected
characteristics about the five million children in poverty,
newborn to age 6, in the United States.
To bring together representatives of key national AfricanAmerican professional organizations to participate in a
forum to develop an agenda for coordinated action to deal
with poverty among African-American children, birth
through age 6.

40,000

40,000

FAMILY RESOURCE COALITION-Chicago, Illinois
To create a national advocacy campaign with the sole
purpose of strengthening public polity on behalf of
families.

25,000

25,000
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43,715

S

43,715

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

HARVARD UNIVERSITY —Cambridge, Massachusetts
To continue to provide assistance to the Harvard Family
Research Project as it works to promote and develop
quality child and family programs.
JOHNSON FOUNDATION INC-Racine, Wisconsin
To form a national commission of 22 experts to review the
modern family — especially from a child's perspective.

Unpaid

Grants

S

S

100,000

S

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO — Chicago, Illinois
To provide partial support for a research project in the
inner city of Chicago to assess the relationships and
interactions of primary and secondary care-givers with
infants.
100,000

125,000

40,000

S

209,486

S

Dec. 31,1991

100.000

NATIONAL COMMISSION TO PREVENT INFANT MORTALITY- Washington, DC
To support the development and implementation of a
project that wilj integrate a minority focus more fully into
national, state and local efforts toward creating a social
agenda for children.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Early Childhood and
Parenting Education

125,000

Payments

S

74,873

453,201

S

269.873

35,000

S

35,000

40,000

134,613

S

283.328

EMPLOYMENT TRAINING AND COUNSELING
ALTERNATIVE SCHOOLS NETWORK-Chicago, Illinois
To support a new program for providing basic skills
education and school-to-work transition services for at-risk,
inner-city youth.
CHICAGO COMMONS ASSOCIATION-Chicago, Illinois
To support the expansion of a school-to-work transition
program for training and placing Chicago high school
students into employment in the metal working trades.

60.000

60,000

50.000

50,000

150,000

150,000

100,000

100,000

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION RESEARCH CORPORATION - New York, New York
To provide technical assistance to states that arc
75,000
implementing the Family Support Act of 1988, the nation's
latest welfare reform law.

75,000

COMMUNITY WOMEN'S EDUCATION PROJECT-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To continue support for a community-based approach to
help disadvantagcd adults, predominantly single parents,
improve their lives and increase their financial
independence.
COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS-Washington, DC
To provide leadership in improving school and workplace
learning for better education and employment outcomes
for all youth.
JOBS FOR THE FUTURE INC-Somerville, Massachusetts
To continue support for a national demonstration effort to
advance the knowledge and practice of youth
apprenticeship in the United States,

MULTI RESOURCE CENTERS INC. — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To support the dissemination of Women Achieving NewDirections, a program that assists working poor women in
Minneapolis increase their earning potential through a
combination of services including group workshops,
individual vocational counseling and mentoring.
SINGLE PARENT FAMILY INSTITUTE — Lansing, Michigan
To provide partial support for the Single Parent Family
Institute, which works with low-income, dependent, single
parents in the Greater Lansing area.
SOUTHPORT INSTITUTE FOR POLIO7 ANALYSlS-Southport, Connecticut
To support an investigation of work force literacy in smallS 150,000
and medium-sized businesses toward the goal of identifying
ways in which these firms can be induced to invest in, or
participate in, basic skills programs for their employees.

70,000

35,000

35,000

35,000

35,000

150,000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grams

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN - Austin, Texas
To improve school-to-work transition throughout Texas by
initiating a statewide campaign on the topic and
developing a demonstration project in Austin.

70,000

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MADISON —Madison, Wisconsin
To provide support for a two-year planning and
development effort to establish a training consortium in
the Wisconsin metaiworking industry with initial attention
to the Milwaukee area.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Employment Training
and Counseling

Payments

S

35,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

S

35,000

35,000

$

150,000

$

680.000

35,000

S

725.000

S

105,000

REDESIGNING EDUCATION
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPY RESEARCH & ED. FDN. - Washington, DC
To provide funding for the Family Impact Seminar, a policy
S
34,264 S
34,264
unit of die American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy Research and Education Foundation, to implement
one federal policy seminar including a background briefing
report and related technical assistance to state seminars on
the subject of parent involvement in elementary school
reform.
CALIFORNIA TOMORROW-San Francisco, California
To provide partial funding to California Tomorrow to
pursue their School Restructuring/Education for a Diverse
Society Project.

85,1)00

CENTER FOR WORKFORCE PREPARATION AND QUALITY EDUCATION —Washington, DC
To enable the Center for Workforce Preparation and
50,000
Quality Education to mobilize a national grassroots
movement through local chambers of commerce to reform
and restructure education in an effort to improve ihe
quality of America's work force.

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER INC-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide partial support for the Community Training and S 50,000
100,000
Assistance Center to work with three superintendents of
urban school districts to provide them with research on
how schools work in order to help them institutionalize
school reform
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC, - Washington, DC
To provide continuing support for die PrecoIIcgialc
Education Program, an affinity group of die Council on
Foundations.
EXECUTIVE SERVICE CORPS OF CHICAGO-Chicago, Illinois
To utilize more than 100 Executive Service Corps members
as advisers and consultants to help implement school
reform and improve education as part of a total community
improvement process in the Near West Side of Chicago.

HS<HiO

Si ».0i in

100,000

50,000

12,500

5,000

7,500

35,000

35,000

IMPLEMENTING MATERIALS & PROGRAMS AFFECTING CLASSROOM TEACHING II INC-New York, New York
To support a second institute of outstanding teachers for
35,000
35,000
the purpose of creating models and strategics for
implementing the changes needed to better educate
children and youth.
INSTITUTE FOR RESPONSIVE EDUCATION —Boston, Massachusetts
To enable the Institute for Responsive Education to
enhance its Schools Reaching Out project.
LATINO INSTITUTE — Chicago, Illinois
To provide partial funding for the Latino Institute's School
Reform Project to continue training, technical assistance,
issue analysis and relevant information to local school
councils in the 122 Chicago schools with 50 percent or
more Hispanic students.
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178,362

85,882

50,000

50,000

92,480

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

MARICOPA COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT FOUNDATION — PhoenLx, Arizona
To allow a team of staff and faculty from the Roosevelt
$
35,000
S
Elementary School District and the Maricopa Community
College District to visit Cologne, Germany, to observe an
innovative alternative elementary school structure.
MERCY COLLEGE - Dobhs Ferry, New York
To continue support for the Urban Teaching Academy on
the Bronx campus of Mercy College.

S

NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR CITIZENS IN EDUCATION - Washington, DC
To provide general operating expenses for the National
Committee for Citizens in Education.
To convene a school-based improvement oversight groups
to provide leadership in developing training and
informational materials, research and evaluation and
networking opportunities to those involved with the
school-based management movement.

UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA FOUNDATION —Tucson, Arizona
To test the possibility of designing an educational ecology
that succeeds in reversing the academic failure that afflicts
many culturally diverse children living in poverty.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Redesigning Education

S

85,000

35,000

25,000

25,000

75,000

75,000

35,000

TEACH FOR AMERICA INC.-New York, New York
To continue support for Teach for America Inc., an
organization dedicated to revolutionizing the way
Americans view teaching as a profession.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

35,000

35,000

100,000

100,000

S

850,126

S

665,146

S

70,000

S

70,000

S

35,000

S

269,980

S

60,000

S

60,000

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To continue support for a three-year, joint venture by the
Business-Higher Education Forum and the Public Agenda
Foundation to conduct a national educational campaign
alerting citizens to the issues and ramifications of American
competitiveness in the global economy.
CHILDREN'S EXPRESS FOUNDATION INC. - New York, New York
To enable children to experience the craft of newspaper
reporting through press clubs organized by Children's
Express and local newspapers.

35,000

35,000

COMMUNITY WOMEN'S EDUCATION PROJECT-Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
To provide partial support for the development, piloting
S
50,000
and dissemination of an innovative curriculum for
disadvantaged adult learners.

50,000

INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP INC.-Washington, DC
To support die continuation of the Center for Demographic
Policy in bringing demographic data and insights to
educational and human service institutions, as well as
American business and government leaders.

10,000

10,000

ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT-Paris, France
To provide partial support for an international conference
60,000
focusing on the need for human development policies that
encourage collaboration and integration of program
delivery systems.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Initiatives
MISSION TOTAL: EDUCATION: Expanding
Human Potential

50,000
S 8,451,500

S

175.000

S 9.318,619

$

165,000

512,715,288

S 5,054,831
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ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
Supporting efforts toward a sustainable global environment with
the natural resource base necessary for supporting life systems
over the next century and beyond.
GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
Strengthening the preservation and management of the land and
water resources of the Great Lakes region.

Toxic SUBSTANCES
Seeking ways to reduce existing and future threats from toxic
substances to humans, their communities and the natural
environment.
SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Probing new environmental fields, particularly those offering
unusual opportunities for contributions to the state of the art on
global and/or national environmental problems.
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

ENVIRONMENT
GLOBAL SUSTAINABILITY
ASPEN INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES — Queenstown, Maryland

To convene an international working group of senior
experts in all the areas involved in the set of institutional,
legal, financial and technology transfer issues to be
considered at the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development to make recommendations
on these topics before the Conference Preparatory
Committee Meeting of August 1,991.
BANK INFORMATION CENTER-Washington, DC
To monitor multilateral development bank projects and to
provide information on multilateral development bank
projects to non-governmental organizations in developing
countries and other non-US, environmental organizations.
CENTER FOR INNOVATIVE DIPLOMACY-Irvine, California
To establish a demonstration of local governments that join
together in banning ozone-depletion chemical compounds
and in working together on reducing other greenhouse
gases.

S

35,000

S

35,000

40,000

40,000

30,000

30,000

CENTRE FOR LNTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW-US. INC.-Washington, DC

To promote environmental protection and citizen
participation as fundamental parts of die European Bank for
Reconstruction and Development's policies and practices
for its activities in Central and Eastern Europe.
CLIMATE INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To educate the public and key dccisionmakers about the
challenges posed by global climate change, diereby
stimulating activities toward developing effectiveresponses.
CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To enable the Conservation Law Foundation to continue its
work with New England utility industry interests to
implement and monitor energy efficiency improvements for
saving 30 percent of projected needs by the year 2,000 and
providing assistance to other domestic and international
energy-efficiency efforts.
DEVELOPMENT GROUP FOR ALTERNATIVE POLICIES INC.-Washington, DC
To expand and strengthen the international movement to
achieve fundamental change in international economic
policies advocated and supported by the World Bank, the
Internatinal Monetary Fund and other multilateral lending
agencies.
ECOFUND 92-Washington, DC
To strengthen the participation of non-governmental
organizations in the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development by providing support
services for groups attending the conference and the
preparatory committee meetings preceding the conference.
ENERGY PROBE RESEARCH FOUNDATION —Toronto, Ontario
To increase Canadian efforts to improve the development
policies and practices of multilateral development banks.

55,000

E

35,000

35,000

75,000

75,000

80,000

40,000

25,000

25,000

59,000

59,000

30,000

30,000

55,316

55,3*6

55,000

40,000

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ENERGY STUDY INSTITUTE-Washington, DC

To support the work of the Environmental and Energy
Study Institute in translating scientific and policy
information on atmospheric and climate change into a
format useful for congressional staff members.
ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND INC.-New York, New York
To publish the ECO newsletter at two of the climate accord
negotiating sessions leading up to die United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) in
Brazil in June 1,992.

~zT

G ran tee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND INC-New York, New York
To promote structural and policy reforms in multilateral
development banks and the International Monetary Fund so
they cease funding ecologically destructive policies and
projects and to help empower Third World nongovernmental organizations.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH - Washington, DC
To increase the interest of multilateral development banks
in investing in projects that will reverse tropical
deforestation and arrest global warming.
To help Japanese non-governmental organizations research
and monitor the environmental impacts of Japan's
multilateral and bilateral assistance policies and practices.

S

S

40,000

FRIENDS OF THE EARTH INTERNATIONAL-Amsterdam, Netherlands
To provide support for a workshop in Amsterdam during
the summer of 1,991 for resprcsentatives of Friends of the
Earth International affiliates, with the goal of developing
effective responses to the threat of global warming.
To support an assembly of Latin American and intcrnatonal
environmental leaders in Sao Paulo, Brazil, in September
1,991.
FUNDACAO SOS MATA ATLANTICA - Sao Paulo, Brazil
To help strengthen the ability of Brazilian nongovernmental organizations to take part in the ongoing
negotiations for international agreements on key
environmental issues before the United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development.
FTJNDAC1ON NATURA- Quito, Ecuador
To continue to support non-governmental organization
activities related to monitoring multilateral development
bank policies and practices and other government
development activities that adversely affect the
environment in Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia.

Grants

40,000

Payments

$

40,000

40,000

40,000

50,000

50,000

18,200

18,200

50,000

50,000

60,000

60,000

45,000

45,000

INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH -Takoma Park, Maryland
To produce studies and other printed materials that will
20,000
inform the public, other environmental organizations, and
policymakers regarding the policies and actions needed 10
reduce rates of global warming and ozone depletion.
INSTITUTE FOR TRANSPORTATION AND DEVELOPMENT POLICY-Washington, DC
To continue support for the Institute for Transportation and
25,000
Development Policy, an organization that advances
environmentally sound transportation alternatives
worldwide.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

S

40,000

20,000

25,000

INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR SURVIVAL AND DEVELOPMENT OF HUMANITY-Washington, DC
To provide support for a conference in Prague.
35,910
35,910
Czechoslovakia, for about 20 government representatives,
corporate officers, non-governmental organization leaders
and utility interests from North America and Western and
Central Europe.
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION INC. - Washington, DC
To aid developing countries in the choice and application
40,000
of energy-efficiency technologies.
To help expedite the implementation of energy efficiency
50,000
in developing countries.

40,000
50,000

INTERNATIONAL NONGOVERNMENTAL SUPPORT FUND FOR THE 1992 UN. CONFERENCE-Washington, DC
To support fellowships for talented young persons from the
100,000
100,000
former Soviet Union and Eastern Europe with doctorate or
masters degrees in relevant fields to work as research
assistants on the staff of the Secretariat for the 1992 United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development.
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY INC. - New York, New York
To allow six U.S. environmental organizations to pool their
efforts to undertake advocacy activities aimed at
influencing U.S. policy toward die United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION-Washington, DC
To establish a fund within die National Wildlife Federation
that would provide milligrams in response to proposals
from members of the Brazilian Forum to undertake
environmental advocacy projects related to the United
Nations Conference on Environment and Development.
To strengthen die Latin American conservation
organizations' capacity to participate effectively in die
campaign for environmental reform of multilateral
development banks.

Grants

$

150,000

S 150,000

37,000

37,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL INC.-New York, New York
To prevent die financing of environmentally and socially
unsound projects in the energy sectors of multilateral
development banks and developing countries; and to
increase substantially the proportion of development
assistance and attention given developing countries for
conservation, end-use efficiency and other alternative
investments in the energy sector.
PACIFIC ENERGY AND RESOURCES CENTER-Sausalito, California
To strengthen the programming of die Pacific Energy and
Resources Center, a research and educational organization
that develops partnerships with other organizations in die
Soviet Union and other Pacific Basin countries to address
natural resource and environmental management
challenges.

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

PESTICIDE ACTION NETWORK NORTH AMERICA REGIONAL CENTER-San Francisco, California
To provide pesticide-related information services to
40,000
40,000
organizations and individuals in developing countries.
RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION-New York, New York
To increase private-sector participation in promoting and
implementing energy-efficiency projects in developing
countries with initial venture activity in Jamaica and
potentially in Zimbabwe and Thailand.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE — Snowmass, Colorado
To accelerate die adoption of energy-efficient technologies
and least-cost energy investments in order to reduce
carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel combustion.

75.000

75,000

60,000

60,000

SCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION INC. - New York, New York

To continue support for an international program of the
Scientists' Institute for Public Information that relates
scientific experts and information to journalists and media
networks with special attention to Third World information
needs.
SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION — San Francisco, California
To increase citizen involvement in die multilateral
development hank campaign.
SOLAR ELECTRIC LIGHT FUND - Washington, DC
To provide seed funding for a new organization, the Solar
Electric Light Fund, established to promote solar
electrification in developing countries.
TIDES FOUNDATION-San Francisco, California
To provide seed funding for a citizens' network to facilitate
the efforts of U.S. organizations interested in influencing the
issues of die 1992 United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development.
To provide technical, scientific and economic information,
and to facilitate networking for die thousands of people
around the world who are working to save river systems
from environmentally destructive development.

75,000

75,000

40,000

40,000

20,000

20,000

100,000

100,000

35,000

35,000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To stimulate U.S. government actions to respond to the
threat of global warming.
To strengthen the institutional capacities of nongovernmental organizations and other indigenous groups in
developing countries so they can play a lead role in natural
resource conservation and management.

Grams

S

S

45,000

WORLD WILDLIFE FUND INC. — Washington, DC
To support a program of small seed grants to grassroots,
non-govern mental organizations in Latin America and the
Caribbean.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Global Suslainabtlity

50,000

Payments

50,000
45,000

65,000

S

40,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

S 2,005,426

S 1,845,426

S

S

S

65,000

S

200,000

S

97,300

GREAT LAKES LAND AND WATER RESOURCES
AMERICAN FARMLAND TRUST-Washington, DC
To develop a model program in Michigan that works to
effectively promote the development and use of alternative
farming systems.
AMERICAN RIVERS INC.-Washington, DC
To ensure that the U.S. Forest Service recommends, for
permanent protection, at least 25 of the 37 rivers in
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin found eligible under
the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System.
CENTER FOR THE GREAT LAKES-Chicago, Illinois
To identify and investigate Great Lakes environmental and
economic issues and to promote sound public policies and
private initiatives for the benefit of residents of tile Great
Lakes region.
CITIZENS ENVIRONMENTAL COALITION INC.-Albany, New York
To continue general support for an organization addressing
the pervasive pollution problems in the western New York
Great Lakes basin and [he needs of the citizens in that
region.

50,000

26,500

26,500

35,000

35,000

30,000

30,000

CLEAN WATER FUND-Washington, DC
To strengthen permanent protection of Michigan's Great
Lakes coastal resources.

97,300

COAST ALLIANCE-Washington, DC
To educate the public and coordinate citizen input on
Great Lakes coastal resources issues.

24,757

COUNCIL OF GREAT LAKES GOVERNORS INC. - Chicago, Illinois
To allow the Council of Great Lakes Governors to expand
its efforts to implement the goals and objectives of the
Great Lakes Toxic Substances Control Agreement.

50.000

GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY-Washington, DC
To support the application of a sunset protocol to
hazardous chemicals in the Great Lakes basin.

76,278

GREAT LAKES PROTECTION FUND - Chicago, Illinois
To help cover initial start-up costs for the Great Lakes
Protection Fund.
GREAT LAKES UNITED - Buffalo, New York
To continue general support for Great Lakes United, an
international coalition of environmental, sporting, union,
governmental, academic and business interests throughout
die eight Great Lakes states, Ontario and Quebec.

S

25,000

24,757

50,000

76,278

25,000

40,000

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR GREAT LAKES RESEARCH -Ann Arbor, Michigan
To provide an opportunity for promising young U.S. and
70,000
Canadian scientists to develop and pursue traditional as
well as independent, new approaches to understanding and
solving Great Lakes toxic pollution problems.
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50,000

40,000

70,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

LAKE MICHIGAN FEDERATION—Chicago, Illinois
To establish a Michigan Field Office to initiate programs
from that office and expand the membership base and
funding support through a more visible presence in
Michigan.

$

LAND STEWARDSHIP PROJECT — Marine on Si. Croix, Minnesota
To conduct on-farm research relating to sustainable
agriculture and to produce and disseminate educational
materials on the subject through an educational/consulting
sen-ice designed to help farmers become better managers
of sustainable agriculture operations.
NATIONAL WILDLIFE FEDERATION -Washington, DC
To improve Great Lakes water quality by coordinating
citizen education campaigns concerning the National
Wildlife Federation's Model Water Quality Standards.

50,000

40.000

120,000

60,000

10,000

NORTHEAST-MIDWEST INSTITUTE-Washington. DC
To give United States and Canadian policymakers an
opportunity to increase their understanding of Great Lakes
water quality issues,

15,000

S

25,000

lO.ono

NATURE CONSERVANCY-Arlington, Virginia
To help the Nature Conservancy in preserving Gull Harbor,
a biologically significant strip of shoreline habitat on
Beaver Island, Mich.

NORTHWEST MICHIGAN RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL INC.-Traverse City, Michigan
To use recently developed computer technology to make
land information readily accessible to the general public,
local community groups and the local officials responsible
for makJng land use decisions.

S

32,490

".500

vSCIENTISTS' INSTITUTE FOR PUBLIC INFORMATION INC. - New York, New York
To improve the quality and quantity of reporting on Great
25,000
Lakes environmental issues, both within the region and
throughout the United States and Canada.

25.000

SIERRA CLUB FOUNDATION-San Francisco, California
To protect water quality and critical habitat in the Great
Lakes region by improving provincial, state and federal
ecosystem management, and protection policies.

100,363

TIP OF THE MITT WATERSHED COUNCIL—Conway, Michigan
To form a Great Lakes Wetland Policy Consortium made up
of approximately 20 members from environmental and
policy groups in the Great Lakes region.

52,691

52,691

WISCONSIN'S ENVIRONMENTAL DECADE INSTITUTE - Madison, Wisconsin
To strengthen the leadership and institutional framework of
10,000
an important statewide environmental organization in
Wisconsin.

20,000

20,000

67,499

60,000

15,000

7,500

$

25,000

10,000

32,499

OREGON ENVIRONMENTAL FOUNDATION -Portland, Oregon
To provide partial support for a fourth annual conference
of state environmental organization leaders who will
exchange information on specific environmental and
organizational development issues and plan joint strategies
for addressing regional and national concerns.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Great Lakes Land and
Water Resources

S

100,363

S

940,389

S

604,190

S

33,500

S

33,500

10,000

S

403,698

TOXIC SUBSTANCES
ALASKA CENTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT-Anchorage, Alaska
To continue providing technical and scientific assistance to
Alaskan citizen groups working to protect their
communities from existing and future environmental
health threats.

~*

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

ALASKA HEALTH PROJECT—Anchorage, Alaska
To provide direct assistance to small businesses in Alaska
so thai they may incorporate the latest and most
appropriate technology to reduce the negative impact of
hazardous materials on human health and die environment.

Grants

S

ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD-Anchorage, Alaska
To address concerns about hazardous materials on native
lands in Alaska.
ALBANY STATE COLLEGE-Albany, Georgia
To assist Albany State College in providing low-income and
African-American residents of the Soudi with technical
assistance in their efforts to understand and deal with
environmental health threats in their communities.
ARKANSAS PUBLIC POLICY PANEL INC.-Little Rock, Arkansas
To assist die Environmental Congress of Arkansas in
S
providing technical assistance to citizens and communities
at risk from toxic hazards.

20,000

BOSTON UNIVERSITY-Boston, Massachusetts
To undertake an evaluation of the Mott Foundation's
community toxics program.

50,000

CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS — Walthill. Nebraska
To decrease the use of agricultural chemicals by fostering
the development and adoption of farming practices that
use fewer pesticides and commercial fertilizers.
CENTRAL STATES EDI CATION CENTER-Champaign, Illinois
To increase the capacity of the Central States Education
Center to provide site-specific legal and scientific expertise
to communities in the Midwest facing toxic threats by
linking citizens to scientific resources at the University of
Illinois.

50,000

52,340

20,000

20,000

20,000

71,543

7

L543

40,000

50,000

50,000

32,288

32,288

20,000

20,000

CITIZEN'S CLEARINGHOUSE FOR HAZARDOUS WASTES INC.-Falls Church, Virginia
To support a minigram program enabling local citizen
75,000
groups to carry out training and education on toxic
hazards and to obtain technical knowledge for better
managing toxic wastes.
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION —Fort Collins, Colorado
To continue funding the operation of a toxics community
assistance program using scientific resources and student
interns from the university to help communities and
citizen groups at risk from toxic substances.

S

52,540

CALIFORNIA RURAL LEGAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION —San Francisco, California
To document the impact of environmental hazards on poor,
40,000
minority communities in California and to empower poor
people to prevent and remedy the environmental problems
facing their communities.
CALIFORNIA TOXICS ACTION-San Francisco, California
To demonstrate that reducing, and eventually eliminating,
the use of chlorinated solvents is feasible, necessary and
the best means of preventing the dangerous impacts of
pollution.

Payments

75,000

20,000

20,000

CONNECTICUT RIND FOR THE ENVIRONMENT LNC.-New Haven, Connecticut
To continue support for a project aimed at helping citizens
30,000
in Connecticut in their efforts to reduce threats from toxic
substances.

30,000

EAST MICHIGAN ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION COUNCIL-Birmingham, Michigan
To support a collaborative project among residents,
35,000
business interests and community-based organizations to
develop environmental goals and program objectives for
Southwest Detroit for the year 2000.
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35,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

ECOLOGY CENTER OF ANN ARBOR —Ann Arbor, Michigan
To support a statewide, grassroots-based campaign on
toxics use reduction with labor and environmental groups.

Grants

5

ENVIRONMENTAL DEFENSE FUND INC. - New York, New York
To ensure that chemicals are introduced, used and
disposed of in the safest manner possible and to cut -- by
regulation, reuse or source reduction •• significant risks at
die most efficient point of control.
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH COALITION-San Diego, California
To respond to the needs of communities in the San Diego
region affected by toxic pollution by providing scientific,
technical and policy-related information.
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION - Washington, DC
To continue general support for the Environmental
Research Foundation, which specializes in providing
information management services in response to the needs
of community and grassroots citizen organizations
addressing toxic substance concerns.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH - Washington, DC
To provide technical and scientific assistance to coastalfocuscd citizen groups working to protect the nation's
ocean and coastal ecology from toxic pollutants and other
environmental threats.

35,000

JS1 RESEARCH & TRAINING INSTITUTE INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To support a new center for helping community-based
efforts to respond to toxics-related environmental health
concerns.
To support a conference of Mott Foundation grantees that
provide scientific and related technical assistance to
communities at risk from toxics.
LEGAL ENVIRONMENTAL ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION-Tallahassee, Florida
To evaluate proposed hazardous waste facilities in the deep
South and to assist citizens in their efforts to prevent
unsafe facilities and reduce the use of toxic substances.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR POLICY ALTERNATIVES-Washington, DC
To strengthen state policy for reducing the use of toxic
substances, reducing solid waste, and promoting
sustainable agriculture and energy efficiency.
NATIONAL SAFE WORKPLACE INSTITUTE —Chicago. Illinois
To provide seed funds for establishing a committee of
Mexican and U.S. scientific and health experts to focus
expertise on the need for effective occupational and
environmental healdi regulations in Mexico and to help
establish a non-governmental organization in Mexico that
can provide leadership on these issues.
NATIONAL TOXICS CAMPAIGN FUND —Boston, Massachusetts
To continue support for the growth and operation of a new S
laboratory for providing low-cost, reliable testing for
community groups and others dealing with suspected
danger from toxic contamination.

•iO.OfH)

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

35,000

75,000

75,000

30,000

Mi.ooo

15,000

15,000

30,000

30,000

GRASS ROOTS ENVIRONMENTAL ORGANIZATION INC. - Bloomfield. New Jersey
To continue general support for an environmental
10,000
organization that provides statewide technical assistance
and related support to about 125 local citizen groups with
6.000 members in New Jersey.
IOWA CITIZENS FOR COMMUNITY IMPROVEMENT-Des Moines, Iowa
To promote farming practices that require fofrcr pesticides
and commercial fertilizers and to assist farmers and local
communities facing pollution problems caused by
agricultural chemicals.

Payments

10.000

30,000

30,000

50,000

50,000

41,058

41,058

45,000

45,000

40,000

40,000

100,000

50,000

30,000

70,000

50,000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec, 31,1990

NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL INC. - New York, New York
To support national leadership in efforts to reduce toxic
emissions and hazardous wastes at source points.

Grants

S

Payments

100.000

S

RESEARCH FOUNDATION OF THE CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK-New York, New York
To continue helping residents of the New York City
20,000
metropolitan area protect themselves against
environmental health hazards through Hunter College's
Community Environmental Health Resource Center.
SERVICIOS CIENTIFICOS Y TECNICOS- Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
To provide scientific assistance and educational services in
Puerto Rico to individuals and communities that are facing
environmental health threats.

100,000

20,000

35,000

SOUTHWEST RESEARCH AND INFORMATION CENTER-Albuquerque, New Mexico
To provide- support for technical assistance, training and
25,000
information services for citizens and communities in New
Mexico and Arizona faced with toxic contamination
concerns.
UNISON INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To provide training and technical assistance in the use of
computerized environmental information to help
communities identify and reduce risks from toxic hazards.

45,000

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON —Seattle, Washington
To prepare and distribute a special report and several
working papers examining hazardous waste source
reduction options for the Northwest and to create a
working network of citizens and environmental
organizations, corporations and government agencies to
promote new strategies to reduce the generating of
hazardous wastes in the region.
VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY —Nashville, Tennessee
To continue funding for the Service Training for
Environmental Progress project, which provides technical
assistance to communities in the Southeast which face
environmental health problems.
WORLD WILDLIFE RIND INC.-Washington, DC
To assess the extent of and promote awareness about the
widespread movement and buildup of persistent toxic
chemicals throughout the world as well as the threat they
present to wildlife and human health.
S

95.000

85,000

20,000

30,000

38,743

38,743

20,000

20,000

75,000

75,000

S 1.429.472

S 1.439,472

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
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S

15,000

30,000

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT ECONOMY-Washington, DC
To provide technical assistance for Polish and Czech efforts
S
35,000
to advance energy-efficiency improvements through
research, education and advocacy.

35,000

45,000

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL-Chapel Hill, North Carolina
To increase the capacity of faculty members at the
20,000
university to provide scientific and technical assistance to
citizen groups and local governments facing a variety of
toxic-related environmental health problems.
UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH AT GALVESTON -Galveston, Texas
To continue to provide scientific information and related
technical assistance to community groups and citizens at
risk from toxic hazards.

S

25,000

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST COMMISSION FOR RACIAL JUSTICE-New York, New York
To help minority organizations and leaders to become
15,000
more involved in environmental policy and
decision making.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Toxic Substances

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

S

35,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN ENERGY-EFFICIENT ECONOMY-Washington, DC
To help Czechoslovakia!! and Polish electric utility
S
17,635
industries introduce least-cost planning into the current
major changes taking place in their industries.

Payments

S

17,635

AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION-Washington, DC
To provide support to the American Council on Education
for the Business-Higher Education Forum's winter meeting.

25,000

25.000

CENTER FOR ALASKAN COASTAL STUDIES - Homer, Alaska
To provide general support to increase awareness,
knowledge and understanding of Alaska's marine
environment.

15,000

15,000

CENTER FOR FOREIGN JOURNALISTS-Reston, Virginia
To conduct a series of four environmental reporting
workshops during 1991 and 1992 for the media in Latin
America and Central Europe, including the Soviet Union.

S

50,000

CENTER FOR US-USSR INITLATIVES-San Francisco, California
To advance interchanges between non- governmental
American and Soviet environmental leaders.
CHARTER SEVENTY SEVEN FOUNDATION INC. —New York, New York
To expose urban Czechoslovakia!! youth to serious
environmental problems so they will understand and work
for immediate and long-term solutions and enlightened
policies. This grant allows 16 American volunteer teachers
to spend two months in Czechoslovakia training 576 youth
in the English language and environmental issues.
COMMITTEE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-New York, New York
To prepare and disseminate a new Committee for
Economic Development policy statement on energy and
the environment.
EARTHTRUST-Kailua, Hawaii
To monitor the effects of Persian Gulf contamination and to
inform key officials within the governments of Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and other Gull" states of the likely
effects of the oil fires and continued pollution on wildlife,
humans and the environment.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To provide help to Central and Eastern European nations in
need of effective laws and regulations for addressing the
enormous environmental degradation of past decades and
for guiding sustainable economic growth in the future.
ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPORT CENTER INC.-Washington, DC
To provide seed funding to establish the Environmental
Support Center.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTH-Washington, DC
To provide challenge grant support for institutional
capacity building for Friends of the Earth, a US.-hased
environmental organization that links with a network of 37
international affiliates. Grant payment is conditional upon
the ability of Friends of the Earth to raise matching funds
from new and/or increased contributions.
To send an international team of five or six scientific
experts to the Persian Gulf to assist in efforts to assess the
environmental damage caused by the Gulf war and to
prepare recommendations for short-term mitigation and for
long-term rehabilitation.
FRIENDS OF THE EARTFI INTERNATIONAL-Amsterdam, Netherlands
To provide partial support for a June 1991 conference In
Prague, Czechoslovakia, to strengthen communications and
understanding on options for energy policies and practices
in Central and Eastern Europe.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

50.000

50,000

50,000

14,856

14,856

100,000

50,000

43.400

43,400

225,000

^.000

40,000

40.000

600,000

400,000

35,000

35,000

30,000

30,000

S

50,000

150,000

200,000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

GERMAN MARSHALL FUND OF THE U.S.— Washington, DC
To provide resources to grassroots organizations in Central
and Eastern Europe for developing their capacity to handle
their environmental problems and promote sustainable
development.

S

GREEN LIBRARY-Berkeley, California
To contribute to public awareness and understanding of
environmental issues by providing related literature to
people in developing countries facing ecological crisis and
establishing a network of libraries. Particular emphasis is
placed on areas that do not promote dissemination of and
access to environmental books and periodicals.
INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS —Washington, DC
To strengthen a new program established to help nongovernmental organizations and citizen leaders in the
Soviet Union protect the environment.
INSTITUTE FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES-South Royalton, Vermont
To help build local capacity in Hungary for strengthening
sustainable economic development and environmental
protection efforts through work in up to four
demonstration communities.
LAND INSTITUTE-Salina, Kansas
To provide challenge funding to the Land Institute, a
pioneer in agroecological research, education and public
policy work aimed at promoting sustainable,
environmentally sound agriculture.

S

25,000

NATIONAL PUBLIC RADIO - Washington, DC
To increase and enhance the National Public Radio's
coverage of environmental issues,
OCEAN ARKS INTERNATIONAL INC.-Falmouth, Massachusetts
To expand the development of an applied science of
ecological wastcwatcr treatment.
OREGON RIVERS COUNCIL INC.-Eugene, Oregon
To develop two national policy alternatives to conserve the
nation's river systems.
POPULATION CRISIS COMMITTEE-Washington, DC
To strengthen ties between the environmental and
population movements by mobilizing the support of
established and respected environmental organizations lo
implement policies and programs aimed at bringing the
world's population into balance with available resources.
RODALE INSTITUTE — Emmaus. Pennsylvania
To continue support for an innovative research and
demonstration project in the Midwest, aimed at helping
farmers making the transition from heavy reliance on
chemical inputs to more resource-efficient farming systems
that are more profitable and less damaging to the
environment.
WORLD WILDLIFE FUND INC.-Washington, DC
To fund initial development expenses related to the
establishment of an energy efficiency center in Moscow.

PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Initiatives

so

150,000

Payments

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

150,000

50,000

50.01)0

50,000

50.000

100,000

50.000

25,000

25,000

50,1100

50.000

200,000

200.000

45.000

-15.000

80.000

•40.000

95.200

95.200

S

S

50,000

25,000

40,000

20,000

20,000

WORLDWATCH INSTITUTE-Washington, DC
To help publish a book supported by an international
outreach campaign to examine a critical question for the
global environment — "What level of coasumption can the
Earth support?"
MISSION TOTAL: ENVIRONMENT

Grams

80,000

80,000

75,000

S 2,176.091

$ 1,"U6,Q91

S

277,499

S 6,551.378

S 5,605.179

S 1,223,698

535,000

FLINT AREA
INSTLTITIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING

Supporting efforts to broaden Flint community participation in
the arts, expand the capacity of arts and cultural institutions, and
promote the productive use of leisure time by individuals and
families;
Developing and maintaining infrastructure critical to the
expansion of the economic base and supporting umbrella or
intermediary organizations involved with economic and
community development;
Supporting Flint area colleges and universities and efforts to
strengthen Flint area K-12 education focused toward Flint
Community Schools; and
Assisting the Community Foundation of Greater Flint in building
its asset base and distribution.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Supporting projects outside the other program areas that may
meet pressing community needs or significantly improve the
quality of life for Flint-area residents.

SPECIAL PROJECTS
Assisting and stabilizing special capital projects to revitalize the
Flint downtown area.

81

G rantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 3M990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

FLINT AREA

INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY BUILDING
CHRIST THE KING PARISH-Hint, Michigan
Capitalization and operating support for the replication of
Fast Track in Flint, Michigan. The project is designed by the
Detroit-based Focus:HOPE to serve disadvantaged young
people who lack ihe basic skills needed to qualify for
entry-level employment.

S 301,686

COALITION FOR POSITIVE YOUTH DEVELOPMENT-Flint, Michigan
To provide funding for leadership training that is designed
to help ihc Flint community increase its capacity to
address local concerns effectively.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT —Flint, Michigan
To assure that AIDS-related prevention and care services
are developed, modified or initiated where required, before
the disease reaches projected crisis levels in Genesee
County.
To provide ongoing endowment challenge funding, to be
S 900,000
matched on a one-to-one basis, to strengthen the
Community Foundation of Greater Flint.
To help the Community Foundation of Greater Flint initiate
a major new program to deal with pervasive and persistent
poverty in the community.
CRJM ROAD RACE INC.-Hint, Michigan
To continue support for the Crim Road Race, to help build
the capacity of the organization and to maximize its
potential to make a long-term contribution to the greater
Flint community.
FLINT BOARD OF EDUCATION - Flint, Michigan
To provide funding for an external evaluation of the
restructuring of the Flint Community Schools' community
education program.
To provide continued support to the Flint Community
Schools for restructuring of their community education
program.

S

103,500

900,000

900,000

450,000

30,000

20,000

149,200

149,200

125,000

125,000

250.000
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100,000

15,000

250,000

20,000

FUNT NEIGHBORHOOD IMPROVEMENT AND PRESERVATION PROJECT INC-Flint, Michigan
To provide partial funding allowing the deputy director of
5,000
5,000
the Flint Neighborhood Improvement and Preservation
Project Inc. to participate in the Development Training
Institute's National Internship Program.
GENESEE AREA FOCUS COUNCIL INC-Flint, Michigan
To continue general support for the Genesee Area Focus
Council Inc., which operates as a forum to coalesce the
major businesses of Genesee County and their leaders into
an effective community development action group.

900,000

450,000

15,000

20,000

301,686

52,495

103,500

20,000

FUNT COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION- Flint, Michigan
To enable the Flint Community Development Corporation
to continue small business development programs targeted
towards minorities, women, low-income individuals and atrisk youtli.
To provide program-related investment funds for the Flint
Community Development Corporation to establish a
guarantee loan pool fund.
FLINT INSTITUTE OF MUSIC-Flint. Michigan
To continue partial funding for the Hint School of
Performing Arts, which provides training and performance
experiences in music and dance for Genesee County youth
and adults.

52,495

S

100,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

GENESEE ECONOMIC AREA REV1TAUZATION INC —Flint, Michigan
To continue partial general support for the Genesec
Economic Area Rcvitalization Inc., an organizaton
responsible for directing the attraction and retention of
business through effective marketing programs and the
provision of responsive business services.

Grants

S

GENESEE INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT-Flint, Michigan
To create a model alternative high school program,
patterned after the LaGuardia Community College Middle
College High School, within Mott Community College.

40,000

Payments

S

40.000

232,433

232,433

50,000

50,000

300,000

300,000

GREATER FLINT ARTS COUNCIL —Him. Michigan
To develop and coordinate services for local artists and arts
organizations and to expand community appreciation for
the arts.

20,000

20,000

MOTT COMMUNITY COLLEGE-Flint, Michigan
To give partial support to the expansion of Mott
Community College through the development of a Fenton
Area Extension Site and Service Center.

35,000

GMI ENGINEERING & MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE-Flint, Michigan
To continue partial support for the Satellite Science and
Mathematics Instruction program, based at GMI
Engineering & Management Institute.
To continue partial support for a five-year program at GMI
Engineering & Management Institute to boost student
recruitment and strengthen the roster of corporate
sponsors,

NATURE CONSERVANCY-Arlington, Virginia
To allow the Nature Conservancy to maintain and manage
properties in the Flint College and Cultural Center area in
an effort to protect the center from undesirable
development and to allow for possible future expansions.

35,000

70,000

90,000

40,000

42,100

42,100

100,000

100,000

25,000

25,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

S 1,040.000

S 3.581,414

S 2,509,728

S 2.111.686

10,000

for

UNITED WAY OF GENESEE AND LAPEER COUNTIES - Flint, Michigan
To provide partial support for a comprehensive community
planning effort to measure and improve community
services and well-being in Genesee and Lapeer counties.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN • FLINT — Flint, Michigan
To establish a data base for economic development
planning in Genesee County.
URBAN COALITION OF GREATER FLINT —Flint, Michigan
To continue general support for the Urban Coalition of
Greater Flint, organized to improve the quality of life for all
Flint area citizens, especially those who are poor and
disenfranchised by racial isolation.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Institutional Capacity Building

S

70,000

SALEM HOUSING TASK FORCE CORPORATION-Flint, Michigan
To continue general support for the Salem Housing Task
S
Force Corporation, a Flint agency founded to provide safe,
decent and affordable housing for low-income families with
children.
SHELTER OF FLINT INC. —Flint, Michigan
To provide capital to renovate a larger facility
occupancy by the Emergency Shelter for Women.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

60,000

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
BISHOP INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AUTHORITY—Flint, Michigan
To provide capital funding to help carry out a planned S54million expansion and development of Bishop International
Airport.
PROGRAM TOTAL; Special Initiatives

S 6,000,000

S 6.000,000

S 6,000,000

-

S 6,000,00(1

S3

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Gran is

Payments

S 1,266,909

S 1,266,909

200,000

155,545

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

SPECIAL PROJECTS

FLINT DOWNTOWN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY-Flint, Michigan
To guarantee taxable revenue bonds to complete the
financing of Auto World.
To continue maintenance and preservation of AutoWorld
S
71,000
while determining the best use of the buildings and land.
To set aside $2.5 million in 1990 for die purpose of buying
2,500,000
AuioWorld revenue bonds issued by die Flint Downtown
Development Audiority.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN - FUNT-FIinr, Michigan
To provide up to S3 million in funding for the University of
Michigan-Flint's capital campaign for library construction,
with S1 million to be granted on a dollar-for-dollar match
basis.
To redevelop the former Water Street Pavilion for use by
the University of Michigan-Flint as a student center.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Projects
MISSION TOTAL: FLINT AREA

84

2,500,000

115,455
5,000,000

2,900,000

2.900.000

S 5,471,000
S 6,511,000

S

1,900,000

1,900,000

S 5,866,909
515,448,323

S 6,222,454
$ 8,732,182

S 5,115,455
S13,227,l4l

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
Promoting the role and effectiveness of community self-help
groups in revitalizing neighborhoods.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Improving economic opportunity for low-income individuals
through community-based economic development.

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Supporting projects that make a unique contribution to the field,
institutions that advance critical issues related to low-income
residents in disadvantaged communities, and research efforts that
may advance the field.

~85

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

NEIGHBORHOODS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
ATR1SCO LAND RIGHTS COUNCIL-Albuquerque, New Mexico
To continue general support for the Atrisco Land Rights
Council, which serves a semirural, Indo/Hispano
community south of Albuquerque.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY CHANGE —Washington, DC
To continue partial support for die staffing, training and
operating costs associated with COMMUNITY LINK, a
national computer network that links grassroots groups,
technical assistance providers and other organizations
active in die field of community development.
To continue funding die Center for Community Change as
one of seven intermediary support organizations providing
assistance to emerging community-based organizations
working to improve the quality of life in low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
To provide support for a survey of local and regional
organizations providing technical assistance to communitybased development organizations.
To increase access to credit and other financial services for
low- and moderate-income individuals and families,
minorities, women, small businesses, neighborhoods, and
rural communities.
CHICANOS FOR LA CAUSA INC.-Phoenix. Arizona
To provide administrative support that would enable
Chicanos For La Causa to help 350 low-income families
obtain financial assistance for housing.
COALITION FOR A BETTER ACRE —Lowell. Massachusetts
To continue support for Coalition for a Better Acre,
organized in 1982 to maintain the community's
affordability and integrity as a low- and moderate-income
neighborhood and tu revitalize the Acre by implementing a
resident-sponsored development agenda.
COMMUNITY INFORMATION EXCHANGE-Washington, DC
To provide support for the expenses incurred by
participants of a Community Information Exchangesponsored forum for directors of community development
corporations, community organizers, technical assistance
providers, Hinders and other concerned with the future
activities and viability of neighborhoods and
neighborhood-based organizations.

s

15,000 s

15,000

50,000

50,000

165,000

165,000

48,400

48,400

83,000

83,000

30,000

CONCERNED CITIZENS OF SOUTH CENTRAL LOS ANGELES - Los Angeles, California
To provide general support for the Concerned Citizens of
15,000
Soudi Central Los Angeles, organi/.ed in 1985 to protect
the community against insensitive planning, poor
environmental policy and inadequate city services, and to
promote affordable housing and economic development.
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15.000

50,000

42,500

15,000

8,259

8,259

COMMUNITY TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To continue funding the Community Training and
1 55,000
Assistance Center as one of seven intermediary support
organizations providing assistance to emerging communitybased groups working to improve the quality of life in lowand moderate-income neighborhoods.

DEVELOPMENT TRAINING INSTITUTE INC.-Baltimore, Maryland
To support the design, testing, evaluation and refinement of
a training program for state and local government
employees who manage housing, community development
and economic development initiatives.

S

42,500

155,000

15,000

50,000

G ran tee/Program
FAIRF1ELD UNITED ACTION—Winnsboro, South Carolina
To provide general support for Fairfield United Action,
which addresses problems that limit the quality of life for
residents of Fairfield County, South Carolina, including
substandard housing, the failure of the public education
system and a lack of job opportunities.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

S

15,000

Grants

11000

JUST ORGANIZED NEIGHBORHOODS AREA HEADQUARTERS—Jackson, Tennessee
To provide general support to Just Organized
30,000
Neighborhoods Area Headquarters, a multicounty, multiissue community action organization in western Tennessee.
LOCAL INITIATIVES SUPPORT CORPORATION - New York, New York
To strengthen the role of community development
corporations in national legislation, thus increasing the
financing available to them and building broader support
for their activities.
To provide support for an initiative that will spur the
establishment of at least 15 new community-based
development organizations in low-income neighborhoods
in three locales: Little Rock, Ark.; New Orleans; and Palm
Beach County in Florida.
To continue to provide support for a planned S25-million
National PR! Pool, initialed by the Local Initiatives Support
Corporation.
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY-East Lansing, Michigan
To provide support for Michigan State University's School
of Criminal Justice and National Center for Community
Policing, which provide technical assistance and evaluation
services for community policing programs across the
country, as well as disseminating the results of these
programs.
MISSISSIPPI ACTION FOR COMMUNITY EDUCATION — Greenville, Mississippi
To continue funding Mississippi Action for Community
Education as one of seven intermediary support
organizations providing assistance to emerging communitybased organizations working to improve the quality of life
in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods.
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES - Denver, Colorado
To allow staff from the organization's economic
development and human services divisions to assist states
in developing comprehensive community development
agendas that respond to our cities' social and economic
challenges.

Payments

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

30,000

15,000

50,000

50,000

175,000

87,500

300,000

300,000

"5,000

75,000

150,000

150,000

75,000

75,000

S

15,000

87,500

NATIONAL CONGRESS FOR COMMUNITY ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT INC. —Washington, DC
I'o assist the National Congress for Community Economic
150,000
150,000
Development in increasing its focus on public policy and
to assist affiliated state associations in developing their
capacity to address public policy issues at the state level.
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA - Washington, DC
To continue funding the National Council of La Raza as one
of seven intermediary support organizations providing
assistance to emerging community-based organizations
working to improve the quality of life in low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.
NATIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD COALITION—Washington, DC
To continue general support for the National Neighborhood
Coalition, founded in 1979 as a forum for action and
sharing by national and regional nonprofit organizations
serving neighborhood groups.
NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER-Chicago, Illinois
To continue funding the National Training and Information
Center as one of seven intermediary support organizations
providing assistance to emerging community-based
organizations working to improve the quality of life in lowand moderate-income neighborhoods.

150,000

] 50,000

20,000

20.000

155,000

155,000

87

Grantee/Program
NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE CENTER —St. Paul, Minnesota
To help the center continue to build its capacity to provide
information, training and networking assistance to
neighborhood-based groups in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area
by providing additional educational and training
opportunities for staff members.

Unpaid
Dec. 31, '.990

5

To continue funding for the Neighborhood Resource
Center as it expands its staff and program capacities to
provide training and technical support to neighborhoodbased organizations in the Minneapolis/St, Paul area.

Grants

S

12,000

30,000

PARTNERSHIP FOR DEMOCRACY - Washington, DC
To continue funding Partnership for Democracy as one of
seven intermediary support organizations providing
assistance to emerging community-based organizations
working to improve the quality of life in low- and
moderate-income neighborhoods.

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

12,000

30,000

S

PORTLAND ORGANIZING PROJECT-Portland, Oregon
To continue support for the Portland Organi/Jng Project,
founded to bring low- and moderate-income and workingclass people together to develop strategics to improve the
quality of life in four communities experiencing varying
degrees of distress.
QUITMAN COUNTY DEVELOPMENT ORGANIZATION INC. - Marks, Mississippi
To continue support for rhc Quitman County Development
Organization, founded to break the cycle of poverty in
northwest Mississippi through economic development and
institutional change.
RURAL ORGANIZING AND CULTURAL CENTER INC. - U-xington, Mississippi
To provide general support for the activities of the Rural
Organizing and Cultural Center Inc.

155,000

155,000

30,000

15,000

30,000

15,000

15,000

15,000

SEVENTH GENERATION RIND FOR INDIAN DEVELOPMENT INC-Hoopa. California
To continue funding the Seventh Generation Fund for
50,000
Indian Development Inc. as one of seven intermediary
support organizations providing assistance to emerging
community-based organizations working to improve1 the
quality of life in low- and moderate-income neighborhoods.
SOUTHSIDE LOW-INCOME HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION-El Paso, Texas
To provide general support for the Southside Low-Income
30,000
Housing Development Corporation, established to promote
social and economic development in the Scgundo Barrio of
El Paso, Texas.

S

15,000

15,000

50,000

15,000

15,000

STRUCTURED EMPLOYMENT ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION — New York. New York
To provide financial and technical assistance to
five
150,000
150,000
300,0011
community development partnerships formed by
historically black universities and their surrounding
neighborhoods.
SYNERGOS INSTITUTE INC. —New York, New York
To provide partial funding of a pilot program that will
bring representatives from 10 poor communities in the U.S.
and 10 grassroots community leaders from Latin America,
Asia and Africa together to exchange information on their
successful experiences dealing with children and youth
problems; barriers to childhood nutrition and education;
income generation and micro-enterprise; housing; special
needs of women; and community health care
infrastructure.
UNITED PASSA1C ORGANIZATION - Passaic, New Jersey
To continue general support for the United Passaic
Organizations, founded in 1981 to combat the problems of
urban decline and deterioration.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Development

S

207,000

50,000

50,000

30,000

15,000

S 2,547,159

S 2.525,900

15.001.)

S

228,259

Grantee/Program

L'opaid
Dec. 31. WO

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ACCION INTERNATIONAL-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To support the first urban micro-credit and training
program operated in the United States by ACCION
International.

75,000

ARKANSAS ENTERPRISE GROUP - Arkadelphia, Arkansas
To raise the income levels and develop the entrepreneurial
skills of low-income residents of rural Arkansas.

62,000

62,000

175,000

151,527

200,000

100,000

14,500

14,500

ASPEN INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES-Queensiown, Maryland
To collect, analyze and disseminate data about selfS 151,527
employment initiatives and establish information-sharing
linkages among the field's agencies and policymakers.
1b identify workable models for self-employment among
disadvantaged communities and define the role of selfemployment in the longer-term process of forming a
domestic policy agenda to address poverty.
ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN DEVELOPMENT - Blaeksburg, Virginia
To assist 10 female community development specialists
who work for nonprofit organizaiions in very low-income
communities to attend the Fifth International Forum of die
Association for Women in Development, entitled "Learning
Together/Working Together: A South-North Dialogue."

S

75,000

S

175,000
100,000

EEC NEW COMMUNITIES HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FUND COMPANY INC.-Brooklyn, New York
To determine the feasibility of establishing a business
30,000
30,000
brokerage firm dial will focus on retaining existing
manufacturing companies in Brooklyn and facilitating
community acquisition of these companies, restructuring
them as employee-owned enterprises.
CALMEADOW CHARITABLE FOUNDATION-Toronto, Ontario
To provide access to affordable and dependable sources of
credit through the First Peoples Fund for Canadian Natives
wishing to embark on self-employment but lacking
acceptable collateral or operating businesses considered
too small for regular bank loans.
CALVERT SOCIAL INVESTMENT FOUNDATION- Washington, DC
1b provide funding for a study to explore the feasibility of
establishing an institutional vehicle to market to the
general public the capital requirements of community
economic development revolving loan funds.
CENTER FOR RURAL AFFAIRS - Wakhill, Nebraska
To enable the Center for Rural Affairs to magnify the Rural
Enterprise Assistance Assistance Project, a program to assist
very low-income residents of the rural Midwest.
CHEROKEE COMMUNITY INITIATIVES INC —Tahlcquah, Oklahoma
To continue support for the Cherokee Community Loan
Fund, designed to utilize the peer lending model to foster
cottage industry and micro-enterprise in isolated rural
communities throughout the 14-county region of the
Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma,
COMMUNITY REINVESTMENT FUND — Minneapolis, Minnesota
To support a survey of the hundreds of community
development organizations in Michigan.
COMMUNITY SERVICE SOCIETY OF NEW YORK- New York, New York
To initiate a seven-year replication program that involves
developing a curriculum, establishing a training institute
and seeding at least four business starts in four diverse lowincome communities over the next seven years.

100,000

100,000

8,500

8,500

50,000

50,000

70,000

70,000

15,000

15,000

335,000

335,000
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Unpaid
Grantee/Program
COOPERATIVE ASSISTANCE FUND-Washington, DC
To continue general support for the Cooperative Assistance
Fund, which uses program-related investments to support
economic development initiatives thai generate jobs and
housing and improve the delivery of services to lowincome and minority communities.

Grants

Dec. 31,1990

S

10,000

CORPORATION FOR ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT- Washington, DC
To provide seed funding for the establishment of the
Association for Enterprise Opportunity, a membership
organization that helps self-employment organizations
increase their capacity to serve people and communities
with limited economic resources.
To continue support for a sixth year of monitoring the
projects contained in the Mott Foundation^ seed capital
portfolio.
DELTA FOUNDATION —Greenville, Mississippi
To assist the Delta Foundation, through its wholly owned
subsidiary, Delta Enterprises Inc., to purchase, operate and
expand Broadway Uncn Service, an industrial laundry
business.
HOP1 FOUNDATION-Second Mesa, Arizona
To assist the Hopi Foundation in establishing a selfsufficient economic enterprise in solar electric energy in
Arizona to provide power to native American communities
that otherwise would have none.

S

5,000

Payments

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

10,000

50,000

50,000

24,956

24,956

100,000

100,000

25,000

25,000

INSTITUTE FOR COOPERATIVE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT —Manchester, New Hampshire
To establish a cost-effective, credit delivery system for
40,000
economically disadvantagcd, self-employed business

5,000

40,000

owners.

INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT-Iowa City, Iowa
To evaluate the effectiveness of Iowa's Family Development
and Self-Sufficiency program, designed to help families at
risk of long-term welfare dependency achieve greater selfsufficiency.

40,000

40,000

MASSACHUSETTS ASSOCIATION OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORPORATIONS —Boston, Massachusetts
To continue to assist the Massachusetts Association of
25,000
25,000
Community Development Corporations in developing the
Western Massachusetts Community Development
Corporation Enterprise Fund.
MS. FOUNDATION FOR WOMEN —New York, New York

To continue support for a fund created by the Ms.

50,000

50,000

Foundation for Women thai will be used to support
economic development for low-income and minority
females.
NEIGHBORHOOD INSTITUTE-Chicago, Illinois

To enable The Neighborhood Institute and Shorebank

75,000

75,000

Corporation to partner with the Northern Economic
Initiatives Center and Northern Michigan University to
establish a development bank serving Michigan's Upper
Peninsula.
NEIGHBORHOOD REINVESTMENT CORPORATION -Washington, DC
To increase entrepreneurial opportunities and generate
income for low-income women and minorities in four
disadvantaged commmunities by establishing
Neighborhood Enterprise Centers.

30.000

30,000

NORTHEAST ENTREPRENEUR FUND INC.-Virginia, Minnesota

To provide support for the Northeast Entrepreneur Fund
Inc., created to provide small business development
opportunities to the structurally unemployed residing in
northeast Minnesota.

w

50,000

50,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Payments

Grants

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION HOUSING DEVELOPMENT CORP -Tucson, Arizona
To provide support for the MICRO Industry Credit Rural
$
45,000 S
45,000
Organization, established to provide financial and technical
assistance to low-income individuals who are attempting to
become self-sufficient entrepreneurs.
PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL OF SNOHOMISH COUNTY - Everett, Washington
To provide training for at least 60 prospective African
American entrepreneurs in Seattle, wth the objective of
creating 46 minority business opportunities.
SAN FRANCISCO RENAISSANCE —San Francisco, California
To allow San Francisco Renaissance to conduct strategic
planning to determine how it best can continue to serve
the entrepreneurship needs of low-income groups as well
as the homeless.
SHOREBANK CORPORATION-Chicago, Illinois
To remove obstacles to small business growth in Michigan's
Upper Peninsula communities by coordinating the delivery
of credit, training and development services.

34,766

34,766

20,000

20,000

$

450,000

SKID ROW DEVELOPMENT CORPOR\TION-Los Angeles, California
"Ib provide funding for a consultant who will conduct
market research and develop a business plan to double
"transition Enterprises' impact in terms of number of
employees, employee hours and income.

50,000

STEEL VALLEY AUTHORITY-Homestead, Pennsylvania
1b allow Steel Valley Authority to partially guarantee loans
to reopen a commercial bakery.

50,000

100,000

100,000

WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN'S ALTERNATIVES INC.-Wawa, Pennsylvania
To provide partial support for the Women's Enterprise
90,000
Resource Center, which offers a continuum of
comprehensive services for low-income women seeking 10
become self-sufficient through self-employment or
employment.

45,000

45,000

105,000

35,000

70,000

75,000

75,000

$ 2,544,722

$ 1,686,249

WOMEN'S INITIATIVE FOR SELF-EMPLOYMENT —San Francisco, California
To provide general support to the Women's Initiative for
Self-Employment, founded in 1988 to assist low-income
women with self-employment.
WOMEN'S SELF-EMPLOYMENT PROJECT-Chicago, Illinois
To increase the income and self-sufficiency of low- and
moderate-income women in Chicago through selfemployment.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Economic Development

S

236,527

450,000

S 1,095,000

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR PALM BEACH AND MARTIN COUNTIES INC.-West Palm Beach, Florida
1b help the Community Foundation for Palm Beach and
S 117,473 S 117^73
Martin Counties launch a multiyear, community-based
development process to address the multitude of needs in
the western Palm Beach County communities known as
the Glades.
COUNCIL FOR COMMUNITY-BASED DEVELOPMENT INC.-Washington, DC
To continue general support for the Council for
Community-Based Development, established as a private
sector membership organization charged with promoting
increased private sector support for community-based
development.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Special Initiatives
MISSION TOTAL: Neighborhoods and
Economic Development

30,000

£
S

443,527

147,473

$ 5,239,354

30,000

$

117,473

S 4,329,622

S

30,000

S 1,353,259
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PHILANTHROPY AND VOLUNTEERISM
COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS
Promoting the growth and development of community
foundations through strengthening the skills of small community
foundations in asset development, management and grantmaking
through technical assistance and related direct grant support; and
Encouraging creative grantmaking, service provision and
leadership by community foundations through joint
programming initiatives.

PHILANTHROPIC MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
Protecting and strengthening the foundation field and providing
information to the public through membership in, and special
project support of, selected philanthropy- related organizations.

STRENGTHENING THE NONPROFIT SECTOR
Promoting the health and vitality of the nonprofit sector through
programs that build the institutional infrastructure of the sector,
promote increased volunteering and charitable giving, increase
efficiency and effectiveness in the sector, address major advocacy
and public policy issues affecting the sector, and expand
knowledge and understanding about the sector.

«

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

Payments

PHILANTHROPY AI\D VOLVXTEERISM
COMMUNITY FOUNDATIONS
BALTIMORE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Baltimore, Maryland
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
S
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

100,000

BROWARD COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Fort Laudcrdale, Florida
To provide a two-for-onc challenge to the Broward
Community Foundation in conjuction with its S5-million
endowment campaign.

S

S

CAPITAL REGION COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Lansing. Michigan
To provide a two-for-one challenge grant to the Capital
Region Community Foundation in conjunction with its S5million endowment campaign.

100,000

40,000

S

60,000

40,000

60,000

CENTRAL CAROLINA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC.-Columbia, South Carolina
To provide a two-for-one administrative chalJenge to the
20,000
40,000
Central Carolina Community Foundation in conjunction
with its endowment campaign

20,000

HIUIKI

CENTRAL MINNESOTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - St. Cloud, Minnesota
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
40,000
Central Minnesota Community Foundation in conjunction
with its SB-million endowment campaign.

40,000

40,000

CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION-Tonbridge. Kent, England
To provide general support to the Charities Aid Foundation,
a national charitable organization in Britain dedicated to
the expansion and enhancement of philanthropy and the
voluntary sector in the United Kingdom.
To provide challenge funds to the Charities Aid Foundation
in England, to be matched on a onc-for-one basis, for a pilot
program of endowment challenge grants to selected British
community foundations.

40,000

50.000

1,000,000

50,000

628,400

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR SOUTHEASTERN MICHIGAN-Detroit, Michigan
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
100,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.
To provide support to develop affiliation models between
200.000
the Community Foundation of Southeastern Michigan and
several small and emerging community foundations in tlitgreater Detroit area.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION FOR THE FOX VALLEY REGION INC.-Appleton, Wisconsin
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
20,000
Community Foundation for the Fox Valley Region Inc. in
conjunction with its efforts to raise S10 million in
permanent endowment.

1,628,400

50,000

50,000

0

200,000

20,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER FLINT-Flint, Michigan
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
80,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

60,000

20.000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER MEMPHIS —Memphis, Tennessee
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
70,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

40,000

30,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF GREATER TAMPA INC.-Tampa, Florida
To provide a four-to-one challenge to the Community
Foundation of Greater Tampa Inc. in conjunction with its
S3-million endowment campaign.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF OTTAWA-CARLETON-Ottawa, Ontario
To provide two-for-one administrative challenge funds to
60,000
the Community Foundation of Ottawa-Carleton in
conjunction with its S4.28-miIlion endowment campaign.

60,000

60,000

20,000

40,000

~93

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF SANTA CLARA COUNTY - San Jose, California
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
S 100,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

Payments

S

40,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF SARASOTA COUNTY INC. -Sarasota, Florida
To provide a cwo-for-one administrative challenge to the
40,000
Community Foundation of Sarasota County Inc. in
conjunction with its S3-milIion endowment campaign.

20,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE CHEMUNG COUNTY AREA INC.-Elmira, New York
To provide support for planning a merger between the
S
25.000
Community Foundation of the Chemung County Area Inc.
and the Corning Community Foundation.

25,000

COMMUNITY FOUNDATION OF THE EASTERN SHORE INC. - Salisbury, Maryland
To continue two-for-one administrative challenge funding
60,000
to die Community Foundation of die Eastern Shore.
COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC.-Springfield, Missouri
Tb provide two-for-one challenge funding to die
Community Foundation Inc., of Springfield. Missouri, in
conjunction with its S2.9-milIion endowment campaign.

60,000

COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS-Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue partial support to the Council of Michigan
Foundations for a technical assistance program for
community foundations in Michigan.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC. - Washington, DC
To provide partial support to the Council on Foundations
Inc. to continue the Community Foundation Technical
Assistance Program for another three years.

,150,000

235,000

CUMBERLAND COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC-FayettevWe, North Carolina
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Cumberland
Community Foundation in conjunction with its S2.5million endowment campaign.
DADE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION —Miami, Florida
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.
EAST TENNESSEE FOUNDATION -Knoxvilltr, Tennessee
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to die
East Tennessee Foundation in conjunction with its S7.4million endowment campaign.
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.
FARGO-MOORHEAD AREA FOUNDATION-Fargo, North Dakota
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation in conjunction with its
S5-milIion endowment campaign.

GREATER HARRISBURG FOUNDATION-Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Greater Harrisburg Foundation in conjunction with its
efforts to raise S3-6 million in unrestricted, permanent
endowment.

94

S

60,000

20,000

0

60,000

20,000

40,000

150,000

200,000

235,000

10,000

50,000

60,000

35,000

35,000

40.000

40,000

70,000

35,000

35,000

60,000

10,000

50,000

70,000

40,000

FOUNDATION FOR ROANOKE VALLEY -Roanokc, Virginia
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Foundation for Roanoke Valley in conjunction with its $10million endowment campaign.
GREATER CEDAR RAPIDS FOUNDATION-Cedar Rapids, Iowa
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Greater Cedar
Rapids Foundation in conjunction with its S4.2-million
endowment campaign.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

40,000

60,000

60,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

20,000

20,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

HAWAII COMMUNITY FOUNDATION —Honolulu, Hawaii
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

S

Grants

S

70,000

IDAHO COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC.-Boise, Idaho
To provide a two-and-one-half to one administrative
challenge to the Idaho Community Foundation in
conjunction with its S5-miIlion endowment campaign.

30,000

JACKSON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Jackson, Michigan
To provide a two-forone administrative challenge to the
Jackson Community Foundation in conjunction widi its S7million endowment campaign.

60,000

S

MAINE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC. - Ellsworth, Maine
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Maine
Community Foundaiton in conjunction with its S5-8million endowment campaign.

20.000

40,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

100,000

MOHAWK-HUDSON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC-Troy, New York
To provide two-for-onc challenge funds to the Mohawk40,000
Hudson Community Foundation Inc. in conjunction with
its S-t-million endowment campaign.

40,000

NEW HAMPSHIRE CHARITABLE FUND - Concord, New Hampshire
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
100.000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

PEORIA AREA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Peoria, Illinois
To provide a four-to-one administrative endowment
challenge to the Peoria Area Community Foundation in
conjunction with its Slvmillion endowment campaign.

RAINBOW RESEARCH INC —Minneapolis. Minnesota
To continue support for the national evaluation, networking
activities and technical assistance needs of chose
community foundations participating in the second round
of the Community Foundations and Neighborhoods Small
Grants Program.

50,000

40,000

60,000

60,000

10,000

60,000

205,000

50,000

40,000

50,000

PERMLVN BASIN AREA FOUNDATION —Midland, Texas
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Permian Basin
Area Foundation in conjuction with its S5.8-miIIion
endowment campaign.

34,000

40,000

METROPOLITAN ATLANTA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION INC.-Alianta, Georgia
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
100,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Costa Mesa, California
To provide two-for-onc challenge funding to the Orange
County Community Foundation in conjunction with its
S9-5-million endowment campaign.

S

30,000

40.000

OMAHA COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Omaha. Nebraska
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Omaha Community Foundation in conjunction with its S3million endowment campaign.

36,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

40,000

JACKSONVILLE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION —Jacksonville, Florida
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Jacksonville
40,000
Community Foundation in conjunction with its S1.4million endowment campaign.
MADISON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Madison, Wisconsin
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Madison Community Foundation in conjunction with its
endowment campaign.

Payments

220,000

40,000

60,000

205,000

220,000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

ROCKFORD COMMUNITY TRUST —Rockford, Illinois
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Rockford
Community Trust in conjunction with its S5-miIlion
endowment campaign.

Grants

S

SAGINAW COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Saginaw. Michigan
To provide a two-to-one challenge to the Saginaw
Community Foundation in conjunction with its S^-million
endowment campaign.

Payments

60,000

S

60,000

SANTA FE COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Santa Fc, New Mexico
To provide administrative challenge funds to the Santa Fe
S
Community Foundation in conjunction with its $3.5million endowment campaign.

60,000

SEATTLE FOUNDATION —Seattle, Washington
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

70,000

SONOMA COUNTY FOUNDATION-Santa Rosa, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Sonoma County Foundation in conjunction with its S6.6million endowment campaign.

20,000

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

60,000

60,000

S

20,000

-10,000

35,000

35,000

20,000

40,000

TRIDENT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION - Charleston, South Carolina
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
40,000
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
through small grants and technical assistance.

20,000

20,000

TUCSON COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Tucson, Arizona
To provide challenge funding to encourage community
foundations to support low-income neighborhood groups
dirough small grants and technical assistance.

20,000

20,000

20,000

40,000

40,000

40,000

VENTURA COUNTY COMMUNITY FOUNDATION-Camarillo, California
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
20,000
Ventura County Community Foundation in conjunction
with its SlO-million endowment campaign.

40,000

VERMONT COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Middlebury. Vermont
To provide a two-for-one administrative challenge to the
Vermont Community Foundation in conjunction with its
efforts to raise S^ million in permanent endowment.

40,000

10,000

30,000

VIRGINIA BEACH FOUNDATION-Virginia Beach, Virginia
To provide a two-for-one challenge grant to the Virginia
Beach Foundation in conjunction with its S5-mitlion
endowment campaign.

60,000

10.000

50,000

WYOMING CENTENNIAL COMMUNITY FOUNDATION -Laramie, Wyoming
To provide a two-for-one challenge to the Wyoming
Centennial Community Foundation in conjunction with its
S4.5-million endowment campaign.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Community Foundations

S 3.660,000

60.000

60,000

S 2,163,400

S 3,474.400

S

S

PHILANTHROPIC MEMBERSHIP ORGANIZATIONS
COUNCIL OF MICHIGAN FOUNDATIONS - Grand Haven, Michigan
To continue support for the Council of Michigan
Foundations, a statewide membership organization offering
a wide range of services and programs to support and
enhance philanthropy in Michigan.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC. —Washington. DC
To continue general support for die Council on
Foundations, which provides services to private, corporate
and community foundations and corporate giving
programs, as well as providing information on philanthropy
to die government and the public.

<x.

35,000

25,000

35,000

25,000

S 2,349.000

Unpaid

Grantee/Program

Unpaid

Dec. 31,1990

COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC.-Washington, DC
To provide partial support to the Council on Foundations
to expand and strengthen its international activities for
council members and international colleagues through
seminars, internships, study tours, publications, technical
assistance, and legislative and regulatory- review.
To provide partial support for a three-year project to
strengthen the organizational, marketing and program
capacities of the more than 22 existing and 20 emerging
regional associations of grantmakers in the country.

Grants

5

FOUNDATION CENTER- New York, New York
To provide partial support for a five-year, S7.2-milIion
program to help the Foundation Center meet the growing
informational needs of private philanthropy.
To continue general support to the Foundation Center, a
national organization founded and largely supported by
foundations to provide a single comprehensive source of
information on foundation giving.

100,000

100,000

EUROPEAN COOPERATION RIND - Brussels, Belgium
To enable the Mott Foundation to hold full membership in
the European Foundation Centre. The centre serves as an
information and networking resource for European and
international foundations with grantmaking interests in the
region.

Payments

5

$

13,500

S

Dec. 31,1991

34,000

100,000

66,000

13,500

100,000

100,000

INDEPENDENT SECTOR-Washington, DC
To provide general support to Independent Sector, a
national membership organization of foundations,
corporations and voluntary organizations dedicated to
promoting charitable giving, volunteering and not-for-profit
initiatives.
To provide support for Independent Sector's S8.8-million
special fundraising campaign to strengthen and expand its
services and programs during the next several years.
NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR RESPONSIVE PHILANTHROPY-Washinglon, DC
To continue general purpose support for die National
Committee for Responsive Philanthropy, a national
advocacy organization dedicated to increasing the
responsiveness and accessibility of philanthropic
organizations to minorities and the disadvantaged.

40,000

40,000

7,500

7,500

500,000

320,000

20,000

20,000

WOMEN AND FOUNDATIONS/CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY-New York, New York
To continue general support for Women and Foundations/
5,000
Corporate Philanthropy, a national membership
organization of grantmakers interested in issues affecting
women and girls.

180,000

5,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Philanthropic Membership

Organizations

S

100,000

S

846,000

S

600,000

S

25,000

S

346,000

S

300,000

STRENGTHENING THE NONPROFIT SECTOR
ACCESS: NETWORKING IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST INC.-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide partial support to ACCESS: Networking in the
S
25,000
Public Interest Inc., a clearinghouse for internships and
jobs in the nonprofit sector, public interest law and state
government, for a six-month marketing and publicity
campaign.
ASPEN INSTITUTE FOR HUMANISTIC STUDIES —Queenstown, Maryland
To provide partial support for the Nonprofit Sector
Research Fund, a new grantmaking fund designed to
support independent, high-quality basic and applied
research of value to practitioners, policymakers and others
interested in the health and growth of the nonprofit sector.

MH 1.000
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

BELGIAN AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION INC. —New Haven, Connecticut
To provide partial support for a senior fellowship under the
S
20,000
Belgian American Educational Foundation to enable a staff
member from the Foundation Center in the United States
to assist the European Foundation Center in Belgium in
developing a comprehensive research, data collection and
publications program.
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND-Brussels, Belgium
To pay for special guest memberships for selected Eastern
and Central European foundations in the European
Foundation Centre.
To provide partial support for the European Foundation
Centre New Europe Programme to promote awareness of
the nonprofit sector in Europe and promote action on key
issues affecting the sector as a new, unified Europe is
formed in 1992.

Payments

20.000

S

67,500

-0,000

35,000

INTERNATIONAL STANDING CONFERENCE ON PHlLANTHROPY-Yalding, Kent, England
To continue general support for the International Standing
S
10,000
25,000
Conference on Philanthropy, known as Interphil, an
organisation dedicated to the growth and development of
philanthropy and the voluntary sector worldwide.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY-Baltimore, Maryland
To provide partial support to Johns Hopkins University for
a three-year training and technical assistance program
consisting of in-country workshops and U.S.-bascd
internships to strengthen the nonprofit sector in Central
and Eastern Europe.
To continue support for the International Fellows in
Philanthropy Program at Johns Hopkins University's
Institute for Policy Studies.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR NONPROFIT BOARDS- Washington, DC
To provide partial support for the expansion of the National
Center of Nonprofit Boards' board development program to
serve a greater range and number of nonprofit
organizations.

67,500

70,000

HUNGARIAN FOUNDATION FOR SELF-RELIANCE (AUTONOMIA ALAPITVANY)-Budapest, Hungary
To provide general support for the Hungarian Foundation
35,000
for Self-Reliance, a new intermediary support organization
in Budapest which provides technical assistance, seed
grants and loans to nonprofit groups.
INDEPENDENT SECTOR-Washington, DC
To provide partial support to Independent Sector to
conduct a needs assessment and prepare a report on
options for international philanthropic networking and
collaboration.

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

35,000

35,000

35,000

50,000

50,000

25,000

25.000

200,000

50,000

15(1,000

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF NONPROFIT ASSOCIATIONS-Washington, DC
To provide general support to the National Council of
Nonprofit Associations, a membership organization of 29
statewide groups, representing more than 15,000 nonprofit
organizations.
To support the Nonprofits' Risk Management and Insurance
Institute, which addresses legal liability insurance and riskmanagement issues affecting the nonoprofit sector.
To continue partial support for a technical assistance and
seed grant program to expand and strengthen statewide
associations of nonprofit organizations.

35,000

35,000

100,000

25,000

250,000

250,000

POINTS OF LIGHT FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To continue partial support to die Points of Light
Foundation for the purpose of strengthening and increasing
the number of volunteer centers nationwide.

JIHKHKI

200.000
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75,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

SUPPORT CENTER-Washington, DC

To provide partial support for the Applied Research and
Development Institute for the purpose of improving the
leadership and management practices of nonprofit
organizations.

!

35,000

UNION INSTITUTE-Cincinnati, Ohio
To provide partial support for a project to identify critical
public policy issues affecting the nonprofit sector at the
national, state and local levels, and to outline strategies for
addressing the issues.
To provide partial support for a pilot program to
strengthen and increase the number of statewide
associations of nonprofit organizations.
UNITED WAY INTERNATIONAL-.Alexandria, Virginia
To provide partial support to United Way International for a
nonprofit training and assistance program in the former
Soviet Union.
VOLUNTEER CONSULTING GROUP INC. - New York, New York
To provide partial support to develop a pilot, communitybased, nonprofit board recruitment and education program
linking potential local board members with small- and
medium-sized nonprofit organizations through an
interactive computer system.

S

30,000

S

65,000

20,000

20,000

75,000

75.000

35,000

35,000

75.000

25,000

VOLUNTEER: THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT - Arlington, Virginia
To continue support to VOLUNTEER for a five-year, S5200,000
million program to strengthen and increase the number of
volunteer centers nationwide.

50,000

200,000

WOMEN AND FOUNDATIONS/CORPORATE PHILANTHROPY-New York, New York
To provide partial support to Women and Foundations/
75,000
Corporate Philanthropy for the Far From Done Fund, a
special initiative to increase the philanthropic community's
awareness of the problems facing women and girls and to
expand the opportunities available to women working
within foundations and corporate grantmaking programs.

25,000

50,000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Strengthening the
Nonprofit Sector

S

320,000

S 1,672,500

S

815,000

S 1,177,500

MISSION TOTAL: PHILANTHROPY AND
VOLUNTEERJSM

S 4,080,000

S 4,681,900

S 4,889,400

$ 3,872,500
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EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS
CENTRAL EUROPE AND INDEPENDENT (SOVIET) STATES*
Helping emerging civil societies make the transformation toward
more open societies by providing technical assistance to
strengthen public, private and the voluntary (third) sector
through building infrastructures, as well as encouraging
consensus building through alternative dispute resolution.

SOUTH AFRICA
Strengthening black community-based organizations and training
black community leaders in the Republic of South Africa.

OTHER

*(formerly PURSUIT OF PEACE)

100

Unpaid

Grantee/Program

Unpaid

Dec. 31,1990

Grants

Payments

Dec. 31,1991

EXPLORATORY AND SPECIAL PROJECTS

CENTRAL EUROPE AND INDEPENDENT (SOVIET) STATES
AMERICAN COMMITTEE ON U.S.-SOVIET RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To retrain Russian jurists, through a series of exchanges

with American jurists, to develop and implement legal
practices that ensure important rights including individual,
property and citizen engagement in private enterprise.
To support the travel costs of a delegation of six Soviets
S
representing the Ministry of Industry and Technology of
the Russian Republic who will he visiting three cities in the
United States to observe basic American institutions,
particularly those dealing with the economy.
To support conferences, workshops and extended

$

35,000

52,470

S

S

35,000

52,470

35,000

35,000

135,000

135,000

35,000

35,000

communications between Soviet legislators who have

formed an international association and their counterparts
in ihe United States and Western Europe to provide
technical assistance on matters basic to democratic
governance.
CENTER FOR US-USSR INITIATIVES —San Francisco, California
To continue general support for the Center for US-USSR
Initiatives, which currendy is restructuring and expanding
its citizen diplomacy efforts between Americans and
Soviets in order to encourage better understanding, peace
and security between the two nations.
CHARTER SEVENTY SEVEN FOUNDATION INC. -New

York, New York

To provide partial support for one year's expenses of an
economic adviser to the premier of the Czech Republic.
EUROPEAN COOPERATION FUND - Brussels, Belgium

To support the second of a two-part series of workshops for

40,000

40,000

35,000

35,000

newly elected parliamentarians from Poland and others in
Central Europe to learn about parliamentary practices and
procedures from representatives and specialists from
Western Europe and the United States.
INSTITUTE FOR EAST-WEST SECURITY STUDIES INC-New York, New York

To provide partial support for an assessment by the
Institute for East-West Security Studies of public policy
research and technical assistance needs of Centra] Europe
and the independent (Soviet) states, particularly regarding
the transformation to a democratic political system and a
market economy.
To provide partial support for the lirst phase of a broad
effort to investigate and analyze Western assistance
programs to Central/Eastern Europe.
INSTITUTE FOR SOVIET-AMERICAN RELATIONS-Washington, DC
To continue general support for the Institute for SovietAmerican Relations, founded to improve relations between
the United States and the former Soviet Union by gathering
and disseminating information about exchange programs
through publication of a newsletter and handbook.
INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR ELECTORAL SYSTEMS-Washington, DC
To provide partial support for a three-day symposium in
35,000
Budapest, Hungary, for election officials, academicians and
civic and political leaders from Central and Eastern Europe
and the former Soviet Union to learn how to conduct free
elections in their respective countries.

35,000

35,000

10,000

10,000

35,000

NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR CITIZEN PARTICIPATION AND NEGOTIATION - San Francisco, California
To continue and expand a training-for-trainers program in
175,000
175,000
conflict resolution geared toward the former Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.
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Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

NATIONAL PEACE INSTITUTE FOUNDATION-Washington, DC
To provide support for a training-for-trainers program in
conflict resolution for various components of Soviet society
including the St. Petersburg State Council and ihe
Armenian Parliament.

Grants

S

UNITED STATES INFORMATION AGENCY - Washington, DC
To help underwrite a major conference, sponsored by the
US. Information Agency, to bring together key American
players from the private and public sectors supporting
technical assistance to Central and Eastern Europeans in
management training and market economics education.
PROGRAM TOTAL: Central Europe Bind
Independent (Soviet) Stales

35,000

Payments

S

2,500

S

87,470

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

35,000

2,500

S

572.500

S

549,970

S

35,000

S

35,000

S

110,000

S

85,464

SOUTH AFRICA
ADVICE OFFICE TRUST OF THE BLACK SASH—Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide general support for the Advice Office Trust of
the Black Sash, a nonpartisan women's organization thai
uses non-violent means to protect human rights in South
Africa.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE ASSOCIATION - Cape Town, South Africa
To expand the consultancy capabilities of the Community
100,000
Development Resource Association, a 4-year-old
organization that provides training and consultancy
services to organisations working in the field of human and
community development.
CONFLICT MANAGEMENT FUND-Cambridge, Massachusetts
To launch a three-year training and consultative program to
help South Africans negotiate a peaceful transition to a
post-apartheid society.
COUNCIL ON FOUNDATIONS INC.-Washington, DC
To help cover travel costs for two South African
participants at the 1991 annual conference of the Council
on Foundations in Chicago.
DEVELOPMENT RESOURCES TRUST-Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide partial support for the Development Resources
Trust, which was established recently to build the
funtlraising capacity and effectiveness of the South African
nonprofit sector.
GET AHEAD FOUNDATION —Pretoria, South Africa
To provide support for training and marketing services
offered through the Get Ahead Foundation, which creates
jobs in South Africa's black townships through
development of small business.
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION - New York, New York
To initiate a second round of support for the South African
Career Development Fellowship Program, which provides
short-term midcarecr training in the United States for black
South African leaders.
To continue partial support of the South African
Information Exchange, a clearinghouse on human
development needs in South .Africa and on resources in the
United States to help meet those needs.
LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE-Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide general support to the Leadership Institute,
which provides training and consulting services to 140 of
South Africa's community-based organizations.
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S

75,000

100,000

164,040

164,040

10,000

10,000

100,000

100,000

53,600

53,600

50,000

50,000

15,000

15,000

85,464

75,000

Grantee/Program

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

MONTAGU AND ASHTON COMMUNITY SERVICE-Montagu, South Africa
To continue support to the Montagu anti Ashton
Community Service, one of the most advanced rural
development organizations in South Africa and a
recognized model for other rural development
organizations.
PRATT INSTITUTE-Brooklyn, New York
To enable representatives from three South African grantee
organizations to participate in a 10-day conference on die
use of financial mechanisms for grassroots economic
development in Africa.
RURAL ADVICE CENTRE—Johannesburg, South Africa
To enable the Rural Advice Centre to add a financial advice
department to provide economic and accounting
consulting services to rural communitites in South Africa.
To assist die Rural Advice Centre in setting up a revolving
credit fund to help farmers and farm organizations
purchase agricultural equipment and supplies.

S

95,432

Grants

S

74,500

S

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

74,500

30,450

30,450

96,000

191,432

36,000

RURAL FINANCE FACILITY-Johannesburg. South Africa
To expand a revolving credit fund to meet the financial
needs of rural development and farm organizations.

Payments

36.000

30,000

UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN FUND INC. - New York, New York
To provide support for a program to assist educationally
disadvantaged black African students entering die
University of Cape Town, a major training ground for black
community leaders.
UNIVERSITY OF NATAL - Durban, South Africa
To provide training and technical assistance to rural
communities in the field of law and legal rights.
UNIVERSITY OF THE WESTERN CAPE—BeUville, South Africa
To continue support for the development of a two-year
certificate program for community workers, known in
South Africa as "adult educators," serving community
organizations in remote rural areas.

MUJOM

15,500

15,500

:oiMtOl>

100,000

96,895

Kiu.niHi

96.895

UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSTRAND FOUNDATION -Johannesburg, South Africa
To expand and diversify the training and consulting
80,000
services offered by the University of Wirwaterstrand's
Community-Based Development Programme.
URBAN FOUNDATION-Johannesburg, South Africa
To provide support for an innovative program outside Cape
Town to upgrade the squatter housing in which seven
million South Africans live.

64,000

WESTERN CAPE FOUNDATION FOR COMMUNITY WORK-Cape Town. South Africa
To provide general support to the Western Cape
60,000
Foundation for Community Work, one of the most
successful efforts in South Africa to mobilize community
resources to meet the educational and other developmental
needs of black preschool children.
WILGESPRUIT FELLOWSHIP CENTRE —Roodcpoort, South Africa
To continue support to the Wilgcspruit Fellowship Centre,
an educational and community action center outside
Johannesburg, for the creation of a Seminars, Publications
and Resource Development Unit.
PROGRAM TOTAL: South Africa

S

73,072

376,399

80.000

64,000

60,000

73,072

S 1,263,554

S 1,344,489

S

295,464
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Unpaid
Dec. 31,1990

Grantee/Program

Grants

Payments

Unpaid
Dec. 31,1991

OTHER
BRIGHAM AND WOMEN'S HOSPITAL-Boston, Massachusetts
To provide support for a demonstration and research
program that will ensure that poor, hospitalized patients
have access to the range of sen-ices they need and to
which they are entitled.

S

CARE INC. - New York, New York
To provide support for Kurdish refugees located in
northern Iraq and Turkey who have fled die ravages of the
Gulf war.
To help provide emergency food, housing and medical
supplies as well as assistance in rebuilding the
infrastructure of Bangladesh.

100,000

35,000

CITIZENS NETWORK FOR FOREIGN AFFAIRS-Washington, DC
To continue general support for an organization established
to educate the American public regarding the importance
of U.S. international relationships and their direct impact
on such key domestic sectors as agriculture,
manufacturing, trade and finance.
ETV ENDOWMENT OF SOUTH CAROLINA INC.-Spartanburg, South Carolina
To provide partial funding of a documentary entitled
"Dangerous Assignments," a one-hour Public Broadcasting
Service special about journalists in peril around the world.

S

S

35,000

100,000

100,000

25,000

25,000

35,000

35,000

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE-Washington, DC
To provide general support for die International
S
35,000
Development Conference, established in 1952 to serve as a
platform for American organizations and individuals
concerned with worldwide development issues.

35.000

JOINT CENTER FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STUDIES— Washington, DC
To provide support for a cross-national study of poverty in
industrialized countries.

50,000

50,000

MAP INTERNATIONAL—Brunswick, Georgia
To assist MAP International in equipping a Leningrad
hospital.

25,000

25,000

35,000

55.000

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY - East Lansing, Michigan
To allow Michigan State University to offer a four-year
doctoral program in sustainable agriculture to train a
facultv member of the University of Zimbabwe.

77,708

NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF LOCAL ARTS AGENCIES- Washington, DC
To continue partial support for a three-year study of die
55.000
impact of the arts on local and state economics.

232.-08

S 2,261,054

S 2,254,459

S

638. 1-2

S

399,123

S

399,123

S

399,123

S

399,123

167.708

S

S

631,577

TOTAL: Employee/Trustee Matching/Initiated Grants
TOTAL: All Grants

425.000

GRANTS

The Mott Foundation matches its trustees' and employees'
contributions to charity on a rwo-to-one basis. Figure
includes Trustee-Initiated Grants.
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S

S

MISSION TOTAL: EXPLORATORY AND
SPECIAL PROJECTS

S

55,000

360.000

PROGRAM TOTAL: Other

EMPLOYEE/TRUSTEE MATCHING!INITIATED

100,000

S20,395,i03

543,899,751

538,925,253

525,369.601

REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS
To the Board of Trustees of
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation:

We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of Charles Stewart Mott
Foundation as of December 31, 1991 and 1990, and the related statements of
income, expenditures and changes in Foundation fund, and cash flows for the
years then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the
Foundation's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting
the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes
assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation.
We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all
material respects, the financial position of Charles Stewart Mott Foundation at
December 31, 1991 and 1990, and its income, expenditures and changes in
Foundation fund and its cash flows for the years then ended in conformity with
generally accepted accounting principles.
Coopers & Lybrand
Certified Public Accountants

Detroit, Michigan
March 3, 1992
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BALANCE SHEETS
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

December 31, 1991 and 1990

1991

Assets
Marketable securities, at market value:
Common and preferred stocks
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit

1990

775,870,156
247.413,688
16,202,232
35,816,753
2.200.000
1,077,502,829

6641,673,539
182,938,887
36,352,257
50,471,944
1,600,000
913,036,627

2,957,406

1,130,332

122,852

122,852

1,010,443

977,398

12,114,586
S 1.093,708,116

14,238,441
S 929,505.650

Grants payable
Accounts payable and other liabilities
Deferred excise tax

S

S

Foundation Fund

1,059,340,396
S 1,093.708,116

Cash
Land
Building and improvements,
net of accumulated depreciation of
51,426,032 in 1991 and 53,439,896
in 1990
Other assets

Liabilities And Foundation Fund
25,369,601
888,119
8,110,000
34,367,720

20,395,103
797,391
5,450,000
26,642,494

902.863.156
S 929,505,650

The accompanying notes (ire an integral part of the financial statements.
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STATEfrlENTS

OF INCOME, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FOUNDATION

Charles Stewttrt Molt Foundation

for the years ended December 31, 1991 and 1990

Income:
Dividends
Interest
Other income, net

FUND

1991
S

1990

20,616,077
24,455,802
37,763
45,109,642

S 23,408,019
23,944,830
329,291
47,682,140

1,108,773
615,468
763,216
2,487,457
42,622,185

1 ,049,046
924,594
1,973,640
45,708,500

43,899,751

39,399,922

2,257,172
41,642,579

210,407
39,189,515

4,500,997
1 34,879
46,278,455

4,349,272
140,799
43,679,586

(3,656,270)

2,028,914

31,017,968

37,520,125

Change in market value of securities, net
of change in deferred excise tax of
52,660,000 in 1991 and (51,495,000) in 1990

129,115,542

(76,230,724)

Foundation Fund:
Beginning of year

902,863,156

939.544,841

S 1,059,3^0,396

S 902,863,156

Less:
Investment expenses
Other investment expenses
Provision for excise tax
Net investment income
Grants and expenses:
Grants
Less:
Refunds on unexpended grants
Administration expenses
Direct charitable expenses

Grants and expenses (in excess of)
less than income
Realized gain on sale of assets, net of
excise tax of 8633,020 in 1991 and
5740,406 in 1990

End of year

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements.
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

for the years ended December Jl, 1991 and 1990

1991

1990

Cash flows from operating activities:
Grants and expenses (in excess of) less than income

S (3,656,270)

Adjustments to reconcile grants and expenses
(in excess of) less than income to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation expense
Decrease in other assets
Increase in grants payable
Increase in accounts payable and other
liabilities
Total adjustments
Net cash provided by operating activities

S

2,028,914

219,365
2,123,855
4,974,498

194,685
491,037
5,833,990

90,728
7,408.446
3,752,176

42,641
6.562,353
8,591,267

78,796,768
12,000,000
311,338,604
16,448,899
1,600,000

109,488,529
8,004,260
334,186,746
8,851,844
6,350,394

(65,897,081)
(61,938,283)
(2,200,000)
(252,410)

(94,690,490)
(58,903,125)
(313,779,260)
(5,000,000)
(1,600,000)
(115,477)

(633.020)

(740,406)

(1.925.102)

(7,946.983)

Cash flows from investing activities:
Proceeds from sales or redemptions
of investments:
Common and preferred stocks
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit
Purchases of investments:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit
Acquisition of building improvements
Excise tax on realized gain on
sale of assets

(291,188,579)

Net cash used by investing activities
Nel increase in cash

1,827,074

644,282

Cash, beginning of year

1,130,332

486.050

Cash, end of year

$

2,957,406

S

1.130,332
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STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
for the years ended December 31 1991 and 1990

Charles Stewart Matt Foundation

1991

1990

S 31,098,235
(430,840)
983,593

S 38,218,571
(430,448)
472.408

S 31,650,988

S 38,260,531

S 115,998,069
14,967,358
810,115

( 579,251,787)
1,358,616
167.447

S 131,775,542

( 577,725,724)

Supplemental schedule of
investing activities:
Realized gain on sale of assets:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible

Supplemental schedule of noncash
investing activities:
Increase (decrease) in market value
of securities:
Common and preferred stock
U.S. Government obligations
Other bonds, not convertible

The accompanying notes fire an integral part of the financial statetnents.
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NOTES To FINANCIAL

STATEMENTS
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

A. Accounting Policies:
The following is a summary- of significant accounting policies followed in the preparation of these
financial statements.
Method of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared on the accrual basis of accounting which includes
recognition of dividends, interest, investment real estate income, and expenses as earned or
incurred. Trustee and Executive Committee grant actions are recognized on the date of the action.
Grants by die President or Executive Committee by specific authority conferred by the Trustees,
arc recognized on the date the authority is exercised.
Marketable Securities
Marketable securities are recorded on the trade date and are stated at market value based on
December 31 published quotations. Gains and losses from sales of securities are determined on an
average cost basis.
Other Assets
Included in other assets is land which was donated to the Foundation and is recorded at the
market value at the date of receipt. Investments in partnerships are recorded at cost, adjusted for
the Foundation's proportionate share of undistributed earnings or losses. The remaining assets
included in other assets are recorded at cost.
Land, Building and Improvements
Land, building and improvements are recorded at cost. Upon sale or retirement of land, building
and improvements, the cost and related accumulated depreciation are eliminated from the
respective accounts, and the resulting gain or loss is included in current income. Depreciation of
building and improvements is provided over the estimated useful lives of the respective assets on
a straight line basis.
Costs of office furnishings and equipment are consistently charged to expense, because the
Foundation does not deem such amounts to be sufficiently material to warrant capitalization and
depreciation.
Pension Costs
The Foundation maintains a denned benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its
employees. Pension expense includes amortization of prior service costs over a period of 40 years.
The Foundation's policy is to fund pension costs accrued.
B. Marketable Securities:
Marketable securities held at December 31, 1991 and 1990, were as follows:

1990

1991
Market
Value

Common and preferred stocks
U.S. Government obligations
Short-term corporate notes
Other bonds, not convertible
Certificates of deposit

$

775,870
247,414

16,202
35,817
2,200

S 1,077,503

Cost

Market

Basis
Value
(in thousands)

S 384,138
223,307
16,202

29,605
2,2(10
S 655,452

S 641,674
182,939
36,352
50,472
1,600
S 913,037

Cost
Basis

S 365,939
173,800
36,352
45,070
1,600
S 622,761
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NOTES To FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Charles Stewart Moti Foundation

C. Pension Plan:
The Foundation has a defined benefit pension plan covering substantially all of its employees. The
benefits are based on years of service and the employee's compensation during the last five years of
employment.
At December 31, 1991, pension plan assets were S2.9 million, while the projected benefit obligation
was approximately S3.4 million. The assumed rate of return was 8 percent in 1991 and 1990.
Pension expense was 5154,127 and 5222,454 in 1991 and 1990, respectively.
The Foundation also has a defined contribution retirement plan for all eligible employees which was
approved under Section 401(k) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Foundation contributes an amount
based upon eligible compensation as defined in the plan and participants are allowed to make voluntary
contributions to the plan. For the years ended December 31, 1991 and 1990 the Foundation contributed
567,267 and 572,136 to the plan, respectively.
D. Excise Tax:
The Foundation is exempt from federal income taxes under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue
Code. In accordance with the provisions of the Tax Reform Act of 1969, the Foundation is subject to an
excise tax on net investment income, including realized gains as defined in the Act.
The liability for excise tax is composed of the following:
1991

(S

Currently (refundable)
Deferred

8.110,000
S 8,110,000

1990
1,500)
5,450,000
S 5,448,500

) (S

The deferred excise tax represents the tax on unrealized marketable security gains. Tax payments of
$1,500,000 in 1991 and 51,744,000 in 1990 were made.
E. Grants:
Pursuant to distribution regulations of the Internal Revenue Code for private foundations, the
Foundation will be required to make qualifying distributions of approximately 528,000,000 during 1992.
F. Commitments:
At December 31,1991, the Foundation was guarantor of 510,050,000 of City of Flint Downtown
Development Authority limited revenue bonds. Marketable securities with market values aggregating
approximately 513,059,062 have been pledged as collateral in connection with this commitment.

ADMINISTRATION. INVESTMENT AND DIRECT CHARITABLE EXPENSES
for the year ended December J7, 1991

Administration
Total
Salaries
Other personnel
costs
Operations
Professional fees
Travel and
business expense
Annual report and
uthcr publishing
expenses
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Charles Steu'art Mott Foundation

Investment
Office

Direct
Charitable

52,188,274

S 738,279

624,167
484,294
598,173

103,548
128,881
115,749

525,617

22,316

42,124

280.472
54,500,997

51.108,773

S 134,o/9

S

92.755

MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Aloft Foundation

December 31 1991

Common and
Preferred Stocks:

No. of
Shares

AAR Corporation
AICORP, Inc.
Air Products & Chemical, Inc.
Albertson's, Inc.
Alco Standard Corporation
Alias Research, Inc.
Aluminum Company of America
American Express Company
American International Group, Inc.
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Ameritech Corporation
Amoco Corporation
AMP, Inc.
AMR Corporation
Anthem Electronics, Inc.
Apple Computer, Inc.
Applied Materials, Inc.
Archer-Daniels-Midland Company
Armstrong World Industries, Inc.
Atlantic Richfield Company
Automatic Data Processing, Inc.
Avon Products, Inc.
Baker Hughes, Inc.
Ball Corporation
Bandag. Inc.
Bankers Trust of New York Corporation
Bell Atlantic Corporation
BellSouth Corporation
Bcmis, Inc.
Best Buy, Inc.
Betz Laboratories, Inc.
BMC Software, Inc.
Boeing Company
Bombay Company, Inc.
Bowne & Company, Inc.
Brinker International, Inc.
Browning Ferris Industries, Inc.
Brush Wellman, Inc.
Burlington Nordiern, Inc.
Burlington Resources, Inc.
Cabletron Systems, Inc.
Capital Cities/ ABC, Inc.
Caterpillar, Inc.
CBS, Inc.
Centel Corporation
Chubb Corporation
CIGNA Corporation
Cintos Corporation
Cisco Systems, Inc.
Coastal Corporation
Coca Cola Company
Cogncx Corporation
Colgate-Palmolive Company
Comerica, Inc.
Compaq Computer Corporation
Computer Sciences Corporation

20,000
80,000
10,000
90,000
20,000
72,500
30,000
40,000
80,000
380,000
90,000
280,000
50,000
30,000
60,000
12,500
35,000
1 20,000
30,000
1 5,000
90,000
1 5,000

90,000
20,000
5,000
20,000
150,000
I 20,000
20,000
1 5,000
1 0,000
25,000
130,000
15,000
1 5,000
37,500
1 5,000
10,000
40,000
80,000
25,000
2,000
105,000
2,000
50,000
45,000
30,000
10,000
80,000
30,000
100,000
52,500
60,000
45,000
25,000
10,000

Market
Value

Cost
Basis
S

397,550
905,000
450,988
568,191
597,500
973,750
871,332
1 ,040,000
5,722,025
6,608,132
2,775,934
2,266,739
1,242,729
1,987,675
842,913
535,000
999,375
1 ,94 1 ,005
1,209,225
1,414,213
907,466
629,150
2.218,934
718,700
500,500
612,850
3,113,260
2,257,813
656,200
386,363
241,250
900,000
3,562,592
291,625
188,256
746,550
453,763
267,475
423,840
1,210,814
885,625
715,100
5,635,648
323,849
926,019
2,310,588
1,416,712
473,750
910,000
983,825
2,071,362
908,438
2,272,350
1,163,750
1,385,667
683,525

S

270,000
540,000
738,750
3,532,500
685,000
688,750
1.931,250
820,000
7,870,000
14,867,500
5,715,000
13,755,000
2,931,250
2,115,000
2,332,500
704,688
1,233,750
3,975,000
877,500
1,601,250
4,095,000
690,000
1,732,500
760,000
599,375
1,275,000
7,237,500
6,210,000
820.000
247,500
595,000
1 ,650,000
6,207,500
373,125
232,500
1,406,250
326,250
133,750
1 ,620,000
2,820,000
1 ,343,750
867,000
4,606,875
285,000
1,737,500
3,465,000
1,833,750
500,000
5,300,000
738,750
8,025,000
2,585,625
2,932,500
2,418,750
659,375
808,750
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MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

December j/. 1991

Common and
Preferred Stocks.
Consolidated Natural Gas Company
Cooper Industries, Inc.
Cooper Tire & Rubber Company
CPC International, Inc.
CPI Corporation
Cracker Barrel-Old Country Stores, Inc.
Crown Cork & Seal Company, Inc.
Crystal Brands, Inc.
Cygnus Therapeutic Systems, Inc.
Cyprus Minerals, Inc.
Dayton-Hudson Corporation
Dean Foods Company
Deere & Company
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Deluxe Corporation
Dianon Systems, Inc.
Digital Equipment Corporation
Dillard Department Stores - Class A
Walt Disney Company
R. R. Donnelley & Sons, Inc.
Dover Corporation
Dow Chemical Company
Dow Jones & Company, Inc.
DPL, Inc.
Dresser Industries, Inc.
Dreyfus Corporation
Dun & Bradstrect Corporation
E. I. DuPont de Nemours, Inc.
Eastman Kodak Company
A. G. Edwards, Inc.
Emerson Electric Company
Energen Corporation
Equitable Resources, Inc.
Ethyl Corporation
Exxon Corporation
Federal Express Corporation
Federal National Mortgage Association

First of America Bank Corporation
First Security Corporation
Flight Safety International, Inc.
Food Lion, Inc. - Class B
H. B. Fuller Company
Gainer Corporation (2)
Gannett Company, Inc.
Genelabs Technologies, Inc.
General Electric Company
General Mills Company
General Motors Corporation
General Motors Corporation - Class E
General Motors Corporation - Class H
General Re Corporation

25,000
125,000
50,000
15,000
30,000
41,250
35,400
40,000
12,799
24,750
30,000
30,000
75,000
30,000
20,000
7,744
50,000
45,000
10,000
40,000
70,000
90,000
10,000
25,000
60,000
15,000
45,000
230,000
50,000
15,000
190,000
1 50,000
20,000
50,000
380,000
15,000
90,000
50,000
22,500
22,500
25,000
30,000
28,000
50,000
7,181
450,000
90,000
1,400,000
90,000
30,000
40,000

Genuine Paris Corporation

20,000

Georgia Pacific Corporation
Gillette Company
Gottschalk's, Inc.
W. W Grainger Company

1 35,000
80,000
35,000
90,000
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Market
Value

Cost
Basis

No. of
Shares
S

1,016,625
2,398,536
770,625
1,314,475
595,312
472,083
2,083,374
789,538
42,621
52,697
1,917,662
710,375
2,224,453
2,149,434
887,087
22,303
2,900,521
1,735,549
900,325
1,658,400
1,196,206
1 ,989,470
259,450
576,500
1,047,875
504,525
1,972,913
4,567,481
1,474,116
369,400
3,464,994
435,680
739,725
1,449,737
5,060,526
589,012
3,550,837
252,084
410,156
1 ,248,062
473,125
1,166,250
245,000
1,710,413
28,724
5,723,674
555,259
36,516,870
892,446
553,043
3,059,188
757,600
3,615,254
1,780,413
556,275
1,107,339

S

1,075,000
7,156,250
2,550,000
1,357,500
720,000
1,897,500
3,177,150
560,000
291,177
566,156
1,856,250
915,000
3.600,000
1,983,750
792,500
106,480
2,762,500
5,557,500
1,145,000
2,000,000
2,922,500
4,837,500
258,750
646,875
1 ,207,500
738,750
2,587,500
10,723,750
2,412,500
568,125
10,450,000
2,625,000
817,500
1,400,000
23,132,500
581,250
6,210,000
1,468,750
652,500
1,040,625
681,250
1,882,500
7,140,000
2,275,000
64,629
34,425,000
6,626,250
40,425,000
5,670,000
442,500
4,075,000
975,000
7,239,375
4,490,000
616,875
4,882,500

MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

December 31, 199J

Common and
Preferred Stocks.-

No. of
Shares

Great Lakes Chemical Corporation
GTE Corporation
Halliburton Company
Hechinger Company - Class A
H. J. Heinz Company
Hershey Foods Corporation
Hewlett-Packard Company
Hubbell, Inc. - Class B
Illinois Tool Works, Inc.
Immulogic Pharmaceutical Corporation
Integrated Systems, Inc.
Intel Corporation
International Business Machines Corporation
International Flavors & Fragrances, Inc.
International Paper Company
Interpublic Group of Companies, Inc.
Jacobson's Stores, Inc.
Johnson Controls, Inc.
Josten's, Inc.
Juno Lighting, Inc.
Kaufman & Broad Home Corporation
Kellogg Company
Kelly Services, Inc. - Class A
Kimherly Clark Corporation
K-Mart Corporation
Knight Ridder, Inc.
Kroger Company
Land's End, Inc.
Lawson Products, Inc.
La-Z Boy Chair Company
The Limited, Inc.
Liz Claiborne, Inc.
Loctite Corporation
Mar cam Corporation
Marsh & McLennan Companies
Masco Corporation
Masco Industries, Inc.
May Department Stores Company
The Maytag Corporation
McClatchy Newspapers, Inc. - Class A
McDonald's Corporation
MCI Communications
Mead Corporation
Melville Corporation
Micrografx, Inc.
Microsoft Corporation
Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Company
Mobil Corporation
Molex, Inc.
Monsanto Company
J. P Morgan & Company, Inc.
Morton International, Inc. Ind.
Motorola, Inc.
National City Corporation
NBD Bancorp. Inc.
Neorx Corporation

45,000
230,000
65,000
25,000
50,000
50,000
110,000
31,500
40,000
16,430
75,000
80,000
170,000
5,000
10,000
50,000
25,000
30,000
10,000
5,000
1 5,000
60,000
1 5,000
22,500
100,000
15,000
50,000
15,000
50,000
30,000
1 80,000
55,000
30,000
40,000
55,000
100,000
1 52,000
90,000
50,000
20,000
80,000
110,000
10,000
65,000
37,500
52,500
180,000
1 30,000
75,000
40,000
60,000
10,000
30,000
30,000
150,000
16,379

Cost
Basis
S

2,259,500
6,900,725
2,246,014
318,125
1,568,438
1,432,563
3,507,494
1,127,133
1,749,487
49,454
888,750
2,662,715
11,075,782
412,800
567,050
1,480,013
491,000
391,357
301,787
81,250
171,525
2,076,625
570,125
1,518,138
2,444,834
749,875
557,875
353,475
500,000
594,750
2,603,537
1,460,365
1,012,600
979,375
3,983,950
1,335,312
1,217,173
3,323,544
1,316,125
369,637
2,529,325
4,116,563
447,050
938,960
938,750
1,679,815
5,204,867
5,989,675
1,811,250
651,726
1,134,840
531,712
1,879,613
871,875
819,592
15,888

Market
Value
S

5,146,875
7,963,750
1,852,500
300,000
1,943,750
2,218,750
6,270,000
1,779,750
2,550,000
312,170
787,500
3,920,000
15,130,000
513,125
707,500
2,862,500
400,000
1,080,000
345,000
107,500
270,000
3,922,500
472,500
2,280,938
4,775,000
793,125
987,500
444,375
1,312,500
716,250
5,175,000
2,323,750
1 ,485,000
790,000
4,475,625
2,350,000
722,000
4,725,000
768,750
342,500
3,040,000
3,327,500
345,000
2,892,500
665,625
5,840,625
17,145,000
8,823,750
2,568,750
2,715,000
4,117,500
581,250
1,957,500
1,117,500
6,693,750
58,342
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MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation

December 31 1991

Common and
Preferred Stocks:

No. of
Shares

Newbridge Networks Corporation
Nordstrom, Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Nucor Corporation
NYNEX Corporation
Office Depot, Inc.
Omnicom Group, Inc.
Pacific Telesis Group
PacifiCorp
Parametric Technology Corporation
Paramount Communications, Inc.
Parker-Hannifin Corporation
PepsiCo, Inc.
Phelps Dodge Corporation
Phillips Petroleum Company
Pier One Imports, Inc.
Pioneer Hi-Bred International
Platinum Technology, Inc.
Policy Management Systems
P.P.G. Industries, Inc.
Premier Industrial Corporation
Proctor & Gamble Company
Proteon, inc.
Raytheon Company
Reynolds Metals Company
Roadway Services, Inc.
Rockwell International Corporation
Rohm & Haas Company
Rowan Companies, Inc.
Royal Dutch Petroleum Company
Safety Kleen Corporation
Sara Lee Corporation
Schlumberger, Ltd.
A. Schulman, Inc.
Scott Paper Company
Sequent Computer Systems, Inc.
Shaw Industries, Inc.
Shoney's, Inc.
Sierra Semiconductor, Inc.
Sigma- Altirich Company
Sonoco Products Company
Southern Indiana Gas & Electric Company
Southwest Airlines Company
Southwestern Bell Corporation
Standard Products Company
Staples, Inc.
Stratus Computer, Inc.
Sundstrand Corporation
Sun Microsystems Incorporated
Super Valu Stores, Inc.
Symantec Corporation
SynOptics Communications, Inc.
Syntellect, Inc.
Sysco Corporation
Tandy Corporation
Teco Energy, Inc.

75,000
60,000
125,000
55,000
50,000
11,617
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20,000

1 10,000
70,000
60,000
40,000
25,000
290,000
15,000
80,000
45,000
75,000
72,500
10,000
40,000
140,000
110,000
70,000
30,000
20,000
55,000
10,000
40,000
10,000

240,000
47,500
100,000
1 30,000
10,000
35,000
50,000
10,000
50,000
1,047
20,000
1 5,000
55,000
85,000
80,000
10,000
10,000
1 5,000
30,000
7,500
65,000
110,000
20,000
50,000
1 5,000
25,000
20,000

Market
Value

Cost
Basis
S

953,750
1,713,125
2,605,148
1,527,050
1,965,575
52,299
608,325
1,743,435
1,304,513
928,750
1,698,937
864,187
2,222,793
815,275
2,110,825
350,271
1,667,759
893,125
500,600
1,888,675
1,561,286
2,837,481
995,000
1,532,029
1,119,025
1,727,000
281,737
1, 386,62 S
154,350
7,815,120
1,254,463
2,440,363
5,844,840
353,750
1,568,000
1,053,750
296,950
492,500
7,971
501,250
475,875
590,963
1,235,818
1,438,381
208,312
193,750
532,837
688,800
247,500
947,208
903,750
885,000
918,125
648,287
914,545
576,200

S

571,875
2,160,000
7,421,875
4,915,625
4,037,500
586,659
637,500
4,908,750
1,758,750
3,615,000
1,550,000
765,625
9,823,750
1,005,000
1,920,000
337,500
5,568,750
1,540,625
662,500
2,020,000
4,095,000
10,326,250
1,041,250
2,493,750
1,100,000
3,396,250
273,750
1,740,000
57,500
20,700,000
1,223,125
5,787,500
8,108,750
425,000
1,220,625
687,500
350,000
1,212,500
20,155
1,060,000
517,500
2,481,875
2,900,625
5,170,000
238,750
282,500
746,250
1,110,000
212,812
1,771,250
4,895,000
422,500
262,500
699,375
721,875
835,000

MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Molt Foundation

December j/, 1991

Common and
Preferred Stocks:

No. of
Shares

Time Warner, Inc.
Toys R Us
Unilever NV
Union Pacific Corporation
U. S. Bancorp
U. S. Sugar Corporation (2)
U S. West, Inc.
United Telecommunications, Inc.
The Valspar Corporation
Verifone, Inc.
Wachovia Corporation
Waste Management, Inc.
Waxman Industries, Inc.
Wellfleet, Inc.
Westvaco Corporation
Weyerhaeuser Company
Wheelabrator Technologies, Inc.
Whirlpool Corporation
Willamette Industries, Inc.
Woolworth Corporation
Worthington Industries, Inc.
Yellow Freight Systems.Inc., of Delaware
Zycad Corporation

20,000
140,000
30,000
1 20,000
108,000
453,642
100,000
60,000
20,000
34,901

Total Common and Preferred Stocks

30,000

30,000
50,000
32,500
20,000
65,000
32,960
60,000
20,000
35,000
90,000
25,000
2,842

Market
Value

Cost
Basis
S

1,876,495
1,695,360
2,521,025
2,958,125
584,122
1,541,077
1,339,218
2,080,950
703,887
75,682
915,125
1,136,726
386,287
931,875
553,262
678,662
741,248
1,685,433
892,375
1,017,100
625,000
692,500
6,565

5384,137,637

S

1,750,000
4,585,000
3,187,500
6,210,000
2,416,500
52,168,830
3,787,500
1,425,000
1,162,500
632,581
1,743,750
1,263,750
243,750
1,153,750
790,000
1,787,500
1,137,120
2,332,500
1,190,000
927,500
2,103,750
665,625
13,144

5775.870,156
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MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Mott foundation

December 31. 1991

US. Government
Obligations;
United States Treasury Notes:
9.125%, due 02/15/92
11.75%, due 04/15/92
13.75%, due 05/15/92
10.875%, due 02/15/93
7.375%, due 04/15/93
10.125%, due 05/15/93
7.25%, due 07/1 5/93
11.75%, due 11/15/93
7.00%, due 04/1 5/94 (3)
8.25%, due 11/15/9-4
8.375%, due 04/1 5/95
11.25%, due 05/15/95
10.50%, due 08/15/95
9.50%, due 11/15/95
9.375%, due 04/15/96
7.25%, due 08/3 1/96
8.00%, due 10/15/96
7.25%, due 11/15/96
8.50%, due 07/1 5/97
8.625%, due 08/15/97
8.75%, due 10/15/97
8.875%, due 11/15/97
8. 125%, due 02/15/98
9.00%, due 05/1 5/98
9.25%, due 08/15/98 (3)
8.875%, due 11/15/98
8.875%, due 02/1 5/99
9-125%, due 05/15/99
7.875%, due 11/15/99
8.875%. due 05/15/00
8.50%. due 02/1 5/00
8.75%, due 08/15/00
8.00%, due 05/15/01
United State Treasury Bonds:
6.75%, due 02/15/93
7,875%, due 02/15/93
11.75%, due 02/15/01
11.625%, due 11/15/02
10.75%, due 02/1 5/03
11.125%, due OS/ 15/03
11.625%, due 11/15/04
12.00%, due 05/1 5/05
10.750%, due 08/1 5/05
9.375%, due 02/1 5/06
8.75%, due 11/15/08
Total U. S. Government Obligations

Principal

3,000,000
2,940,000
10,000,000
2,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
4,000,000
1,000,000
7,000,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
4,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
10,000,000
10,000,000
5,000,000
5,000.000
5,000,000
5,000,000
12,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,000,000

S

2,000,000
1,000,000
3,000,000
9,000,000
8,000,000
3.000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
5,000,000
6,000,000
5216,940,000

S

S

S

Market
Value

Cost
Basis
2,995,770
2,925,535
10,264,270
1,913,750
1,910,625
4,186,250
3,892,500
1,024,687
6,525,625
4,957,031
1,915,313
3,987,610
5,426,562
3,039,375
9,197,199
5,069,531
5,000,000
2,663,437
5,135,938
4,975,200
10,543,750
10.054,688
4,712,500
4,968,750
5,054,687
5,204,687
12,092,530
5,148,438
5,017,188
5,243,750
5,046,875
5,127,344
5,068,750

S

1,683,750
675,000
2,981,250
10,253.398
8,468,125
3,757,500
3,928,125
6,212,500
3,720,000
5,480,469
5,857,031
5223,307,293

S

2,052,500
1,038,125
4,009,687
12,178,125
10,312,500
3,970,313
4,133,437
7,081,250
3,938,438
6,003,125
6,746,250
5247,413,688

S 16,202,232

S 16,202,232

3,015,938
3,004,312
10,350,000
2,140,625
2,072,500
4,297,500
4,157,500
1,123,125
7,310,625
5,400,000
2,173,750
4,696,250
5,789,063
3,390,000
10,172,812
5,251,563
5,404,687
3,153,750
5,528,125
5,557,813
11,168,750
11,250,000
5,448,437
5,621,875
5,748,438
5,659,375
13,597,500
5,737,500
5,375,000
5,690,625
5,578,125
5,660,938
5,423,437

Short-Term Corporate Notes.Short Term Investment Fund
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MARKETABLE SECURITIES
Charles Stewart Mutt Foundation

December 31. 1991

Other Bonds
Not Convertible:
American Telephone & Telegraph Company,
4.375%, due 10/01/1996
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Credit Corporation,
8.57%, due 09/20/1994
BellSouth Capital Funding,
9.25%, due 01/15/1998
First of America Bank Corporation,
10.625%, due 01/30/1998
Ford Motor Credit Corporation,
8.00%, due O8/1 5/1993
General Motors Acceptance Corporation,
8.375%, due 05/01/1997
Hershey Foods Corporation,
9.50%, due 10/28/1992
IBM Credit Corporation,
8.95%, due 06/15/1994
Mobil Oil of Canada, Ltd.,
8.375%, due 02/15/1993
Norfolk & Western Railway Company Equipment Trust,
10.25%, due 09/01/1998
Northern States Power Company of Minnesota
First Mortgage,
4.375%, due 06/01/1992
Northwestern Bell Telephone Company
Debentures,
4.875%, due 06/01/1998
Total Other Bonds, Not Convertible
Certificates Of Deposit

Principal

Cost
Basis

Market
Value

S 3,000,000

S 1,836,480

S 2,785,800

4,000,000

3,994,560

4,366,400

1,500,000

1,495,380

1,646,550

10,888,890

8,269,550

11,791,423

900,000

843,354

925,380

2,000.000

1,959,060

2,021,000

2,000,000

2,096,160

2,085,200

5,000,000

5,000,000

5,433,500

2,000,000

2,013,780

2,072,000

1,275,000

1,334,097

1,473,900

1,000,000

634,760

999,700

200,000

1 28,000

215,900

533.763,890

529,605,181

535,816,753

S 2,200,000

S 2,200,000

Notes:
(1) The large blocks of certain stocks owned, if offered for sale, would probably depress the quoted
market amounts.
(2) The indicated stocks represent an investment of 2 percent or more of the outstanding common
shares of the corporation: Gainer Corporation — 4.86 percent and US. Sugar Corporation 19.71 percent.
(3) Principal amount is pledged as collateral at December 31, 1991. See Note F to the financial
statements.
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How To APP&' FOR A GRANT
GRANTMAKJNG CRITERIA
In general, the Mott Foundation implements
its programs through grants in support of
demonstration, action-oriented projects and
other activities that are likely to contribute
significantly to the achievement of program
objectives.
The Foundation is particularly interested in
fresh or innovative approaches to solving
community problems — approaches that, if
proven successful, can generate long-term
support from other sources and that can be
disseminated to, and applied in, other
communities.
The Foundation also may consider activities
of a non-grant nature that can help to achieve
program objectives such as program-related
investments; provide direct technical,
consulting or fundraising assistance; or assist
with the dissemination of findings.
While the Foundation endeavors to maintain
a high degree of flexibility in its programming,
as a matter of policy it observes the following
limitations in its grantmaking:
• The Foundation does not make grants or
loans to individuals.
• Outside the Flint area, the Foundation
makes grants for capital development and
endowment only when such support is
considered necessary to carry out or
advance other Foundation objectives.
• The Foundation supports research only
when it is instrumental for planning,
implementing or evaluating grantmaking
activities in a particular program area or
for strengthening relevant public policy.
• The Foundation does not provide ongoing
support for projects that taxpayers or
commercial interests normally support or
should be expected to support.
• The Foundation does not support religious
activities or programs that serve, or appear
to serve, specific religious groups or
denominations. However, if a proposal
submitted by a church-based or similar
organization falls clearly within program
guidelines and is intended to serve as
broad a segment of the population as the
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program of a comparable non-religious
organization, the Foundation will consider
the proposal on the same basis as
proposals from other agencies.

INFORMATION WE NEED
The Foundation does not have formal grant
application forms. Grant proposals, however
brief, should include:
• A description of the project and what will
be accomplished.
• An explanation of why the project is
needed.
• A description of the population to be
served.
• A documented line-item budget for the
proposed grant period.
• An institutional budget based on die
applicant's fiscal year, if the applicant is not
a major educational institution or unit of
government.
• Information about the organization seeking
funds, including its tax-exempt status and
classification and its accomplishments to
date.
• Starting and ending dates for the project
and plans for post-grant funding.
• Plans for project evaluation and
dissemination.
The Foundation accepts both single-year
and multiyear proposals as well as those for
shorter periods.
Because Trustees meet quarterly, proposals
may be submitted at any time. To prevent
conflict-of-interest problems and undue
burdens on Trustees, grant applicants should
not route proposals through Trustees or solicit
their assistance.
Videotape presentations are discouraged as
part of a proposal.
Because of the large number of requests we
receive, visits, unless by invitation, are
discouraged. Requests for meetings with
Foundation Trustees and staff will be initiated
only by the Foundation.

PUBLICATIONS AND MATERIALS

AVAILABLE
ta-lp
• - -* -I '.L

MOTT FOUNDATION
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation 1991
Annual Report.
Facts on Grants 1991. A companion piece to
the Annual Report containing summaries of
each of the 446 grants made last year.
In Memoriam. A booklet about the life of
Oiarles Stewart Mott.
Mott Exchange. A quarterly newsletter of the
Mott Foundation focusing on specific program
areas as well as general interest items.
Programs, Policies & Procedures. A guide
to Mott Foundation philosophy and
grantmaking.

OTHER MATERIALS
Environmental Reform of the Multilateral
Development Banks. This report assesses
the progress to date in improving the MDBs'
awareness of the environmental impacts of
their projects. It was written by David A.
Wirth of Washington and Lee University as an
evaluation of the Mott Foundation's
grantmaking in this area.
1992 Guide to Community Education
Resources. A directory of centers for
community education development and other
community education resources.
Community Education: A Vision, A Task, A
Hope. This is the text of a speech delivered by
Mott Foundation Chairman William S. White at
the annual meeting of the National Community
Education Association. The speech reflects the
Foundation's concerns about poverty,
education and integration of services.
Small Steps Toward Big Dreams. This 1991
update contains a performance update of the
Mott Foundation's portfolio of seed-capital
investments in low-income entrepreneurship.
The update contains sections on lessons
learned and emerging issues in the field.

. •

-u^

A State-by-State Look at Teenage
Chlldbearing in the U.S. A 1991 special
report, prepared by Child Trends Inc.,
designed to help the reader understand the
complexities of too-early childbearing and to
serve as a springboard for further research.
Replication: Sowing Seeds of Hope. A
reprint of the 32-page special section of the
1990 Annual Report, examining the value of
replication — spreading a good idea or
program far and wide — and its implication for
grantmaking.
The Fraying Fabric: A Portrait of America's
Poverty. A reprint of the 48-page special
section of the 1989 Annual Report, profiling
the depth and breadth of poverty in America
and how three community-based organizations
are tackling poverty holistically.
The Great Lakes: A Stewardship Left
Untended. A reprint of the 24-page special
section of the 1988 Annual Report, taking an
in-depth look at the degradation of the Great
Lakes.
Our Good Earth: Are We Living On
Borrowed Time? A reprint of the 48-page
special section of the 1987 Annual Report,
scrutinizing the nation's hazardous waste
problem and the Foundation's grantmaking role
to date.
Youth in Crisis: Living On the Jagged Edge.
A reprint of the 40-page special section of the
1986 Annual Report, probing the complex
issues facing the nation's at-risk youth and the
Foundation's initiatives in public policy
development and demonstration projects.
Community Foundations: A Growing
Force in Philantiiropy. A reprint of the
42-page special section of the 1985 Annual
Report, examining the important role
community foundations play nationally and
locally as a catalyst for community
improvement.
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William S. White
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William H. Piper
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William S. White

Richard K. Rappleye
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Michael Radock
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Deeana Mills

Grants Accountant
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Program
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Lori Villarosa
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Donald E Dahlstrom
Editor
Teri Chambry
Secretary

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
Academy for Educational Development Inc
63, 64
ACCESS: Networking in the Public Interest Inc
97
ACCION International
89
Advice Office Trust of the Black Sash
102
Alaska Center for the Environment
75
Alaska Health Project
76
Alaska Native Health Board
76
Albany State College
76
Alternative Schools Network
67
American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy
Research and Education Foundation
.68
American Association of School Administrators
58
American Committee on U.S.-Soviet Relations
101
American Council for an Energy-Efficient
Economy
78, 79
American Council on Education
69, 79
American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy
Research
66
American Farmland Trust
74
American Public Welfare Association
58
American Rivers Inc
74
Amherst H. Wilder Foundation
64
Annual Message
,
4
Arkansas Enterprise Croup
89
Arkansas Public Policy Panel Inc
76
Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies
71, 89, 97
Association for the Support of Community Education
Development Centres
62
Association for Women in Development
89
Association of Junior Leagues Inc
58
Atrisco L.md Rights Council
86
At-Risk Youth
.58
IL
Baltimore Community Foundation
93
Bank Information Center
71
BEC New Communities Housing Development Fund
Company Inc
,
89
Belgian American Educational Foundation Inc
98
Benedict College
65
Bennett College
65
Bermuda Ministry of Community Affairs
62
Bethune-Conkman College
65
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America
64
Bishop International Airport Authority
83
Boston University
76
Boy Scouts of America-Birmingham Area Council . . . .58
Brandeis University
58
Brigham and Women's Hospital
104
Broward Community Foundation
93
£.
California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation
76
California Tomorrow
68
California Toxics Action
76
Calmcadow Charitable Foundation
89
Calvert Social Investment Foundation
89
Campus Outreach Opportunity League
58
Canadian Association for Community Education
62
Capital Region Community Foundation
93
CARE tnc
104
Careers for Later \ears Inc
64
Center for Alaskan Coastal Studies
79
Center for Community Change
86
Center for Foreign Journalists
79
Center for Innovative Diplomacy
71
Center for Law and Education..
. . . . .58

Center for Rural Affairs
76. 89
Center for the Great Lakes
74
Center for US-USSR Initiatives
79, 101
Center for Workforce Preparation and Quality
Education
68
Central Carolina Community Foundation Inc
93
Central Europe and Independent (Soviet) States .. . .101
Central Minnesota Community Foundation
93
Central States Education Center
76
Centre for International Environmental
Law-U.S. Inc
71
Charities Aid Foundation
93
Charter Seventy Seven Foundation Inc
79, 101
Cherokee Community Initiatives Inc
89
Chicago Commons Association
67
Chicanos por la Causa Inc
86
Children's Defense Fund
58
Children's Express Foundation Inc
.69
Child Trends Inc
58
Child Welfare League of America Inc
64
Christ the King Parish
82
Citizen's Clearinghouse for Ha/.ardous Wastes Inc.... .76
Citizens Environmental Coalition Inc
74
Citi/ens Network for Foreign Affairs
104
Clean Water Fund
74
Climate Institute
71
Coalition for a Better Acre
86
Coalition for Positive Youth Development
82
Coast Alliance
74
Colorado State University Foundation
76
Columbia University
66
COMED
62
Committee for Economic Development
58, 79
Community Development
86
Community Development Resource Association
102
Community Education
62
Community Education Development Centre
62
Community Foundation for Palm Beach and Martin
Counties Inc.
91
Community Foundation for Southeastern Michigan .. .93
Community Foundation for the Fox Valley
Region Inc
93
Community Foundation Inc
94
Community Foundation of Greater Flint
82, 93
Community Foundation of Greater Memphis
93
Community Foundation of Greater Tampa Inc
93
Community Foundation of Ottawa-Carlcton
93
Community Foundation of Santa Clara County
94
Community Foundation of Sarasota County Inc
94
Community Foundation of the Chcmung County
Area Inc
94
Community Foundation of the Eastern Shore Inc
94
Community Foundations
93
Community Information Exchange
86
Community Reinvestment Fund
89
Community Service Society of New York
89
Community Training and Assistance Center Inc.. .68, 86
Community Women's Education Project
67, 69
Concerned Cm/ens of South Central Los Angeles.. . .86
Conflict Management Fund
102
Connecticut Fund for the Environment Inc
76
Conservation Law Foundation Inc
71
Cooperative Assistance Fund
.90
Cornell University
64
Corporation for Enterprise Development
90
Council for Community-Based Development Inc
91
Council of Chief State School Officers
62, 67

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
Council of Great Lakes Governors Inc
74
Council of Independent Colleges
65
Council of Michigan Foundations
.94, 96
Council of State Governments
59
Council on Foundations Inc
59, 68, 94, 96, 97,102
Crim Road Race Inc
82
Cumberland Community Foundation Inc
94
A

Dade Community Foundation
94
Delta Foundation
90
Development Group for Alternative Policies Inc
71
Development Resources Trust
.102
Development Training Institute Inc
86
Dillard University
65
District of Columbia Service Corps Inc.
59
£.
Early Childhood and Parenting Education
66
Karth trust
79
East Harlem Block Nursery Inc
59
East Michigan Environmental Action Council
76
East Tennessee Foundation
,
94
ECOFUND 92
71
Ecology Center of Ann Arbor
77
Economic Development
89
Education: Developing Human Poteniial
57
Education: Special Initiatives
69
Employee and Trustee Matching Grants
104
Employment Training and Counseling
67
Energy Probe Research Foundation
.71
Environment
70
Environmental and Energy Study Institute
71
Environmental Defense Fund Inc
71. 11, 11
Environmental Health Coalition
77
Environmental Lau I n s t i t u t e
79
Environmental Research Foundation
77
Environmental Support Center Inc
79
Environment: Special Initiatives
78
ETY Endowment of South Carolina Inc
59. 104
European Cooperation Fund
97, 98, 101
Executive Service Corps of Chicago
68
Exploratory and Special Projects
100
Exploratory and Special Projects: Other
104
£
Eairrield L'nited Action
87
Family Resource Coalition
66
Fargo-Moorhead Area Foundation
94
Finance
105
Fisk University
65
Flint Area
81
Flint Area: Institutional Capacity Building
82
Flint Area: Special Initiatives
83
Hint Area: Special Projects
84
Flint Board of Education
,
82
Flint Community Development Corporation
82
I-'lint Do\vnto\vn Development Authority
84
Flint Institute of Music
82
Flint Neighborhood Improvement and Preservation
Project Inc
82
Formative Evaluation Research Associates
59
Foundation Center
97
Foundation for Koanoke Valley
94
Friends of the Earth
'.
72, 77. 79
Friends of the Earth International
72. 79
Fundacao SOS Maca Allantica
72
Fundacion Natura
72
Fund for Aging Services
64

128

G.

Genescc Area Focus Council Inc
Gencscc Economic Area Revitalization Inc
Genesee Intermediate School District
George Washington University
German Marshall Fund of the U.S
Get Ahead Foundation
Global Sustainahility
GMI Engineering & Management Institute
Gram Guidelines
Grant Listings
Grass Roots Environmental Organization Inc
Greater Cedar Rapids Foundation
Greater Flint Arts Council
Greater Harrisburg Foundation
Great Lakes Land and Water Resources
Great Lakes Protection Fund
Great Lakes United
Green Library

82
83
83
74
80
102
71
83
124
55
77
94
83
94
74
74
74
80

H.

Harvard University
59. f>7
Hawaii Community Foundation
95
Highlander Research and Education Center
59
Flopi Foundation
90
Hungarian Foundation for Self-Reliance (Autonomij
Alapitvany)
98
/.
Idaho Community Foundation Inc
95
Implementing Materials anil Programs Affecting
Classroom Teaching II Inc
.68
Independent Sector
97, 98
Indian Society for Community Education
62
Institute for Cooperame Community Development.. .90
Institute for East-West Security Studies Inc
10]
Institute for Educational Leadership Inc
62. 69
Institute lor Energy and Environmental Research . . . ,72
Institute for Responsive Education
68
Institute for Social and Economic Development
9(|
Institute for Soviet-American Relations
Si). Kil
I n s t i t u t e for Sustainable Communities
80
Institute for Transportation and Development Policy . .72
Institute of International Education
Wl
Intcrgcncrational and Mentoring Programs
63
International Association for Great Lakes Research . . ,74
International Center for Integrative Studies
59
International Community Education Association
62
International Development Conference
104
International Foundation for Electoral Systems
101
International Foundation for Survival and
Development of Humanity
72
International Institute for Energy Conservation Inc.. . .72
International Nongovernmental Support Fund for the
1992 U.N. Conference
72
International Standing Conference on Philanthropy .. .98
Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement
77
I
Jackson Community Foundation
95
Jacksonville Community Foundation
95
Jobs for the Future Inc
67
Johns Hopkins University
98
Johnson Foundation Inc
67
Joint Center for Political and Economic Studies
104
JSI Research & Training Institute Inc
77
Just Organi/.ed Neighborhoods Area Headquarters . . .H7
Juvenile Welfare Board of Pine I hs County
64

PROGRAM AND GRANTEE INDEX
L
Lake Michigan Federation
Land Institute
Land Stewardship Project
I ,as Paiomas de Taos
Latino Institute

Leadership Institute
Legal Environmental Assistance Foundation
Local Initiatives Support Corporation

75
80
75
63
68

102
77
87

JA

Madison Community Foundation
95
Maine Community Foundation Inc
95
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation . .59, 67
MAP International
104
Maricopa County Community College District
Foundation
69
Massachusetts Association of Community
Development Corporations
90
Massachusetts Institute of 'Technology
59
MDC: Inc
'.
59
Memphis Partners Inc
59
Mercy College
69
Mctru-Dacle Department of "ibuth and Family
Development
64
Metropolitan Atlanta Community Foundation Inc
95
Metropolitan Detroit Youth Foundation Inc
60
Michigan State University87, 104
Minority Education
,
65

Mississippi Action for Community Education

87

Mohawk-Hudson Community Foundation Ine
Monash University
Montagu and Ashton Community Service
Morris Brown College

95
63
lU.i
65

Motr Community College

83

Ms. Foundation tor Women
60, 9()
Multi Resource Centers Inc
67
X
National Academy of Sciences
60
National Assembly of Local Arts Agencies
104
National Association of Service and
Conservation Corps
60
National Auduhon Society Inc
73
National Center for Community Education
63
National Center for Nonprofit Boards
98
National Center for Policy Alternatives
77
National Center on Institutions and Alternatives/
Northeast Inc
64
National Child Labor Committee
60
National Commission to Prevent Infant Mortality
67
National Committee for Citizens in Education.. . .63, 69
National Committee for Responsive Philanthropy ... .97
National Community Education Association
63
National Conference of State Legislatures
87
National Congress for Community Economic
Development Inc
87
National Council of La Raza
87
National Council of Nonprofit Associations
98
National Institute for Citizen Participation and
Negotiation
101
National Neighborhood Coalition
87
National Peace Institute Foundation
102
National Public Radio
80
National Safe Workplace Institute
77
National Service Secretariat Inc.
60
National Toxics Campaign Fund
77
National Training and Information Center
87

National Wildlife Federation
73, 75
National Youth Employment Coalition Inc
60
Natural Resources Defense Council Inc
73, 78
Nature Conservancy
75, 83
Neighborhood Institute
90
Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation
90
Neighborhood Resource Center
88
Neighborhoods and Economic Development
85
Neighborhoods and Economic Development: Special
Initiatives
91
Neighborhood Youth Association Inc
64
New Hampshire Charitable Fund
95
North American Indian Association of Detroit Inc
64
North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State
University
66
Northeast Entrepreneur Fund Inc
90

Northeast-Midwest Institute
Northwest Michigan Resource Conservation and
Development Council Inc
O
Ocean Arks International Inc
Omaha Community Foundation
Orange County Community Foundation
Oregon Environmental Foundation
Oregon Rivers Council Inc
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development

75
75
80
95
95
75
80
60, 69

R

Pacific F.ncrgy and Resources Center
73
Partnership for Democracy
60, 88
Peoria Area Community Foundation
95
Permian Basin Area Foundation
95
Pesticide Action Network North America Regional
Center
73
Philanthropic Membership Organizations
96
Philanthropy and Volunteerism
92
Points of Light Foundation
98
Population Crisis Committee
80
Portable Practical Educational Preparation Housing
Development Corporation
91
Porter-Leath Children's Center
65
Portland Organizing Project
88
Portland Public Schools
65
Pratt Institute
103
Private Industry Council of Snohomish County
91
Publications
125
Public/Private Ventures
60

Lt
(Juitman County Development Organi/ation Inc
R,
Rainbow Research Inc
Redesigning Education
Religious Task Force Education Fund Inc
Research Foundation of the City University' of
New York
Resources Development Foundation
Rockford Community Trust
Rocky Mountain Institute
Rodale Institute
Rural Advice Centre
Rural Finance Facility
Rural Organising and Cultural Center Inc
Rust College

88
95
68
60
61, 78
73
%
73
80
103
103
88
66
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s.
Saginaw Community Foundation
Saint Augustine's College
Salem Housing Task Force Corporation
San Francisco Renaissance
Santa Fe Community Foundation
Save Our Sons and Daughters
Scientists' Institute for Public Information Inc. . ,
Seattle Foundation
Servicios Cientificos y Tccnicos
Seventh Generation Fund for Indian
Development Inc
70001 Ltd
Shelter of Flint Inc
Shorebank Corporation
Sierra Club Foundation
Single Parent Family Institute.
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Talladega College
Teach for America Inc
Temple University
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Washington Urban League Inc
Wayne State University
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YrmihBuild USA Inc
Youth Initiative Project Inc.
Youth Policy Institute
Youth Service America ..
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